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Thomas Feuerstein
Pancreas, 2012
Glass, brain cells, stainless steel,
technical equipment, 230 x 800 x 200 cm
Biotechnological realization: Thomas Seppi,
Department of Radiotherapy and Radiooncology,
Medical University of Innsbruck

The processual sculpture Pancreas transforms
books into sugar (glucose) that feeds human brain
(glioblastoma) cells. The books’ paper is shredded,
soaked in water, and pressed into an artificial
intestine (fermenter), in which bacteria break the
cellulose down into glucose. After filtering and
purifying, the glucose is fed to the cells growing
inside a glass tank. The feeding of the brain proxy
follows a particular diet: The brain food consists
exclusively of Hegel’s “Phenomenology of Spirit”.
As a part of the installation, this most important
philosophical work of Hegel is printed in circles,
representing the atoms of a glucose molecule.
This fusion of philosophy and molecular structure
also decorates the cover of this book. Pancreas
is a pataphysical machine that uses processes
borrowed from biotechnology in order to translate
language and books, that is symbols and data, into
matter and flesh. Glucose, as a universal fuel of life,
which all cells, especially brain cells, feed from,
becomes the artistic basis for Pancreas
(Gr. pánkreas, pán = “all”, kréas = “flesh”).

2015 was a year of extraordinary visits. A highly
nervous but ecstatic CeMM experienced the
hard-to-beat privilege of having the combined
visit of two heads of state. During his first visit
to the neighboring Austria on September 16,
the President of the Italian Republic, Dr. Sergio
Mattarella, graciously visited us accompanied
by his host, the Federal President of Austria,
Dr. Heinz Fischer, a long-time supporter of
CeMM and patron of our mother institution the
Austrian Academy of Sciences. The symbolic
value of choosing to encounter scientists and
discuss the impact of genomic information of
medicine on a tight schedule irradiates well
beyond the little CeMM tower in the V
 iennese
9th district to inspire the whole scientific
community and provides for a strong statement
on the importance of research. The very clear
and heart-felt words of encouragement that
were pronounced during the visit by the extra
ordinary guests are burned in our memories
forever and will m
 otivate us for years to come.
We thank not only the two presidents for visiting
us, but also their entourage for organizing and
executing the event with such care. In particular,
we acknowledge the g enerosity and creativity of
H.E. Dr. Giorgio M
 arrapodi, the Ambassador of
Italy to Austria, who masterminded the historic
occurrence. Of course the importance of this visit
dwarfs everything else that happened in 2015
at CeMM.

Introduction
Research
Report
2015
By Sylvia Knapp, Giulio Superti-Furga and Anita Ender

However, in this exceptional year, we
really had quite a few other truly amazing
guests and s peakers, among which we wish
to acknowledge: Dr. Fidel Castro Diaz Balart,
Cuban Council of State Advisor for Science
and Vice President of the Academy of Sciences
of Cuba, Peter Brabeck-Letmathe, Chairman
and former CEO of Nestlé, Dr. Laurie Glimcher,
Dean of Weill Cornell M
 edical College and
Dr. Albert-László Barabási, of the University
of Notre Dame and Northwestern University,
the guru of networks.
In November, we had the 6th visit of the
CeMM Scientific Advisory Board, chaired by
Dr. David Livingston. It was a remarkable visit
pregnant with very important strategic advice
and crowned by a dinner in the magnificent
halls of the U
 niversity of Vienna, that in 2015
celebrated its 650th year of existence. Sadly, the
visit started with another short commemoration:
CeMM and the SAB mourned the decease,
in September, of long-term SAB member
Dr. William E. “Bill” Paul, one of the world’s
most influential and respected immunologists
and an incisive but very warm-hearted mentor
to many of us.
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We strongly feel that more than ever, s cientists
need to engage society and the free arts to seek
exchange, inspiration and some sort of regulatory
feed back. This may be particularly true for us,
working at the interface between increasingly
detailed molecular descriptions of humanity
and its aspirations in terms of health and q
 uality
of life. As important platform to discuss the
(post-)genomic society, we have the science/
culture/education project “Genom Austria”,
with its f ormidable board of advisors, covering
many aspects of modern c ulture. In September,
we hosted the i nternational personal genome
conference, with a public lecture by Dr. George
Church of the Harvard Medical School, that
preceded a panel debate that involved among
others, Dr. Christiane Druml, the chair of the
chancellor’s ethics board and Dr. Markus Müller,
the new Rector of the Medical University
of Vienna. We would like to consider this,
as Christoph Bock, the motor behind Genom
Austria puts it, the birth-time of genomic
debate in Austria.
For us researchers, the possibility to self-reflect
and think about our activity in a context wider
than the one confined by lab walls is important.
In 2015, we inaugurated a room that conceptual
artist Martin Walde conceived as a result of
discussions held with one of us (GSF) on the
potential appeal of a place where thinking
and creativity is uncoupled from professional
service and professional stress. The resulting
CeMM Time Capsule, inaugurated in June by
Vienna City Councillor for Cultural Affairs and
Science, Dr. Andreas Mailath-Pokorny, is such
a sanctuary for quite an overflow of ideas. With
its 13,000 empty notebooks with coloured
sleeves r esting in an embracing elliptic bookcase,
it offers hundreds of thousands of white pages
to be filled with thoughts to be stored for decades,
freed from the obligation to be directly useful.
Rather, the collection of non-indexed scribbles
from visitors and contributors from all walks of
life, should create a common imaginary, a virtual
(as seldom re-read by chance) space of thoughts,
that should inspire scholars and seekers. In forty
or more years, evaluation of the content of the
shelves may provide for interesting sociological
material on science and society at the dawning
of the new millennium. We would like to thank
all sponsors who contributed to the CeMM
Time Capsule.
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For what regards our core business, the creation
and understanding of knowledge with potential
medical impact, we are quickly reaching levels
that would have been unimaginable even a
few years ago. We are fully aware that until we
have improved medical practice in a pervasive
manner based on research performed at CeMM
we will not have fulfilled our h
 ighest a spirations.
However, we would be plainly coquetting if
we would not, as cool-headed scientists, be
capable of analysis. And this tells us that we
must be among the very top biomedical research
institutions in the world judged by scientific
output, measured by the publications in top
scientific journals, per money spent. With an
average impact factor per paper of 10, 85 papers in
2015 and a scientific staff of about 120 i ndividuals,
we feel confident to assure our stakeholders,
and importantly, the Austrian and European
t axpayers, that we are working hard. A yet
more revealing indicator of the efficiency of
our “discovery engine” is that, overall, we have
roughly five (5!) times more collaborative papers
between laboratories at our institute than the
other institutes we measured of comparable size
and scope. This rests on a highly collaborative
operation mode, in which a CeMM group, on
average, interacts at least three times more with
another CeMM group than groups do among
themselves at other institutions. Clearly, this,
per se, implies no better quality, but we find it
intriguing and inspiring.

We are also happy to announce the successful
recruitment of two new Principal I nvestigators.
Jörg Menche, who did his postdoc with
Dr. Albert-László Barabási at the Northeastern
University, joined CeMM in the second half of
2015. Jörg will establish a new research group to
promote the emerging field of network medicine
to investigate CeMM relevant diseases. And
Georg Winter, coming from the laboratory of
Dr. James Bradner at the Dana Farber Cancer
Institute/Harvard Medical School in Boston.
He will arrive in Summer 2016 and focus on
the identification and chemical modulation
of o
 ncogenic transcriptional circuits. Also
concerning the acquisition of substantial third
party funds, CeMM members were extra
ordinarily successful in the last year. Two ERC
Starting Grants had been awarded to Andreas
Bergthaler and Christoph Bock. Moreover,
CeMM PI Kaan Boztug won the bid for f ounding
the Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Rare and
Undiagnosed Diseases, and we are also proud
to be a partner in the H2020 grant LIBRA,
an EU-LIFE alliance project to develop and
implement gender equality in research.
We know this “magical” moment is fragile,
that it is difficult to keep the pace and, most
importantly, it does not necessarily reflect
scientific breakthroughs that may create
long-term benefits for society. But it would
be absurd not to report this with a dose
of pride, wonder and gratitude for all the
supporters that make this possible. First and
foremost, the Austrian Academy of Science, our
paramount sponsor, but also the increasingly
inextricable partner, the Medical University
of Vienna. To separate the contributions of the
Medical University from our own would be
like t rying to separate paternal and maternal
genetic contributions of complex traits – quite
impossible. Many of us have dual affiliations
and the vast majority of CeMM papers are
collaborations including laboratories at the
Medical University. In any case: a great thank
you to both parents.

Lastly, we would like to introduce you to the
theme of this year’s research report: m
 etabolism.
While the transformation of nourishment in
molecular building blocks that c onstitute our
cells and organs and in energy that makes the
organism operate like an engine has been at the
foundation of biochemistry since a century and
more, it is only in recent years that we have
begun to appreciate in full how intricate the
relationship between metabolism and disease
is. Truly, all diseases that we study at CeMM,
cancer, infection, immunological disorders,
cardiovascular conditions and many rare
diseases, have a strong metabolic component.
The scientific community is slowly getting hold
of the connections. Every regulatory event
in a cell requires a signal or a modification or
a new molecule, that originates from other
components and these are, in turn, transformed
by metabolism. These cycles of transformation
of matter came to vivid illustration, when we
analysed the regulation of the lipid components
of cells. The hundreds of distinct lipid molecules
that constitute the membrane of human cells,
required to separate these from each other
and from the environment, but also to create
compartments within cells, are regulated in
a concerted fashion that is organized as a big
circle, the so called lipid c o-regulation circle.
This fundamental discovery that occurred at
CeMM adorned the cover of the magazine Cell
in July and became a symbol of our new effort
to understand metabolism.
As you will read in greater detail, many of our
efforts are related to metabolism. So is, for
example, an amazing study by the laboratories
of Stefan Kubicek and Christoph Bock, who
analysed one of the key organs regulating
metabolism, the pancreas, in unprecedented
detail at single-cell level resolution to find new
cell types, relevant for diabetes. Or the study
of Andreas Bergthaler, that reports that activity
of a metabolic enzyme in the liver regulates the
ability of viruses to infect it, which is relevant
for viral hepatitis. Perhaps the most p
 aradigmatic
of metabolic pathways involves sugar, or
the carbohydrate glucose, in its fundamental
component. Glucose is the currency of energy
in probably all living cells.
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Austrian artist Thomas Feuerstein has been
using glucose as a metaphor for the link between
the human spirit, biological matter and the
environment or universe for a long time.
His installation/sculpture Pancreas uses the
pages of a p
 hilosophy book to decompose into
sugar that then is used to feed brain-derived
cancer cells. From the brain to the brain through
glucose. He is a friend and kindly agreed to
help us inspire our readers and through his
work lay bare philosophical links to our s cience.
We hope you will find the outcome of our
effort at least “sweet”.
CeMM’s success is the result of the hard and
enthusiastic effort of its members. They are
truly an unstoppable and creative bunch whose
contributions are likely to be deemed historical
by future accounts.
We thank you all, but would like to pick out
one person who left CeMM in 2015 in order to
enjoy her well-deserved retirement, CeMM
PI Denise Barlow. Denise is one of the most
accomplished geneticists that ever operated in
Austria and one of the most inspiring and original
epigeneticists in Europe. We express our highest
admiration to her as a scientist, and thank you,
Denise, for your dedication, mentorship and
friendship over the past 10 years. CeMM also
relies, more than ever, on a great number of
people and friends. As before, we attempt a
comprehensive list in the “Acknowledgement”
section at the end of this report. Here, we would
like to mention the people most involved with
producing this report, first and foremost the
reliable editor Eva Schweng, who this year has
been joined by Wolfgang Däuble, expert writer
of the science parts. We thank the photographers
Michael Sazel and Klaus Pichler, the graphic
company of Kriso Leinfellner and Stefanie
L ichtwitz and, last but not least, the wonderful
artist Thomas Feuerstein.

The research report is dedicated to the memory
of the great immunologist, CeMM SAB member
and mentor William E. Paul (1936–2015).
It is the first year that we have been sharing the
helm of CeMM with Sylvia Knapp, CeMM PI
and Professor of Infection Biology at the Medical
University of Vienna. Sylvia is our Director of
Medical Affairs since February 2015. It has been
fun. We sign all three.
Giulio Superti-Furga (Scientific Director),
Anita Ender (Administrative Director) and
Sylvia Knapp (Director of Medical Affairs)

Art Matters
At CeMM, art is meant to accompany us scientists Thomas Feuerstein makes us consider the caloric
costs of words and has in the past, used gases
in the cognitive but also emotional journey
that emanate from speaking mouths to distill
that we face dealing with our research. Artists
drinks. All of this reminds us of our experiments
are travel companions who often are ahead of
as physical experiences, inserted into a metaus in describing dystopian future worlds and
metabolic space. The metabolic context of our
are sometimes behind us when science dashes
experiments on metabolism. The transformative
ahead or takes an unforeseeable turn and we are
power of the liver and the pancreas that we study.
left wondering where we are heading. A
 rtists
The links between creating the infrastructure
are then much-needed discussion partners
for information. The genome, out of metabolic
with whom we shed transversal light on our
building blocks, is safeguarding its integrity in
findings from a socio-critical, esthetical and
matter and meaning, through repair mechanisms.
philosophical point of view. Art for us is an
And finally its reading in the right place at
antidote to dogmatism. Most importantly, art
the right time is managed through epigenetic
for us is science minus the burden of physical
modifications via small chemical products of
(or even ethical) laws and restriction, the sheer
metabolism. Through these lenses, everything
fun (or horror) of it. Imagination run loose. Art
is metabolism.
unleashes the p
 ossibilities that science c reates.
And science allows for a de-mystification of
As we are sometimes offering an interface to
art, that for artists like T
 homas Feuerstein is
art at CeMM to people not usually confronted
a process, is conceived, is not a romantic act of
with modern art, so is Thomas Feuerstein, with
genius outside a c ontemporary context.
his laboratory installations and engineering
processes, who brings science to the art exhibits
Thomas Feuerstein is a Tyrolean conceptual
and museums, acting as an ambassador of science
artist working in Vienna whose work includes
sculptures, installations, drawings and paintings to people who do not follow research. The CeMM
2015 Research Report is full of findings that have
at the interface between art, science, poetry
to do with how the sophistication of metabolic
and philosophy. He is known to CeMM as one
links influences and even governs processes in
of the contributors to the Brain Lounge project,
our cells and bodies that when out of balance are
our think and art room. At the boundary to
associated with disease. The works of Thomas
biology art often deals with genetic identity,
hybrid species and the brave new world. Thomas Feuerstein that are in this report all reflect these
links. We hope to raise your interest in his
Feuerstein is less fixed on genes, the almost
fascinating work.
sidereal cold-code that digitalizes our identity,
but rather is interested in warm biological slime,
Giulio Superti-Furga
molasses, juices-in-transition, transformation
of matter, molecular connections.
What connects the jelly of the brain with the
jelly of the pancreas and the liver? And how
does all of that connect to economy, to h
 istory,
to politics, to philosophy? The thoughts of
philosophers are driven by glucose used in
their brain cells to create the energy to keep
up the infrastructure and manage the making
and breaking of synapses. And glucose, or
molecules that may be b
 iochemically different
from glucose, but are often directly or indirectly
linkable to it by chemical building blocks or via
the use of the energy that it fuels, makes the
body of many organisms. We ingest food that is
turned into thoughts and actions and the food
comes from a particular context and has meant
different things at different times in h
 istory.
Glucose is a metaphorical narrative thread that
embraces humankind and is the small-coin of
transformation. Glucose provides the energy
required to do an experiment, or to speak words.
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Discussion on
Art, Science
and Metabolism
On March 2nd, 2016 Gaia Novarino, neuroscientist, Patricia Pálffy,
specialist in contemporary art and Giulio Superti-Furga met
conceptual artist Thomas Feuerstein, at the CeMM Brain Lounge
for a conversation about science, art and metabolism.
Thomas Feuerstein is best known for his transformation machines
that c ombine scientific and artistic processes thus bringing natural
reactions into the world of art and philosophy.

Superti-Furga: In some of your machines, sugar
is the final product, while in others you make
use of this sugar to set biological processes into
motion. Why is sugar so important in your art?
Feuerstein: Well as you know, Giulio, sugar
is an essential energy source for all living cells
and is a key player in metabolism. If we had no
sugar, we would not sit here. However, in art we
are used to seeing more valuable materials, like
bronze or marble, whilst the usage of sugar in
sculptures is rather unusual. In ancient times
sugar was very expensive, much like gold, it was
rare. Nowadays sugar is inexpensive.
Superti-Furga: You can find sugar in almost any
kind of food.
Feuerstein: Also, sugar is interesting from an
evolutionary point of view. Why do humans
have such big brains?
Superti-Furga: Yes, the brain runs mostly on
glucose, a simple sugar …
Feuerstein: … in fact, human evolution
may have been influenced by the luxury of
the availability of sugars. Other animals don’t
have such big brains, in relative terms, so why
human beings? Hypothetically sugar builds
the foundation for philosophy, thinking, and
sociology and we can also conjoin it to art. To
have enough food, we need to have the necessary
technologies, to get this food enough quantities,
to process this food, chew it properly …
Superti-Furga: … So in the beginning of
humans there was sugar?

Feuerstein: Yes, we are sugar-processing
factories. Our whole body. Sugar is energy. It is
a molecule, but also a symbol of sweetness, of
kindness. To have enough energy allows you to
do things which you wouldn’t ordinarily do. And
that is the main point: If we don’t have enough
energy to pursue our daily business, we cannot
think about philosophy, or doing art.

Discussion Round
in the CeMM Brain Lounge

Novarino: Enough is a good word, because
you also don’t want to have too much of it.
In philosophy, I could imagine, as in art or as in
science, or as with sugar: If you have too much of
something, you cannot even get one thing done.
Your brain cannot focus. In fact, if you have too
much sugar, the brain doesn’t work well. I think
this is true for everything, right? And this is
in a way why metabolism is there: To regulate
something in a balanced way, not too much,
not too little.
Feuerstein: If you put too much sugar into
food, e.g. fruit, you preserve them, you get jam.
So it may be some kind of archive, a library of
molecules that you can build with sugar.
Superti-Furga: Well, DNA has a sugar
component, so that is another amazing thing,
right? These days in terms of diseases of
civilization, we call sugar a poison. Knowingly,
not knowingly, willingly, not willingly, one
eats too much sugar. A fact, which is fostering
obesity and diabetes, a problem that can be seen
all over the world. Initially it was seen hitting
poor people, who may not afford v
 egetables or
much protein, which are more expensive foods.
In this p
 erspective obesity does not necessarily
hit equally the educated or the rich.

Feuerstein: Well you know it better!

Pálffy: Of course, it might be a question of
education – the more you know about your
Superti-Furga: Because of the availability of
food and your body, the better you can choose
sugar, or of what it represents, the brain grew,
a healthy diet. And let’s not forget the cultural
because of this we started art, culture, p
 hilosophy influence: The big wave of obesity observed in
and hominid expansion and migration. If you
Mexico for example is surely connected to the
want, sugar is the fuel for the brain. So art and
so-called western way of living, eating many
culture are a sugar-fed business.
hamburgers and such. While in other regions,
people might live healthier even if they are poor
and uneducated, because they simply pursue
a more traditional diet.
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Patricia Pálffy
Specialist in
Contemporary Art,
Dorotheum, Vienna
Giulio Superti-Furga
Scientific Director, CeMM
Thomas Feuerstein,
Conceptual Artist
Gaia Novarino
Group Leader, ISTA,
Klosterneuburg

Feuerstein: That’s the point Patricia, so that’s
why sugar is, once more, a metaphor for our
c ultural situation.
Novarino: Do we still have a feeling anymore of
what we really need for nourishment? Our sense
how to adapt to what we really need may not
have evolved fast enough with the agricultural
and industrial revolution.
Superti-Furga: Yes, but this is again an
anthropocentric perspective. The human species
has never been as successful as today. There are
more of us on the planet than ever before, and
we will live much longer than ever before.
Novarino: That’s true, but we’re no longer
making use of some parts of our metabolism.
The same is true for our brain circuits, we may
not use certain abilities any longer.
Superti-Furga: The few times that I went
on a fast, I experienced less aggressiveness,
being slower in everything, much more docile.
You don’t have this extra type of energy that is
very t ypical of our modern world, you become
subdued. I experienced it on my own, when
people told me do this and do that, I was not able
to mount a serious opposition. So in situations,
where people are starved on purpose, it might
be a way how you can manipulate and dominate
people more easily by putting them in a situation
where they have less sugar, less energy for
the brain.
Pálffy: Anyway, beside these psychological
aspects of sugar – what about the physical
properties? What impressed you working
with sugar?
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Feuerstein: I’m interested in processes and
transformation. And I very often start with
photosynthesis, the production of sugar. For
a project I used carbohydrates from books and
papers, symbolic for our brain food. We are
learning and reading, we are eating words,
sentences and books. Metaphorically we are
sometimes hungry to read and to know things,
sometimes not. I decompose paper, because it
consists of cellulose. Cracked down to glucose,
you can feed cells, for example human brain cells.
For a scientist, this might be irrational. Why
books? It may be in the tradition of a pataphysical
machine, but it is really working, maybe as a kind
of a new realism. I use pieces of reality, natural
processes, biochemistry, chemistry, and physics
to start new processes to make transformations.
Superti-Furga: Like Alfred Jarry’s science of
imaginary solutions?
Feuerstein: Yes and no. In traditional modernist
art there were very strong relations to science.
But most of those relationships were symbolic.
Nowadays we use real methods coming from
science, real scientific processes. That makes
a difference. The whole thing is not only written
in letters, in a story or images. The story is also
written in molecules, you can use the materials
to express a special thought. Those new possi
bilities make it really great to be a fine artist,
a visual artist in the 21st century.
Novarino: So on the one side it’s the concept
of using the material, not the physical property of
that material. But on the other side, the fact that
you can use the material itself makes art special …
Superti-Furga:

… and contemporary.

Feuerstein: Because the material or the
Novarino: You could not make the same thing,
molecules or the processes are telling a story
using a different book?
by themselves, which is one layer. If you’re
entering an exhibition you have a linguistic layer. Feuerstein: In the laboratory, it doesn’t make
People are talking about the art, the opening,
a difference. It is paper, it is cellulose. But for me
sentences are written on the wall. There are titles, as an artist, the choice of the book makes a big
a catalogue book, or magazines. Then you have
difference and is the source of a lot of fun …
the iconic layer, the visuals: paintings, s culptures,
objects. But for my kind of art you have a third
Superti-Furga: … and a matter of complexity.
layer, a sublayer, and this is the layer of the
You could say the same for our body. It doesn’t
molecular telling of the materials.
matter where the glucose comes from, it could
come from different sources. This specifically
Superti-Furga: The story of the materials?
holds true, if we limit the observation to one
body. In an ecological sphere it does matter where
Feuerstein: The processes, the transformations
the sugar comes from.
– this is the point of metabolism. Every work
has its own metabolism – just as we have our
Feuerstein: So it makes a difference if you get
physical metabolism, we are eating and drinking. the sugar from a lollipop in the supermarket, or
However, we also have a symbolic metabolism
if you get the sugar from a piece of fruit?
because we are reading, we are talking, hearing
music, watching movies. Those are different
Superti-Furga: Well, we are beginning to
layers, and they are all connected, not separated.
realize in science that human health will not be
The molecular material layer is connected with
distinguishable from ecological health in some
the iconic layer, and the iconic layer with the
sort of global way. In the Anthropocene era
linguistic layer and so on.
we are creating a different kind of environment.
We are affecting the number and the kind of
Pálffy: So if there is sugar in your sculpture,
small m
 olecules being inserted in the system.
in your installation, in your art work it is
For example, pollution does affect plants and
connected to its source.
the animals that we end up eating. It’s almost
impossible to consider the health of an individual
Feuerstein: That’s the point! I used special
isolated from the ecological system or a bigger
books for the sugar sculptures, like a diet.
world. And I am sure that in the future the
Special literature, special scientists, special
affected system will be larger than that. So it
philosophers. For example for the processual
is incredibly interesting to consider your art
sculpture Pancreas, which is shown on the
as a paradigm for connections of the origin of
inner cover of this research report, I used
molecules and the destiny of m
 olecules in a
Hegel’s Phenomenology of Mind.
bigger and more creative fashion than people
formerly considered. There is an intimate
relationship between the decision, “I grow,
I don’t grow” and “I will therefore go on or not
go on living”, we are forced into this constant
fight for balance. And it’s always a question
of the cost: What’s the metabolic price tag,
can I afford to grow?
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Pálffy: I think it’s very interesting to look at
metabolism this way – it reminds me of the art
business. Here, the value of an art piece depends
very much on the importance it has. A gallerist,
René Gimpel, said once, that for him art work
is like a larva – as long as it is in a studio. Only
when it leaves the studio, you can then speak of
its importance. And the importance is a parallel
to what people pay for it. Isn’t that also similar
in metabolic costs?

Feuerstein: Molecules are so fascinating –
sometimes to me an atom is like a letter, from
A to Z, and molecules are like a word. Molecules
join together, build sentences, maybe whole
texts: These texts are always changing, there is
a writing and rewriting in our body. So we are …
Superti-Furga: … islands of entropy, b
 uilding
some selected complexity while reducing
complexity around us all the time.

Superti-Furga: It is, and nutrients belong to the
Novarino: But why use certain molecules in art?
most valuable substances for an organism. One of Why make the choice of certain molecules over
the things we are studying in the lab is a protein
others – from an artistic point of view?
called mTOR that many people are interested
in. mTOR is sensing the availability of nutrients. Feuerstein: It depends. For example there is
mTOR also senses the ability of certain growth
the Psychoprosa Project, a large installation
factors, interprets all the environmental clues
consisting of multiple artworks. It was a long
and decides whether we are in a building or in
desire to produce or to synthesize a new
an deconstructing program. This protein is
molecule together with a chemist, a synthetic
important for a lot of processes. In the brain, in
molecule, which you cannot find in nature
the immune system, but also in cancer. If the
or in industry. For me it’s not just a molecule,
mTOR signaling pathway is dysfunctional,
it’s a molecular sculpture. You cannot see this
wrong decisions are made such as building and
sculpture, it is the smallest sculpture in the
growth, even if the growing signals are not there. world. It was interesting to produce a molecular
The cause of some diseases is a loss of sensitivity
sculpture which is related to art and art h
 istory
for growth factors and nutrients.
and also to our optical reception of the world.
You can also make a transfer from the real
Feuerstein: Do you find the mTOR molecule
exhibition space into your own body. So your
only in human bodies or also in animal bodies?
blood and your brain become an exhibition space.
Then this sculpture, if it is active on the central
Superti-Furga: Actually, we find it in animals,
nervous system, may transform what you are
in yeast or in plants. It is an ancient, central
seeing and what you are thinking. Maybe this is a
regulator of metabolism.
little bit crazy, but for me it was very interesting
to have a new sculpture, a new molecule.

“However,
we also have
a symbolic
metabolism
because we
are reading,
we are talking,
hearing music,
watching movies.”

Superti-Furga: Are there any other molecules
or biological materials that you would like to
work with?
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Feuerstein: I’m open to any kind of molecules.
And so my interest depends always on the new
project. Slime was for me really interesting
because inside we are slime, but outside we
are dry, which also reflects the structure of our
culture. We have libraries, we have archives, we
have museums, and all these places are very dry.
We try to keep our cars dry, because otherwise
they get rusty. We try not to sweat, not to cry
tears, but we are starting in slime, we are coming
out of the slime and we are ending in slime in
the grave. Slime is a cultural metaphor and in
science fiction a horrifying thing. Because slime
has no form and changes continuously. This is
also a question of metabolism. By m
 etabolizing,
we influence order. We are always fighting for
order. Museums fight for order, as do libraries
and universities.

Thomas Feuerstein,
Gaia Novarino,
Patricia Pálffy and
Giulio Superti-Furga
in CeMM’s Brain Lounge
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Feuerstein: Which is much better than any
hardware drive!
Novarino: It is about the storage of information,
but also about creating reality. In the last
thousands of years artists produced sculptures,
human beings, animals, plants, whatever, but
it was just a representation. Modern science is
not making a representation. It is a p
 roducing
processes, c reating new matter and living
“sculptures”. Not art, but …
Superti-Furga: … new entities.

Feuerstein: I’m interested in science and
t echnology, because our daily life is full of both.
We are equipped with smart phones, our home
is full of equipment, and we drive by navigation
systems in our cars. We are getting more and
Superti-Furga: In nature it’s always the whole
more hybrid entities. So for me it seems n
 atural
circle. Did you ever make a machine that is
to think about science and to use s cientific
sustainable and perfectly recycles everything?
products, scientific methods for my own work.
It’s not because I want to be a scientist. I don’t.
Feuerstein: For example I created these Manna
I want to be an artist. But for me science is
Machines: They eat light, produce cellulose, and
inspiration and a source of material. 100 years
produce sugar and so on. They also eat waste
ago you went to the seaside to see the light,
water, bad air. The machines are a little bit like
to see the sea, you flew to see the sky and then
a perpetual mobile. They can produce different
make a painting of it. For the same reason, to
things which you need in your daily work, for
seek inspiration – I don’t go to the seaside, I go
example color pigments for painting. In the 1990s, in the laboratory…
I performed projects with my own body. With
my own cells I produced skin layers, sketch boxes Superti-Furga: … you come to CeMM!
and other structures. All these things are exactly
about the sustainability Giulio asked for.
Feuerstein: This would be lovely and I could
see better what the people are doing there.
Superti-Furga: In the literal connotation of the
Because the scientists at CeMM are focusing
word creativity, of creating things, we come back
on reality, and this new primarily unknown
to DNA, to DNA being a sugar, giving identity.
reality is i nfluencing my life as a person and as
We are now in a situation where we can create
an artist. Maybe not now, but maybe in five years,
absolutely new things. Nick Goldman, Ewan
in ten years the new knowledge will influence
Birney and George Church have used DNA to
me and will be part of my new reality. The work
code and keep information in a very robust and
of scientists is therefore affecting my artistic
space-saving way. You can put an entire library
thinking and my way of life.
into a small amount of DNA. I could hold all the
books of the world in the palm of my hand.
Superti-Furga: I can only say: likewise!
Thank you all for this interesting conversation!
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Thomas Feuerstein
Bocuse, 2010

The Inner Workings of a Starlit Sky

Books by Paul Bocuse, sugar (glucose, isomalt),
acrylic glass, resin sealing, 27 x 27 x 27 cm

Glucose, obtained from the processing of books
by the famous French cook Paul Bocuse, is heated
and melted (deconstruction). Depending on the
temperature, sugar takes on a specific color, from
yellow to caramel to black. The base, consisting
of books, refers to the sculpture derived from
the sugar melting (construction). Each sculpture
is based on sugar associated with very specific
meaning and messages printed on the cellulose.
It could be considered distilled knowledge
made edible and sweet. Perhaps a metaphor
for our research report?

At many points of metabolism, construction and deconstruction
go hand in hand. In a perennial circle, anabolic reactions build up
the material of which the body consists, while catabolic processes
dismantle every useful ingredient of the nutrition to provide energy
and building material. Fats and oils are chopped into fatty acids,
proteins are dissected into amino acids and carbohydrates are cut
down into single sugar molecules. A whole battery of enzymes, the
body’s molecular workhorses, stands by to get those jobs done.
Many of those enzymes are produced in the
pancreas – a small, wedge-shaped organ h
 idden
behind the stomach that secrets its enzyme
containing juice into the first section of the
small intestine. Here it gets mixed with a mush
of predigested food to extract its valuable
portion. However, the pancreas is more than
just an enzyme-producing gland: Besides it’s
crucial role for digestion, it also operates on the
body’s reaction to food. A number of hormones,
of which insulin is the most prominent example,
are injected directly into the bloodstream to
regulate the concentration of blood sugar.
A broad range of tasks for a single organ that
demands a strict division of labor: While most
of the tissue is assigned to its exocrine role in
digestion, a small percentage of the pancreatic
cells work for its internal function. They gather
in so called “Langerhans islets” – a very appro
priate description: Distributed throughout
the pancreatic tissue, those clusters of highly
specialized cells indeed resemble little islands.
“It looks like a starlit sky if you stain for them,”
says Stefan Kubicek, Head of the Platform
Austria for Chemical Biology (PLACEBO) and
the Christian D
 oppler Laboratory for Chemical
Epigenetics and Anti-Infectives, which all reside
in the CeMM Building. “These islets are embedded in vast amounts of exocrine tissues. They
form tiny c lusters that typically consist of no
more than 500 to 2000 cells.” Despite their small
number, they are able to fine-tune glucose levels
in the blood with striking precision. At least five
different types of cells collaborate in Langerhans
islets to release the right mixture of hormones
at any given time.

“Clearly the majority of those cells are insulinproducing beta cells, they lower the blood sugar.
Then there are alpha cells, responsible for raising
the glucose levels with glucagon. Somatostatinproducing delta cells, pp-cells that release
pancreatic polypeptide and ghrelin-producing
epsilon cells have further regulatory functions –
those are the five known cell types,” Stefan
enumerates.
Their importance becomes clear, when something goes wrong: In type I diabetes, beta cells
are attacked and destroyed by the immune
system. The resulting lack of insulin has
detrimental effects on body and psyche – if
untreated it raises, among others, the risk of
cardiovascular and neuronal diseases and sometimes leads to severe depression. Often it affects
patients at young age and requires life-long
treatment. Many factors are suspected to contribute to the development of this autoimmune
disease, but to this day are neither its causes
fully understood, nor is there a cure.
Also, the exact composition of Langerhans
islets remains uncertain: Although extensively
studied over many years, it is an open q
 uestion
if they might not contain some additional, rare
cell types. Even for the five known cell types,
it is still unclear if all their members really
act in the exact same manner, or if there are
subclasses within each group. “For example,
beta cells that are s urrounded by alpha cells or
delta cells might have different functions than
beta cells that are directly adjacent to blood
vessels,” Stefan points out.
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Eventually, they succeeded in establishing the
first complete transcriptome of 64 Langerhans
islets cells – a world premiere. And the scientists
didn’t leave it at that: With the obtained data,
they validated not only the established markers
for the different cell types of Langerhans islets,
they even discovered new ones. Moreover, they
identified human specific expression patterns in
alpha and beta cells – crucial information to interpret data from animal models like the mouse.
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Easier said than done: In order to examine
Langerhans islets, they needed human donor
tissue. “This is not a readily accessible tissue,”
Stefan explains, “and so we were collaborating
with groups in Geneva and in the US to actually
get human pancreatic islets material.” After
receiving the samples and extracting their RNA,
there was more to come. “Establishing this single
cell RNA sequencing pipeline by Christoph Bock
and the BSF certainly was a tremendous effort
that required a lot of optimization,” says Stefan.

“Ultimately we would like to find a small
molecule that can make new beta – out of alpha
cells. Other groups are trying to reprogram
liver cells or induced pluripotent stem cells
for that purpose. However, the advantage of
alpha cells is that they are already in the right
place, in the islets of Langerhans. We think that
such an in-vivo reprogramming has the most
potential to regenerate functional beta cells in
diabetes.” With the newly established database
of single-cell transcriptomes, it might not take
too long until Stefan’s and Christoph’s research
teams actually find a compound that triggers
such a transformation in the Langerhans islets
and thereby break fresh ground in the treatment
of diabetes.
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Previous studies needed thousands of cells to
get enough material for a complete transcriptome. An unsatisfying approach, considering the
striking differences and small number of cells
in Langerhans islets: When diabetic and healthy
tissue was examined with this method, one could
not tell if observed differences derive from a
change in the composition or number of cells or
a differential gene expression in individual cells.
Furthermore, scientists had to rely mostly on
single molecular markers to identify the cells they
were looking at. This was about to change with
Stefan’s and Christoph’s project.

In the long run, the results of the study could
serve an even higher goal: It was shown in
previous studies that alpha cells can turn into
beta cells by activating only a single gene,
called PAX4. Therefore, although those cells
are specialized to do fundamentally different
things (alpha cells being glucagon-producing
factories and beta cells generating tremendous
amounts of insulin), there must be a pathway that
connects these two cell lines in what is known as
“cellular trans-differentiation”. Somehow, PAX4
transforms one into the other – a mechanism to
replace the lost beta cells in diabetes?

Du
ct

Those unanswered questions and the lack of
an effective therapy for type I diabetes motivated
Stefan Kubicek and his collaborator Christoph
Bock, Principal Investigator, and Head of the
Biomedical Sequencing Facility (BSF) at CeMM,
to start an exceptional study: Their aim was
to display the complete genetic activity, the so
called transcriptome of individual cells of the
Langerhans islets. To this end, the complete set
of RNA molecules had to be extracted of single
cells, reverse transcribed into cDNA, sequenced
and identified – a huge challenge that was only
recently made possible by advances in next-
generation sequencing and sample preparation.

low

Eventually, they
succeeded in
establishing the
first complete
transcriptome of
64 Langerhans
islets cells – a
world premiere.
And the scientists
didn’t leave it
at that.

Fig. 2 Expression
(scaled RPKM values) of
cell type-defining genes
across all single cells.
Transcripts and single cells
are grouped by cell type.
Adapted from Li et al.,
EMBO reports 2016.
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Protectors Go on the Rampage

DNA damage
Apoptosis
Activation
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The proper development of the immune system – the body’s
defense against anything that could harm it – is a complicated
procedure: It has to recognize not only the most common patterns
of invading enemies from birth on, it must also learn to detect any
new kind of intruder that becomes a threat and distinguish them
from the body’s own structures. It therefore creates a mind blowing
variety of possible recognition sites to detect the three dimensional
structure of potential troublemakers. Two arms of the adaptive part
of i mmunity must be equipped with those sensors: the famous
antibodies that serve as long-range weapons floating with
the bloodstream, and s pecialized cells that carry their recognition
aperture on the surface. Those so called T cells act as an infantry,
directly attacking and destroying their target once they find it.

ATMIN∆L NBS1∆L
T Cell

CD44+

Fig. 3 Model for the role
of ATMIN and NBS1 in
suppressing T cell activation
and inflammation,
depicting mechanisms of
inflammation caused by
concomitant deletion of
ATMIN and NBS1. Adapted
from Prochazkova et al.,
PLoS Genetics 2015.

ATMIN+/+ NBS1+/+
T Cell

DNA damage
Activation
CD44+CD62low

A key component of this machinery is the
protein ATM, an enzyme that recognizes cuts
in the double helix structure of the DNA. It acts
as a beacon to signal the damage and to recruit
the cell’s repair service – a crucial procedure
also for the development of antibodies or cell
division. To function accurately, ATM needs
two additional factors: NBS1 and ATMIN.
Together, they form a reliable detection tool
and ensure a quick overhaul of broken DNA.
Yet the lab of Principal Investigator Joanna Loizou
at CeMM with Postdoc Jana Prochazkova as
first author has shown that, as important their
role for the immune system is, as detrimental is
their failure: By using specially designed mouse
models they were able to demonstrate that if
the ATM complex is malfunctioning, the initially
protective T cells go on the rampage. Deprived
of their ability to distinguish f oreign from
self, they attack their own body’s structures
and cause severe inflammation l eading to
immunodeficiency which results in intestinal
bowel disease.
Ce — M— M—
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Furthermore, by depleting the ATM co-factors
NBS1 and ATMIN in separate lines, they
were able to dissect their contribution to the
development of immune cells and the e mergence
of diseases individually. They found that NBS1
had distinct functions that were required to
allow for the development of T cells and hence
prevent immunodeficiency. The combined
loss of both ATMIN and NBS1, however, led
to an accumulation of DNA damage that
drove inflammation that eventually led to the
devastating symptoms. These findings link the
requirement of an intact DNA repair system
to the development of a f unctional immune
system and the suppression of diseases. Hence,
in essence this study reveals the molecular toolkit
within T cells that allows for the efficient repair
of DNA damage.
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Every new primary T cell carries its own, very
unique sensor, known as T cell receptor (TCR).
For each of the many billion T cells, a new
individual structure has to be conceived. But the
human body, as most other vertebrates, solves
this task with an elegant trick of evolution:
The genes encoding for the recognition sites are
cut and randomly pasted together in each cell.
In combination with other mechanisms, this
provides enough variability to create sensors for
almost any possible structure. It also requires
a sophisticated and precise genetic machinery to
cut and repair the shuffled sequences properly.

Periphery

Neutrophil

200 μm

Fig. 4 Loss of ATMIN
and NBS1 leads to
intestinal inflammation
due to infiltration of
cytokine producing T cells.
Histological analysis by
Hematoxylin and eosin
staining of large intestine
of control, ATM-/-, ATMINΔL,
NBS1ΔL, ATMINΔL NBS1ΔL
mice at 12 weeks of age.
Adapted from Prochazkova
et al., PLoS Genetics 2015.
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The Dark Side of Immunity

Fig. 5 Representative
image of primary hepatocytes from WTmice,
stimulated with 2000 U/ml
recombinant mouse IFN-a
(rIFN-a). 24 hr later cells
were stained with CellROX.
Adapted from Bhattacharya
et al., Immunity 2015.

Life often seems perfectly constructed: At every scale, tightly
interwoven components form a beautifully arranged entity. Single
molecules, cell features, tissues or organs – natural structures and
processes appear as a product of harmony and balance. Except,
they never really are. Where wood is chopped, splinters must fall.
Metabolic circles are no exception: They produce a lot of waste, some
of it so destructive, that it is made responsible for disease, mutation
and ultimately the decay of an aging body. These compounds contain
special forms of oxygen that are eager to react with anything that
crosses their path: Reactive Oxygen Species, also known as free
radicals – their name says it all.
To handle free radicals and to protect the cell,
a specialized set of enzymes called Superoxide
Dismutases (SODs) stand by in a healthy
organism. They neutralize the threat with a
chemical reaction, turning it into harmless
elementary oxygen and – with the help of another
enzyme – water. SODs are so f undamentally
important, every living creature produces them.
If they fail, the consequences are devastating:
It was one of last year’s key findings of Andreas
Bergthaler’s laboratory at CeMM, that a lack
of these enzymes – induced by an immune
molecule hitherto known as protective – is
also responsible for the fatal liver damage in
viral hepatitis.
A disease that constitutes a global health threat:
More than five hundred million people are
infected worldwide, most of them carry the
hepatitis B- or C-type of the virus. Once those
pathogens have entered the body, they dig
their way into the liver cells, so called hepatocytes. By capturing their machinery for protein
assembly, they transform the cells into viral
mass p
 roduction facilities. Billions of them
are released, eager to infect nearby hepatocytes.
The outcome of this disease is severe liver
damage that can ultimately lead to death.

But intriguingly, the virus itself is not directly
killing the hepatocytes. “It’s not a c ytolytic
virus, the cells could basically survive an
infection,” Andreas says. It was a mystery,
how exactly liver damage occurs. This excited
the curiosity of the Principal Investigator and
his team of scientists. Under the lead of Ph.D.
Student Anannya Bhattacharya and with the
help of an i nternational collaboration, they
set themselves to find out what destroys the
liver in viral hepatitis. “We speculated that
it must be something from the immune system
that is actually causing the damage,” Andreas
describes the starting point.
They began to investigate the genetic changes
which occur in the liver at the beginning of a
hepatitis infection, rationalizing that those early
events might also determine what’s h
 appening
later on. As expected, many inflammatory
genes, which trigger the immune system,
were activated – considering the invasion of
a dangerous virus a foreseeable reaction.
But besides that, and to the surprise of Andreas
and his team, many changes also occurred
in the regulation of genes which are involved
in the disposal of free radicals. One of them
was most prominent in its decline: S
 uperoxide
Dismutase 1, or SOD1.

Fig.6 Overview:
Superoxide dismutase
1 protects the liver from
type I interferon-driven
oxidative damage in
viral hepatitis. Viral
infection leads to redox
dysregulation including
the downregulation of
SOD1. IFN-I signaling drives
SOD1 downregulation and
early liver damage.
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“We systematically
went through all
possible arms of
the immune
system,” Andreas
says, “including
T-cells, natural
killer cells and
cytokines, and we
ended up with
one main suspect:
Interferon type I.”

“That’s why we then went further in this
direction and asked the question, whether this
gene has any role in the development of tissue
damage.” A long lasting endeavor: It took
around five years, Andreas emphasizes, to
solve that riddle. Fortunately, they had a mouse
model l acking the SOD1 gene – it confirmed
their hypothesis, that missing SOD1 increases
the liver damage upon viral infection. But what
influence has the pathogen on this enzyme?
And how could it be prevented?
It was a search for a needle in the haystack.
The body’s reaction to a virus infection is highly
diverse and complex: Many different signal
molecules, known as cytokines, are released to
unleash the defense machinery of the immune
system. Cells that have contact with the pathogen switch their genetic program to red alert
mode, as well as their surrounding neighbors.
To determine which of those countless reactions
leads to the decline of SOD1 required hard lab
work: “We systematically went through all
possible arms of the immune system,” Andreas
says, “including T cells, natural killer cells and
cytokines, and we ended up with one main
suspect: Interferon type I.”
A truly unexpected finding: Interferon type I
(IFN-I), known and intensively studied for
decades, is a cytokine that activates the antiviral
response of a cell. Used as a treatment for various
diseases, it was thought as a purely protective
agent. So of all signal molecules, this should be
the one that kills liver cells? “In hindsight, this is
now quite obvious, because of the time k
 inetics,”
Andreas explains. “It is quite well understood
at what point in time interferon comes up:
It happens in the so called innate immune phase.
And at about the same time, we saw the liver
damage emerging.”
But coming to this conclusion took a lot of
time-consuming experiments. Early trials in
mice even spoke against interferon. However,
Andreas’ team eventually overcame all setbacks with a s ystematical approach – and a bit
of s erendipity, he admits. They found out, that
IFN-I is increasing the amount of free radicals
drastically, not only by inhibiting SOD1, but also
directly. “So what we then did was to interfere
with the interferon pathway to see whether
this would change the oxidative tissue damage,”
Andreas says. They employed a special antibody
that binds to the receptor for IFN-I on hepatocytes and thereby prevented any effect this
cytokine could have on the cell. And indeed, cells
treated with this antibody stayed healthy even
after infection with hepatitis virus.
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On top of that, they confirmed those findings
with another very elegant approach: By genetic
modifications of already available mouse
models, they removed the interferon receptor
exclusively in liver cells. “So the entire mouse
is totally normal, the only difference is that
the hepatocytes lack this receptor,” Andreas
explains. “And then we repeated our infection
experiments and basically what we found is that
those mice were protected.” Combined with a
variety of o
 ther experiments, those results finally
substantiated their claim that interferon plays a
major role in the development of liver damage
during viral hepatitis – a groundbreaking finding
that revealed a dark side of this immune molecule.
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Three Genes and the Search
for a Fourth
To construct a large and complex organism like a human requires
not only a great deal of building material from the anabolic part of
metabolism. It also needs a perfect orchestration to grow from a few,
completely unassigned cells into a body of trillions of extremely
diverse and specialized units. The key for their development is an
intact and complete genome – even small aberrations in the DNA
sequence can have devastating effects. At worst, such mutations
turn cells into altered versions of themselves, threatening the body
by their sheer uncontrolled growth – they form cancer. A highly
complex disease, that is dependent on many different factors.
Some of them are well understood, while others are still obscure.
Besides environmental factors, body-intrinsic
processes such as metabolism, immune
responses and cellular repair mechanisms
are known to influence cancer risk. However,
the initiating event in every cancer development is the appearance of a mutation which
provides the cell with a selective advantage and
enables it to divide faster than its surrounding
neighbors. To identify such mutations in a
particular set of cells in the blood, the myeloid
cells, is one research focus of Robert Kralovics,
Principal Investigator at CeMM and his team.
Those aberrations in the DNA sequence are the
cause for a complex group of diseases called
myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPN). Patients
suffering from MPN show abnormally high
numbers of platelets, red or white blood cells,
predisposing them to thrombosis and other
complications.

“Not long ago, nobody knew the molecular basis
of these illnesses. They were regarded as orphan
diseases,” Robert says. “But in 2005, we had
our first breakthrough with the identification
of a mutation in the JAK2 gene.” Indeed, roughly
60 percent of the MPN patients had this acquired
mutation. With a second major finding in 2013,
another third of the cases could be explained:
In those patients, a gene called CALR was
affected. The identification of these mutations
enabled physicians world-wide to establish
unequivocal diagnoses of MPN in patients, using
molecular genetic analyses. It also helped understand the biology behind the disease, which was
crucial for developing targeted therapies.
Besides JAK2 and CALR, a minor percentage
of MPN cases carried acquired mutations in
a third gene called MPL. Nevertheless, about
ten percent of the patients, termed “triple
negative”, remained without any known gene
defect that could explain their illness. That set
Robert’s team on the quest for mutation number
four. “We expected that by clearly defining the
group of triple negative patients, the genetic
analysis will reveal the fourth, missing mutation.
However, it turned out that this was the most
heterogeneous patient population.”
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Fig. 7 The genetic
landscape of phenotypic
driver mutations in
myeloproliferative
neoplasms.
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Unknown
clonality status

The genomic analyses of the tumor tissues
coming from triple negative MPN patients
revealed that in a small group of these cases
the disease is caused by rare acquired m
 utations
in the MPL gene, while some others had
previously undescribed inherited mutations
in JAK2 or MPL. The patients with inherited
mutations are likely to represent cases with
hereditary disorders resembling MPN to a certain
degree, but with different disease course and
prognosis. “If the family history is unknown,
it is often difficult for clinicians to differentiate
between a hereditary MPN-like disorder and
MPN, especially in the absence of a molecular
diagnostic marker,” Robert points out. The
results of the study conducted by Postdoc Jelena
Milosevic Feenstra indicated that 10 % of triple
negative MPN patients actually carry such
inherited mutations relevant for the disease.
Intriguingly, even though all cells in the body
of such patients carry this particular mutation,
the disease they develop is restricted to the
myeloid compartment of their blood.
“With the help of our latest study we m
 anaged
to sort out 20% of the triple negative patients.
The question is – what is causing the disease
in the remaining 80% of the cases? We know
that some patients have very clear characteristics of MPN, however they do not have any
detectable genetic abnormalities. Our current
hypothesis is that some of these patients might
have reactive conditions,” Jelena says. A r eactive
condition develops as a consequence of the
ongoing inflammatory processes in the human
body that can lead to similar symptoms as those
found in MPN.

Their findings were confirmed by the group of
William Vainchenker from the INSERM Institute
in Paris, who made similar discoveries in French
patients. Therefore, Robert is confident to solve
the riddle soon: “Our goal is to find molecular
markers that will enable diagnostic testing as well
as follow-up of patients’ response to therapies
in an easy and unequivocal manner,” he says and
concludes: “There might be no fourth gene – but
the genetic gap in MPN will soon be closed.
We are almost there!”
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Thomas Feuerstein
Psychoprosa (Greenhouse), detail, 2015
Biotechnological realization: Thomas Seppi,
Department of Radiotherapy and Radiooncology,
Medical University of Innsbruck and chemist
Ingo Wartusch

Psychoprosa is one of the “processual sculptures”
artworks of Thomas Feuerstein and is an aesthetic
hybrid of a laboratory apparatus, sculpture,
standard lamps, and a futuristic house plant.
It represents an ongoing procedure in which a
mixture of algae and fungi are cultivated in a glass
chamber to combine dopamine and psilocybin
(are the cells engineered?) to obtain the new
substance and molecular “sculpture” psilamine,
with potential psychotropic activity, that a visitor to
the sculpture can only imagine. “Slime” is a desired
side product which represents the transformation
of matter, the usage of photosynthesis, an effect on
thoughts. Many of CeMM’s experiments deal with
the transformation of matter. Very often, we are far
from understanding how our perception is affected
by these transformations physiologically, but deal
routinely with the incremental advancement of
knowledge that is associated with it.

One Ring to Regulate Them All
Transformation is the driving force of metabolism. What comes in,
does not stay in its original form for long. To metabolize means
to change – physically, chemically and biologically. Energy levels
shift, chemical bonds are converted; cells, tissues and whole organs
play along in the rhythm of metabolic circles. A recurring shape in
the biochemical interplay of buildup and breakdown: Fatty and citric
acids, urea or electron-carrying ubiquinone, they are all a part of
metabolism’s circular chains of reactions. Closed circuits are one
of the most important biological patterns, of which yet another was
discovered in 2015: The lipids that build up cell membranes are also
organized in a ring-shaped system, influencing each other in a
hitherto completely unknown network.

It was one of last year’s key findings in the Lab of
CeMM’s Scientific Director Giulio Superti-Furga:
Ph.D. student Marielle Köberlin and Postdoc
Berend Snijder revealed the fundamental
organization principle of the cell membrane,
the fatty envelope that covers not only each cell’s
surface, but also separates the inner s ections of
a cell from each other. Constituted like a flexible
soap bubble, a membrane defines the minimal
unit of life. Membranes orchestrate the transport
of m
 olecules from the cell’s environment to
its interior and vice versa. By perceiving and
forwarding chemical signals, molecules within
the m
 embrane enable the interaction of a cell
with its neighbors and allow it to react to
changing conditions. Furthermore, its sheer
physical presence makes the membrane a first
line of defense against invading hostiles.

Previous results of Giulio’s Ph.D. student M
 arielle
had already shown that an enzyme involved
in the production of sphingomyelins – one
superclass of the membrane’s lipids – also affects
the function of TLRs. “We wanted to understand
this sort of lipid-dependent regulation of
TLRs, as we are interested in innate immunity,”
Giulio describes the initial point of his team’s
study. “Because of Marielle’s results, we started
to look systematically at the role of membrane
composition in TLR s ignaling. And we figured
out that if we perturbate some of the enzymes
that play a role in making or transforming these
lipids, we would probably alter the functionality
of those receptors as well,” Giulio says.

The team chose 24 genes that encode such
enzymes and are active in macrophages, one of
the main cell types of the innate immune system.
However, research from prior years has shown
Each of those genes was individually disrupted
that there is more to it than that: Hundreds
in several stable cell lines through clever genetic
of lipid species, each of them different in their
manipulations, so called “knock downs”. Those
chemical architecture, form the membrane’s
cell lines thus were deprived of the ability to
double layer with a highly diverse and constantly produce the enzyme encoded by the disrupted
changing composition. It differs not only in every gene. At least in some of them, the scientists
type of cell – even two parts of a single cell’s
assumed, the membrane’s lipid composition
membrane can show considerable d
 istinctions.
must have changed due to the lack of the enzyme.
And they are far from random: Variations in
But would that also affect the TLR signaling?
the lipid composition dramatically change the
“In order to measure that, we examined how
biophysical properties of a membrane and largely these mutated cells react to the signals from
affect the working of receptor proteins embedTLRs. One of those reactions is the activation of
ded within – or as scientists call it: They have
immune related transcription factors, proteins
“regulatory function”. This is also true for one of
that regulate many genes simultaneously. Or the
the most important types of receptor proteins
production of specific cytokines, the molecular
in cells of the immune system, so called Toll-like
communication system of immune cells,” Giulio
receptors (TLRs). TLRs are built to track down
explains. “And indeed, in nine of the genetic
molecular patterns that reveal an a pproaching
knock downs we could show that they had
object as a hostile pathogen and to send an
a positive or negative effect on the ability of
according signal to the cell’s interior.
Toll-like receptors to induce those reactions.”
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Encouraged by those results, the researchers
started to dig deeper: Now that it was clear
that enzymes that build up the membrane also
influence the TLR signaling, Giulio and his
team wanted to find out if they could correlate
a specific lipid composition with an observed
reaction. They isolated the membranes of
the nine mutant cell lines and sent them to a
specialized company that analyzed them by mass
spectrometry. The exact amount of 245 lipid
species within those membranes could be
determined – yet with this analysis, the work
had just begun: “Certainly one of the challenges
was to interpret the lipidomics data,” Giulio
remembers. “Bioinformaticians had traditionally focused on genes and proteins. Only a
tiny fraction of the community works on the
informatics of metabolites like lipids. Thereby,
the available tools and insights are also limited.”

Combined with the data from the TLR signaling
experiments, this created a powerful new tool
to predict the cell’s reaction to particular stimuli.
As the studied mutations created a link between
the TLR signaling and the change of the lipid
composition in the membrane, Giulio’s team
was now able to forecast the inflammation
reaction of children with a genetic defect just
by looking at their lipids. “So with this method
you have a very clean situation, where based on
the lipid composition, you can predict what the
cells response to a particular stimulus will be,”
Giulio says. Although only in its infancy, this
approach opens a whole new field of research.
Many of the membrane lipids are not even
annotated yet, not to mention their influence
on membrane proteins. Understanding the
molecular coherences in this vital part of each cell
holds enormous potential for future diagnostics
and therapeutic strategies.

“However, the biology student Marielle Köberlin
and the systems biology Postdoc Berend
Snijder overcame those hurdles through their
References
magnificent teamwork,” Giulio emphasizes.
A Conserved Circular Network of Coregulated
Together, they came up with the idea to display
Lipids Modulates Innate Immune Responses.
the data in a way that shows the correlation of
Köberlin MS, Snijder B, Heinz LX, Baumann CL,
the expression rate of two lipids at a time. If it
Fauster A, Vladimer GI, Gavin A-C, S uperti-Furga G.
changed for both species in a given setting, they
Cell 162(1), July 2, 2015. DOI: http://dx.doi.
were placed next to each other, while the distance org/10.1016/j.cell.2015.05.051
between them grew the less their expression
correlated. They repeated this procedure for
The Lipid-Modifying Enzyme SMPDL3B Negatively
each possible pair of lipids in their data pool and
Regulates Innate Immunity. Heinz LX, Baumann CL,
plotted them together. The result was staggering: Köberlin MS, Snijder B, Gawish R, Shui G,
Instead of the expected cloud of data points or
Sharif O, Aspalter IM, Müller AC, K
 andasamy RK,
the hairball-resembling graph that one receives
Breitwieser FP, Pichlmair A, Bruckner M,
when applying such a procedure to genetic or
Rebsamen M, Blüml S, Karonitsch T, Fauster A,
protein data, the team of Giulio’s lab looked at
Colinge J, Bennett KL, Knapp S, Wenk MR,
an almost perfectly shaped ring displayed on the Superti-Furga G. Cell Reports 11(12), June 30, 2015.
screen of Berend Snijder.
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2015.05.006
“It was wonderful to see that those lipids formed
this beautiful structure,” Giulio says, “because
this ring presumably reflects that there is a metabolic relationship between the different species.”
Giulio’s group discovered a hitherto completely
unknown code that controls the structure of
cell membranes – a fundamental organization
principle of biological matter. Their finding
was recognized accordingly: The ring-shaped
diagram made it on the cover of the Cell issue, in
which they published their study. However, the
neatly displayable lipid code was not the only
breakthrough of the publication: “On top of this,
it was astounding that in the different mutants
that we analyzed, not only single lipid species
changed their abundancy, but whole regions
in this ring were altered,” Giulio emphasizes.
The influence of the lipids to each other was so
strong, that the lack of a specific enzyme created
perturbations in whole clusters of lipids that
lie nearby in the ring.
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lipid-lipid correlations.
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Fig. 8 Quantitative
lipidomics analysis of nine
stable shRNA cell lines
targeting sphingolipid
metabolism reveals
strongly altered lipid
states. Values are shown
as log2 fold-change
relative to sh:GFP. Each dot
represents a lipid species,
color coded per lipid
class. Dot size indicates
significance. L ipidomics
data are combined of three
independent experiments
and represented as mean.
Adapted from Köberlin
et al., Cell 2015.
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“It was wonderful
to see that those
lipids formed
this beautiful
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“Because this
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reflects that
there is a metabolic relationship
between the
different species.”
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At CeMM, these specialized techniques
The result was published as a methodological
are the expertise of Keiryn Bennett, Head of
study for the analysis of drug-protein inter
the Mass Spectrometry and Proteomic
actions. With this work, a method was develDepartment. Together with Ph.D. Student B
 ranka oped, which is applicable to many different
R adic’-Sarikas and Uwe Rix, former Postdoc
situations, Keiryn says. “That was the idea, to
in the S
 uperti-Furga laboratory, they managed
make it generic. A lot of the work here at CeMM
to f urther improve this highly sophisticated
involves the analysis of protein-molecule
method. It was during the examination of
interactions – and the elution step is often the
drugs used in the treatment of leukemia, so
difficult one. So the new method may indeed
called tyrosine kinase inhibitors, that the team
be helpful in many different approaches.”
of s cientists made an unusual observation:

drug with linker

H2 N

resin

In many cases, proteins necessitate the exact
While they were trying to identify the protein
conditions of their environment within the body
targets that interact with these drugs, they
to assume their true function – one of the reasons, realized that with standard methods, they were
why the analysis of proteins remains challenging.
not able to remove all proteins bound to the drug
Proteins tend to assemble and interact with
molecules – they remained in the column.
numerous other molecules in vast cascades of
chemical reactions. Most of these processes can“We normally eluted the interacting proteins
not be observed directly and to comprehend them with formic acid. In general this works just fine,
in detail, researchers must perform a whole series but we noticed with time that some of the key
of sometimes extremely time-consuming experi- interactors simply did not seem to come off
ments. Once the mechanism of a pathway is
the drugs with this elution strategy. They were
determined, we ask ourselves the question: When still ‘stuck’ to the drugs and were not identified
a drug is added, which proteins interact with it?
by the mass spectrometer,” Keiryn describes
the starting point of their study. A perplexing
To answer such a question, a lot of high-tech
situation, as the proteins that were bound so
equipment is required. First, the interacttightly to the drug were exactly the ones that
ing proteins have to be isolated from the
they were looking for. The only way to isolate
potpourri of molecules that constitute a cell.
these sticky proteins was to boil the sample
This is achieved by a method called “affinity
with aggressive chemicals, but this made them
enrichment”: Columns filled with special
incompatible with analysis by mass spectrometry.
microscopic beads that have the drug molecules
on their surface act as tiny fishing poles. In the
“So we had to develop a method where we could
presence of a protein mixture, the hooks lay in
elute these proteins in a way that they would be
and wait for proteins that interact with the drug
still compatible with our downstream workflow,”
to take the bait and bind to the beads. After a
Keiryn explains. What followed was an elaborate
few washing steps, which ensure that only the
study with many trials and errors. Different
tightest bound proteins remain in the column,
elution conditions and combinations thereof
they must then be taken off the hook (“eluted”)
were assessed and eliminated. “It was a crazy
to be characterized. A highly sensitive machine
amount of work,” Keiryn emphasizes. “We went
performs this task by measuring the mass of
back to some basic chemistry, experimenting
even the smallest amounts of a single protein –
with all different kinds of mixtures, narrowing
consequently, this machine is called a mass spec- it down to just a few. And in the end, we came
trometer. The resultant data is then processed
up with the perfect mild elution condition,
bioinformatically to determine what kind of
containing a combination of formic acid and a
protein was found attached to any given drug.
small amount of urea.”

Fig. 10 The overall
workflow of a chemical
proteomic experiment.
Adapted from R
 adic-Sarikas
et al., EuPA Open
Proteomics 2015.
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Proteins are the key molecules of life. Acting as enzymes, proteins
enhance and control most of the chemical reactions in a living being:
From the transformation of nutrients into high-energy molecules,
to the assembly of a cell’s structure, to an organism’s interaction
with the environment – without enzymes, the human body would
cease to function. Therefore, it is no surprise that proteins play
a vital role in medical research.
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Thomas Feuerstein
Banquet, 2012
Pinball machine, cables,
300 x 380 x 220 cm

The pinball machine equals a banquet which
the player sits down to keep the ball playing
forever in a game that links sugar, capital,
slavery and colonialism. The graphics refer to
the Last Judgements and combine the mythical
dualism/balance of heaven and hell with the
interrelations of master and servant, a subject in
Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit. Perhaps it
is an exaggeration, but for patients with primary
immunodeficiencies, not being able to maintain
immunological homeostasis can sometimes really
mean a sort of “hell”. We work hard to propose
therapies that may re-establish some balance.

The Collapse of
a Fine-Tuned Architecture
Metabolism provides not only fuel to keep the biochemical
machinery of a living organism running, it also supplies it with
building and repair material. In a constant circle, growth and
maintenance replace torn down and damaged structures. A crucial
procedure for a healthy body: In order to properly assemble the
filigree components of its cells, many of their building blocks must
be kept in a tight balance. A little too much, and they become
toxic – a little too few and the construction collapses. This becomes
strikingly apparent in the immune system: To face invading
pathogens or in-house troublemakers, those highly specialized
and diverse cells heavily depend on a proper buildup.
An ever so small imperfection in a cell’s
structure can lead to a complete failure of the
whole system. This was dramatically shown
in the case of a one year old boy from Turkey,
who was taken to the Ankara University Hospital
several years ago. Since his birth, he suffered
from all kinds of life-threatening infections,
organ degeneration and inflammation. A tiny,
very rare aberration in his genome impaired
the inner framework of his immune cells –
but nobody realized the cause of his terrible
condition, as this was never observed before.
Every test for known diseases came back negative.
“So essentially, they were left without diagnosis.
And that was the time, when they got in contact
with us,” says Kaan Boztug, Principal I nvestigator
at CeMM and Director of CeRUD, the Vienna
Center for Rare and Undiagnosed Diseases.
Considering his young age and the severity
of the boy’s symptoms, Kaan and his team, with
Ph.D. student Cecilia Domínguez as one of the
first authors, assumed that the disease is likely
to be genetic, simply because he did not live
long enough to accumulate so many unhealthy
influences. Additional hints like the lack of
certain cells of the immune system further
strengthened that conclusion and encouraged
them to search for mutations in the genome of
the patient. “The majority of immunodeficiency
disorders, if they already occur in childhood,
are not only genetic, they even tend to be caused
by a single mutated gene,” Kaan describes the
starting point of his approach. With a rough
idea of what to look for, they soon came up
with a potential candidate: The boy carried two
additional base pairs in DOCK2, a gene that is
crucial for the assembly of the cytoskeleton.

“We knew from the literature that DOCK2 is
important for polymerization of monomeric
actin, a part of the cytoskeleton in the cell. And
this is a critical process for many functions of
the immune system,” Kaan explains. “Those
two additional base pairs that we found are
a severe mutation, as they destroy the whole
protein structure. So we were convinced that
this was going to be the disease causing gene
defect.” However, having a hypothesis is far
from p
 roviding a solution to it. Even though the
boy’s mutation was found within an immunerelated gene, Kaan’s team had to show that
it really explains the devastating symptoms.
As a first level of proof, they analyzed his family,
demonstrating that the mutation segregated
with the disease: The parents only had one
copy of the defective gene and were healthy,
while the sick boy carried the corrupt sequence
in both chromosomes.
Yet at first, further investigation appeared
to become difficult. In order to examine the
exact cause of such a disease, it is crucial to
get s ufficient tissue samples. “The disease
was so severe and the patient was so sick, that
it was hard to get enough cells to do all the
functional experiments that we wanted to do,”
Kaan emphasizes. And there was only this one
boy. To find out how a gene defect is affecting
the patient, researchers ideally look at multiple,
unrelated families. “At that time we were quite
happy to hear that other scientists, that are
friends of ours, had also found patients with
mutations in DOCK2,” Kaan remembers the
serendipity. “So all of a sudden, from this single
patient with an unknown disease, it became
a larger international collaboration with s everal
families involved and we could bundle the
samples and expertise.”
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Fig. 12 Clinical spectrum
of DOCK2 deficiency
(from left to right):
Pneumonia requiring
intubation in Patient 2,
rash with vesicular
lesions due to varicella in
Patient 3, and neutrophil
infiltrate in colonic
lamina propria and crypt
epithelium consistent
with focal active colitis in
Patient 4 (hematoxylin and
eosin, low magnification).
Adapted from Dobbs,
Domínguez Conde,
Zhang and Parolini et al.,
New England Journal of
Medicine 2015.

Fig. 13 Distribution of
the identified mutations
relative to the DOCK2
protein structure depicting
the SRC homology 3
(SH3) domain, the DOCK
homology region 1
(DHR-1) domain, and the
DOCK homology region 2
(DHR-2) domain.
Adapted from Dobbs,
Domínguez Conde,
Zhang and Parolini et al.,
New England Journal
of Medicine 2015.
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Together with the groups of Jean-Laurent
Casanova at Rockefeller University in New York
and Luigi Notarangelo at Harvard Medical School
in Boston, Kaan’s team was now able to conduct
the experiments in labor division and elucidate
the molecular mechanisms behind the disease.
Through this tight collaboration, they proved
that DOCK2 mutations were responsible for the
observed lack of some immune cells and further
impairs the functions of others. Their defective
cytoskeleton not only affects their ability to
proliferate and move, it also interferes with
their reaction to immune signals, Kaan explains:
“If you have, for instance, something binding
to the T cell receptor on the surface, you need
intracellular things to move. And for that inner
movement you need dynamic changes in the
cytoskeleton.”

In order to develop a more specific treatment,
the international team of scientists is c ontinuing
their research on this immunodeficiency.
A challenging task, as the biochemistry of the
cytoskeleton assembly requires delicate finetuning. “To find a molecule that circumvents the
effect of the DOCK2 mutation in these patients
will not be trivial,” Kaan admits. “What we
are seeing here is too little actin p
 olymerization.
But this is a protein that needs to be tightly
regulated – if you have too much of it, it can
quickly become toxic.” A small molecule that
can be administered to reestablish the sensitive
balance in impaired immune cells – that is a
long-term vision of Kaan and his team. And he
is optimistic to reach it: “It’s not going to be easy.
But I think it’s feasible.”

With those results, they were not only describing
a hitherto unknown disease. By identifying the
responsible gene and explaining the mechanism
that leads to the symptoms, Kaan and his
collaborators provided a tool to help affected
people. “All of a sudden, we were able to identify
other patients with this new rare disease. That
means that you can now diagnostically sequence
patients for mutations in DOCK2 and if you find
them, it is likely that this is actually the immunodeficiency disease that we described,” Kaan says.
The earlier this diagnosis is made, the better are
chances to cure the patients, for instance, with
bone marrow transplantation. Although quite
invasive and unspecific, this procedure provides
a complete new set of immune cells without
the gene defect – all patients who received such
a transplant were cured. Sadly, the Turkish boy
that initially drew Kaan’s interest was not among
them. He died before he could be treated.
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With the Fish on the Hook
The biochemical balance of a cell depends largely on the activity
of its genes. Considering the vast amount of genetic information that
a cell carries, it is hard work to keep up that balance: The blueprint
for the entire human body is encoded on roughly two meters of
DNA and stored in a nucleus of no more than a few micrometers.
Cramped into such a small space, some of the genes need to be
readily available for the cell’s daily business, while other genes
contain instruction manuals for that one and only special moment
in life, such as embryonic development or cell fate decision, where
a stem cell differentiates into a specific tissue. Therefore, it is crucial
to keep those parts of the genome that are rarely used undisturbed
for the rest of an individual’s life. If these genes should become
active at the wrong time, it can interrupt the cells balance severely
and even make it cancerous.
Nevertheless, sometimes the cell urgently needs
well-hidden information to manage unusual
situations. It seems like a dilemma: On the one
hand, the genetic material has to be safely stored
away; on the other hand, it must be quickly
available. However, the cell solves this problem
in a most elegant way, says Christoph Bock,
Principal Investigator at CeMM: “Basically, this
intricate balance is achieved through an extensive process of wrapping DNA on spindles in a
highly organized framework. This unique design
makes the genetic material not only extremely
condensed, but also easy to retrieve whenever
you need it.” Like a pearl necklace, the DNA is
coiled around nodular protein arrangements,
called histones.
Stacked around each other, histones with their
tightly wrapped DNA form supercoils. These
supercoils are compressed further by packing
the DNA tighter with auxiliary wrapping.
A number of different molecules attached to
the histones or directly to the DNA define the
degree of packaging required and thereby also
the accessibility of the genes: From permanently
open to d
 efinitely silenced, many shades are
possible. And depending on the developmental
stage or specific needs of a cell those chemical
attachments, called “epigenetic modifications”,
can be changed. Thereby, analyzing such attachments allows deep insights into the condition,
origin and activity of a cell.
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This can be done with a procedure called
ChIP-Seq (chromatin immunoprecipitation
followed by sequencing): “With this assay you
can measure which epigenetic modifications are
at which positions in the genome,” Christoph
explains. “To do so, you cut the chromosomes
into small pieces, and then you use an antibody
to specifically enrich for those fragments
that c arry a specific epigenetic modification.”
The antibodies are linked to a magnetic bead
that allows it to grab the required fragment by
simply applying a magnet. Like a fish on a hook,
f ragments which are bound by the antibody
remain immobilized while the rest of the DNA
can be washed away. The fished out fragments
are then separated from the histones, purified
and complemented with special “adapter DNA”,
which is needed for their amplification and
sequencing. By aligning the resulting sequences
to the reference genome, it is possible to map
epigenetic modifications throughout the genome.

ChIP-Seq is a time-consuming and costly
procedure that Christoph toghether with
Postdoc Christian Schmidl and Ph.D. S
 tudent
André Rendeiro managed to improve
dramatically. “We came up with a small trick
to merge some of the steps: Before we take
off the magnet, while the DNA is still bound
to the histone proteins and the antibody, we
immediately attach the sequencing adapters.
So we still fish, but while the fish is still on the
hook, we already proceed with its preparation,”
Christoph says. A simple change of procedure,
but with enormous impact, he emphasizes:
“We call it ChIPmentation – it’s a much more
efficient reaction, as the DNA is still immobilized, so the adapters are easily attachable.
This makes it possible to work with fewer cells,
including rare types like stem cells and tumor
initiating cells. Those cells were really hard to
study with c onventional protocols.”
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The improved method provides yet another
advantage: As the histone proteins are still
attached to the DNA while the adapters
are introduced, they occupy their binding sites
and make them inaccessible for the sequencing
adapters – revealing their exact position. “That
means that we do not only get the regions of
the genome that are epigenetically modified, but
with the exact position of the proteins we also get
a snapshot of the local high resolution structure,”
Christoph says. “We’re not entirely sure yet how
to interpret this information, it is a kind of bonus.
The main reason why many scientists love our
ChIPmentation assay is just because it is a quick,
easy and a cheap method for measuring epi
genetic modifications throughout the genome.”

Chromatin immunoprecipitation

One-step adapter insertion into chromatin
Add
transposase

Sequencing
and analysis
100 -

Fig. 14 Schematic 
overview
of ChIPmentation.
Adapted from
Schmidl et al.,
Nature Methods 2015.
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New Prey in an Old Trap

By now, it is shown that the majority of transcripts in a cell does not contain a b
 lueprint for a
protein but nevertheless may also play a b
 iological
role. Varying largely in size and f unction, one
of the biggest and most diverse groups of those
transcripts are long non coding RNAs (lncRNAs):
Some of them are vital for the development of a
healthy organism and many of them have important functions in gene regulation at all different
levels, while o
 thers are crucial for epigenetic
processes. Their contribution to diseases is
increasingly recognized as well as their potential
as biomarkers or therapeutic targets. Yet, for
the majority their function is unknown.
Intriguingly, the human genome in particular is
replete with lncRNA genes and continually new
ones are reported. To investigate their impact
thus holds great potential to better understand
the molecular mechanisms underlying a healthy
organism as well as the causes for disease. They
could be of great importance in the development
of a new kind of personalized, precise medicine –
but due to their complex biology, exploring them
is a difficult and time consuming endeavor.
A study of Denise Barlow’s group under the
lead of Postdoc Florian Pauler and Ph.D. Student
Aleksandra Kornienko, p
 rovides a remedy:
They managed to adapt the so called “gene trap”
assay, used to identify the function of proteincoding genes, as a useful tool to study lncRNAs.
The method is based on the random disruption
of genes with s pecially designed viral vectors
that introduce a DNA fragment, simultaneously
destroying the e ncoded protein and releasing a
signal to report the successful destruction.
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Large libraries of such gene trap insertions were
established for exploration of protein-coding
genes, but they were never used for non-coding
transcripts. “The usefulness of this approach
to study lncRNAs was unclear, since many of
them are inefficiently spliced or unspliced, and
gene traps always involve a splicing step,” first
author Aleksandra Kornienko explains. To close
that knowledge gap, the Barlow Group tested
the “Human Gene Trap Mutant Collection”
with a ubiquitously expressed but functionally
uncharacterized lncRNA that shows the typical
inefficient splicing pattern of most lncRNAs.
Indeed, they found three cell lines with gene trap
insertions in the chosen sequence and were able
to prove that the corresponding lncRNA was
truly truncated. They went on with the establishment of an expression profile by analyzing the
complete RNA transcripts of those cells – and hit
the bull’s eye: 41 protein coding genes showed
an altered transcription rate upon truncation
of the lncRNA. The before undescribed RNA
molecule turned out to be potentially involved
in the regulation of a variety of genes which
proved their concept. “Our data shows that gene
trap collections in human cell lines are useful
tools to study lncRNAs,” Denise summarizes
the successful outcome of their work, which they
published in the journal RNA Biology.
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Expression profile of SLC38SA4-AS lncRNA in analyzed KBM7 cell lines
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For decades, the true content of a cell’s genome was vastly
misjudged. Only protein-coding genes were regarded as a useful
contribution to the utterly complex cell machinery. Knowing that
they constitute only a small part of the total DNA sequences,
scientists labeled the rest as “junk DNA”, evolutionary remnants
with no further function. But with the rise of ever-improving
methods to analyze life’s genetic basis on a large and comprehensive
scale, like next generation RNA sequencing, it became more and
more clear that the parts offside the coding sequences are crucial to
keep a cell and thus the whole organism in its physiological balance.

Gene trap
insertion procedure

Wild type KBM7 cells

450

WT1

400

WT2

350

WT3

300

Fig. 16 Confirmation of
successful SLC38A4-AS
truncation by RT-qPCR. Top:
schematic r epresentation of
the locus (drawn to scale).
White arrows inside the
bars indicate t ranscriptional
orientation of the gene.
Below the positions of
stop cassette insertions
and RT-qPCR probes
are displayed. B
 ottom:
Expression profiling of
SLC38A4-AS in the KBM7
cell lines (described in Fig 15).
Adapted from Kornienko
et al., RNA Biology 2016.
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Fig. 15 Overview of the
experimental design.
Top row: Wild type KBM7
cells underwent the gene
trap insertion procedure
and single clones were
selected and expanded to
a monoclonal population.
Three independently
obtained clones with gene
trap cassettes mapping
within the gene body of
the lncRNA (SLC38A4-AS)
were available, of which
two monoclonal cell lines
with independent insertion
events (3kb1 and 3kb2)
and one monoclonal cell
line with two biological
replicates (100kb1 and
100kb2) were established.
Left column: Three wild
type KBM7 control cell
lines (WT1, WT2 and
WT3). Middle column:
Two monoclonal KBM7 cell
lines where SLC38A4-AS
was not targeted.
Adapted from Kornienko
et al., RNA Biology 2016
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Regeneration
+ A Peek into the Cell’s Logbook
+ How to Flip a Central Switch
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Thomas Feuerstein
Candyde, 2012

A Peek into the Cell’s Logbook

Glass, metal, plastic, lighting and
heating appliances, 60 x 30 x 20 cm

The glucose that stands at the center of the
metabolic connections in several art works of
Thomas Feuerstein also feeds the sculpture
Candyde, which, in its function as fermenting
flask and still, produces alcohol, the end product
of the self-regenerating cycle of photosynthesis
and algae cultivation. Candyde is part of the
Laborant table sculpture. In this context, we
are facing a transformation procedure and the
creation of a volatile end product. Metaphorically,
it reminds us of the fruits of our own labor.
What are they? Are they useful?

Life without continuous regeneration cannot proceed. To maintain
a healthy body, many of its building blocks like tissues, cells or
proteins are regularly freshly produced and replaced. If this cycle
stalls, it leads to deterioration and death. Of course, the same applies
to the human population: Every generation is sooner or later relieved
by their children and grandchildren. For each of them, things
start from scratch: A single cell gives rise to a whole organism by
multiplying and diversifying for decades. Its progeny develops vastly
diverse features to perform all the tasks that are needed in the
different tissues of the human body. Yet they always have to rely on
the same blueprints encoded in their inherited genetic material.
This makes a higher level of organization inevitable.

The construction manuals for all the building
blocks of the body are by no means enough to
build it up properly and sustain its function
throughout a lifetime: There must be a precise
and rigorous organization that determines what
to build when – for a cell, it means to know at
every point in time which genes to activate,
while simultaneously keeping other parts of the
genome silent. Those instructions are not only
included in the genetic letters, but also mediated
by a complex interplay of molecular a ttachments
to the DNA. Like a chemical logbook, these
molecular attachments accumulate in the
genome throughout differentiation and allow
insight on the cell’s developmental journey.
Methyl groups, small molecules only consisting
of a carbon and three hydrogen atoms, are an
important type of these chemical attachments:
These molecules lead to a tight wrapping of
the DNA and protection from the cell’s gene
activation machinery. This so-called epigenetic
silencing gets transmitted from one cell
generation to the next throughout the entire
life of an organism. Sometimes, DNA methy
lation patterns are even inherited further to its
descendants. This is one reason why Christoph
Bock, Principal Investigator at CeMM and
head of the Biomedical Sequencing Facility,
is particularly interested in those modifications.
“DNA methylation patterns not only reflect
a cell’s current state,” Christoph explains, “but
they also record its history and future potential.”

Cells of each tissue have their very own
patterns of DNA methylation, as they require
different sets of genes to be active or shut down.
Even within a tissue, individual cells often split
their labor and perform different tasks, which
are also reflected by their DNA methylation
pattern. Those DNA methylation signatures
are one of Christoph’s main research interests.
“By focusing on DNA methylation, we would
like to u
 nderstand how cells change their identity
while still being influenced by where they
originated,” he says. ”Doing so on a single cell
level will help us understand cell fate choices
and tissue h
 eterogeneity.”
Pursuing this quest, Christoph and his team, lead
by Postdocs Matthias Farlik and Nathan Sheffield,
co-first authors of the study, developed a new
method that turned out to be one of last year’s
research highlights in his lab: He performed
the first DNA methylation sequencing in large
numbers of single human cells. Getting there
was everything but easy: Most other single cell
techniques focused on the transcriptomes, which
reflect the activity of genes by the number of
RNA copies. “Highly expressed genes may be
represented by hundreds or thousands of RNA
molecules per cell, which makes it possible to
robustly detect these genes even in single cells.
In contrast, the DNA that encodes these genes
is present only in two copies – the maternal
and paternal alleles, hence there is not a lot of
redundancy for single cell sequencing of DNA
methylation,” Christoph emphasizes.
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With specially designed bioinformatic tools
and their new bisulfite sequencing method, they
analyzed over 250 samples, proving that their
approach was able to produce reliable data for
single cell DNA methylation from both mouse
and human cells. Christoph is confident that this
powerful approach could soon be applied for
many different purposes: “It will be interesting
to study cancer cells with this technology and
figure out what happens epigenetically when
they become drug-resistant. Furthermore, our
method will be a powerful tool for studying
how complex tissues develop.” Emphasizing the
importance of the study, the journal Cell Reports
made it the cover story in March 2015.

Single-cell
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Bisulfite
Conversion

Next Generation Sequencing

DNA Methylation Calling

Fig. 17 Overview:
Am
 ethod for DNA
methylation sequencing in
very small cell populations
and single cells. 
Adapted from Farlik et al.,
Cell Reports 2015.
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However, this wasn’t even the main c hallenge:
With the available techniques for DNA
methylation analysis, Christoph and his team
found themselves between a rock and a hard
place. They could either use classical assays, like
DNA methylation sensitive restriction enzymes,
which have an extremely low coverage. Or they
could go for bisulfide sequencing which provides
a good genome-wide coverage and high accuracy,
but causes massive DNA damage. For an efficient
and convincing analysis of the DNA methylation
patterns of single cells, they had to come up
with their own method: “So we had to optimize
step-by-step the procedure to reduce the DNA
damage,” Christoph outlines what it took to
get there.

1 cell

“Our approach
is different:
We start with
bisulfite treatment, moving the
most destructive
part to the
beginning. Then
we convert the
DNA into single
strands and add
the adapters,
which can often
rescue relatively
highly damaged
DNA fragments.”

Fig. 18 DNA m
 ethylation
profiles for genomic
regions associated with
two neural differentiation
genes, plotting the mean
DNA methylation levels
for windows of 20 kb.
Adapted from Farlik et al.,
Cell Reports 2015.

14 d ATRA
7 d EB
14 d EB

Although this method provided a much higher
yield of sequenced DNA, the scientists still had
to contend with a lot of damage that could not
be rescued. As they were working on a single
cell level – in contrast to usual assays with
millions of cells – there was no way of b
 ringing
back this lost information. No way at all?
Christoph and his team came up with a brilliant
idea. “The trick was to combine genomic regions
in an intelligent way, based on prior knowledge
and genome annotations. We knew that DNA
methylation changes are often consistent among
genomic regions of the same type,” he explains.
“They have been mapped out in quite some
detail. With this information as reference, we
were able to interpret even small changes in DNA
methylation that we observed in our single cells.”
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How to Flip a Central Switch

Amino acids

GDP

Life sometimes bears characteristics of an economic system: Can we
expand? Do we need to save or should we downsize? Questions one
would rather assign to the daily business of a commercial enterprise;
and yet, these questions must also be answered by every living cell
that is metabolically active. It requires a well balanced budget, it
must keep track of its resources and it must avoid shortages. Plus, it
must constantly decide whether to grow, divide and regenerate itself,
or to shrink, consume and recycle its material.
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A protein complex, with an enzyme called mTOR “It was known, that amino acids are the key to
as its central component, acts as switchman to
mTOR activation,” says Giulio, “Yet, although
determine those decisions: When activated,
the scientific community searched for many years
the mTOR complex releases cascades of c hemical for the crucial amino acid sensing component
reactions that signal throughout the entire cell
of this machinery, it remained obscure.” Giulio’s
right down to its genetic basis and provokes
team, under the lead of Postdoc Manuele
dramatic changes in its biochemical machinery.
Rebsamen and in collaboration with the groups
This process leads to anabolic pathways, building of Lukas Huber from the Division of Cell Biology
up membranes and proteins, boosting the
at the Biocenter of the Medical University in
cellular infrastructure and promoting growth
Innsbruck and Cesare Indiveri from the
and proliferation. If inhibited, it provokes the
Department for Biology, Ecology and Earth
opposite: The shredding of existing material
Sciences at the University of Calabria, discovered
to use them up in catabolic reactions. Regardless
the missing link: Their research focused on a
of direction, the outcome has tremendous
class of proteins, so called solute carriers (SLCs),
influence on the cell’s fate.
which are responsible for the transport of all
sorts of substances through cellular membranes.
“The significance of the mTOR complex for the
Some of them are exclusively built to bind and
cell’s fate is so fundamental that it cannot be
haul amino acids, so the scientists decided to
overstated,” says Giulio Superti-Furga, Scientific take a closer look.
Director of CeMM. “The mTOR complex is the
most important switch in the entire metabolic
“We started a proteomic search focusing on
and energetic program of the cell,” he emphaSLCs, whereby we concentrated on ubiquitously
sizes. Despite its importance, some key features
expressed and plausible candidates involved
of this crucial component of metabolism are still
in mTOR signaling,” Giulio describes their
poorly understood. Until recently, this included
approach. While doing so, they came up with
the ability of the protein complex to sense amino one main candidate: SLC38A9, a solute carrier
acids: The available amount of those building
that was found in the membrane of lysosomes –
blocks for proteins is pivotal in deciding whether recycling factories and cellular d
 igestion systems
to send the cell in catabolic austerity or to let it
which are particularly d
 estined for sensing of
spend its resources for a costly anabolic program. nutrients. As such, the abundance of available
amino acids is reflected by their quantity in
the lysosomes.

GTP

Ragulator

GTP
RHEB

Fig. 19 Schematic
model of SLC38A9
function in aminoacid-induced mTORC1
activation. SLC38A9
is a positive regulator
of mTORC1 required
for its activation by
amino acids. Adapted
from Rebsamen et al.,
Nature 2015.

SLC38A9
Lysosome
Amino acids

HA–SLC38A9
LAMP1

Fig. 20 Confocal
microscopy images of
HeLa cells transfected
with tagged SLC38A9
construct and
immunostained with
anti-HA and LAMP1,
EEA1 or giantin antibodies.
Representative cells
are shown. Scale bar,
10 mm. Adapted
from Rebsamen et al.,
Nature 2015.

HA–SLC38A9
EEA1

HA–SLC38A9
Giantin
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“In summary,
we have
identified what
we believe is a
new and amino
acid sensing
component
of the mTOR1
complex.”

However, its favorable location alone was not
enough evidence to prove that this SLC was
really able to activate mTOR upon amino acid
sensing – they needed more detailed information
on how those proteins communicated with each
other. Indeed, with the help of Keiryn Bennett,
Head of the Mass Spectrometry and P
 roteomics
Department at CeMM, they could soon confirm
their hypothesis: “We subsequently p
 erformed
another proteomic analysis to define the
interactor of this SLC, and we discovered
the complete machinery, that has been shown
earlier to regulate mTOR activities,” Giulio says.
Further proof came from loss-of-function
experiments: When SLC38A9 was functionally
impaired, the mTOR machinery could no longer
be activated by amino acids. “In summary, we
have identified what we believe is a new and
amino acid sensing component of the mTOR1
complex,” Giulio reports proudly. The results
were a major breakthrough for the understanding
of this tremendously important mechanism
and were published in the journal Nature.
For the future, CeMM’s Scientific Director sees
a good chance that this study will prove valuable:
“As SLCs are good targets for drugs, this newly
found metabolic switch is a promising candidate
for new therapies against diseases like metabolic
disorders or cancer.”
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Principal
Investigators

Denise P.
Barlow

Keiryn L.
Bennett

Andreas
Bergthaler

Christoph
Binder

Epigenetic Mechanisms
in Development and Disease

Mass Spectrometry and Proteomics

Mechanisms of Viral Diseases

Atherosclerosis and Immunity

Denise Barlow is a British national who joined CeMM in
2003 and is an Honorary Professor at the University of
Vienna. She was initially trained as a State Registered Nurse
in the UK and afterwards completed her undergraduate
studies at R
 eading University (UK) and did a Ph.D. on the
interferon system in early mouse development at Warwick
University (UK). Postdoctoral work studying mouse
embryonic development followed at ICRF (London, UK)
with Dr. Brigid Hogan, and on genome biology at EMBL
(Heidelberg, D) with Dr. Hans Lehrach. She has also held
group leader positions at the IMP (Vienna, A) and the NKI
(Amsterdam, NL). On returning to Austria in 2000, Denise
was appointed Head of the Dept. of Developmental G
 enetics
at the Austrian Academy IMB Institute (Salzburg, A), and
then returned to Vienna in 2003 as a Principal Investigator
with CeMM. One of the Barlow lab’s major achievements
was the discovery in 1991 of the first imprinted gene in
mammals to show parental-specific gene expression. Her
group’s subsequent identification that epigenetic silencing
of this imprinted gene is induced by expression of an unusual
long non-coding (lnc) RNA has led them to investigate how
lncRNAs act throughout the mouse and human genome
as regulators of gene expression in development and disease.
The lab uses the model of genomic imprinting to dissect how
lncRNAs epigenetically silence genes, and together with high
throughput sequencing technology is extending these results
into the mouse and human genome with the goal of understanding how lncRNAs play a role in human diseases such as
cancer. Denise Barlow retired in 2015 and closed her lab.

Keiryn Bennett obtained her Bachelor of Science with
First Class Honours from the University of Tasmania, and
her Ph.D. in protein mass spectrometry from the University
of Wollongong, Australia. She spent 2 years as a postdoctoral
fellow in the laboratory of one of the forefathers of modernday protein mass spectrometry, Professor Peter Roepstorff
(Odense, Denmark). This was followed by 4 years under
the supervision of Matthias Mann at MDS Proteomics
(Odense, Denmark). She is respected worldwide in the field
of protein mass spectrometry and proteomics, with more
than 18 years of experience including 4 years managing
a high-throughput industrial proteomic laboratory. She
joined the laboratory of Giulio Superti-Furga in 2004 and
established the mass spectrometry and proteomic department at CeMM. Since 2009, Keiryn Bennett has had an
independent group leader position. The mass spectrometry
research group is currently focused on: monitoring the
phosphorylation events of kinase substrates; understanding
the role of HDAC1 and HDAC2 in T-cell proliferation; and
investigating the cellular pathways involved in oxidative
stress. These research areas are supplemented by technological advancements in protein-protein and drug-protein
interactions, chemical crosslinking, quantitative-, and
post-translational modification proteomics.

Andreas Bergthaler, born 1977, joined CeMM in 2011. He
studied veterinary medicine at the University of Veterinary
Medicine in Vienna and spent clinical and research stays at
the Royal (Dick) School of Veterinary Studies, Edinburgh,
the University of Tokyo, the University of Zurich and the
Danish Veterinary Institute, Copenhagen. For his graduate
studies he joined the Institute of Experimental Immunology
at the University/ETH Zurich (Profs. Hans Hengartner and
Nobel Laureate Rolf Zinkernagel). After postdoctoral work
in Zurich and in the laboratory of Prof. Daniel Pinschewer at
the University of Geneva he worked with Prof. Alan Aderem
at the Institute for Systems Biology in Seattle.
Andreas Bergthaler’s research is focused on the molecular
basis of how viral infections cause disease and immuno
pathology. To this end the Bergthaler laboratory studies viral
infections in mouse models through an interdisciplinary
approach of virology, immunology, pathology, and systems
biology. The employed experimental models bear pathophysiological relevance to human disease and provide defined
experimental systems to gain mechanistic insights through
targeted perturbations. This enables his group to dissect
novel molecular mechanisms that impact viral pathogenesis.
Eventually, this may pave the way for the development of
much-sought clinical treatments against human viral diseases
such as hepatitis, immunosuppression and superinfections.

Christoph Binder was born in 1973 in Vienna, Austria.
Following his studies of medicine at the Medical Faculty
of Vienna University, where he obtained his M.D. degree
in 1997, he entered a Ph.D. program at the University of
California in San Diego. Working with world-famous
atherosclerosis researcher Joseph Witztum, he obtained his
Ph.D. degree in 2002. In 2005, he joined the Department of
L aboratory Medicine at the Medical University of Vienna,
where in 2009 he was appointed Professor of A
 therosclerosis
Research, in 2006 he joined CeMM as Principal Investigator.
He is a specialist in Laboratory Medicine and leads a research
group focusing on the role of immune functions in atherosclerosis and how these can be exploited for therapeutic
interventions. He first described the atheroprotective effect
of pneumococcal v
 accination of the natural IgM T15/E06
(Binder et al., 2003). His research group discovered that
certain oxidation-specific epitopes are major targets of natural
antibodies (Chou et al., 2009) and of complement factor H
(Weismann et al., 2011). He also first identified the athero
protective roles and mechanisms of the cytokines IL-5 (Binder
et al., 2004) and IL-13 (Cardilo-Reis et al., 2012). He has
won numerous prestigious fellowships and awards and has
authored >80 publications in important journals, including
Nature Medicine and Nature.

Main Research Interests
+ Molecular basis and function of genomic imprinting
in mice and humans
+ Identification and characterization of long non-coding (lnc)
RNAs in the mouse and human genomes
+ The potential of lncRNAs as tumor biomarkers in human cancer
Relevant/Important Publications
Kornienko AE, et al. Long non-coding RNAs display higher n
 atural
expression variation than protein-coding genes in healthy
humans. Genome Biol. 2016 Jan 29;17(1):14.
Kornienko AE, et al. A human haploid gene trap c ollection
to study lncRNAs with unusual RNA biology. RNA Biol.
2016 Feb;13(2):196-220.
Andergassen D, et al. Allelome.PRO, a pipeline to define
allele-specific genomic features from high-throughput
sequencing data. Nucleic Acids Res. 2015 Dec 2;43(21):e146.
Kulinski TM, et al. Imprinted expression in cystic embryoid
bodies shows an embryonic and not an extra-embryonic pattern.
Dev Biol. 2015 Jun 15;402(2):291-305.
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Main Research Interests
+ Proteomics of post-translational modifications
in health and disease
+ Proteomics of protein-protein and protein-drug interactions
+ Integration of mass spectrometry with biology
and bioinformatics

Main Research Interests
+ Crosstalk of metabolism and inflammation
+ Persistent viral infections
+ Virus-induced immunosuppression and superinfection

Relevant/Important Publications
Giambruno R, et al. Affinity purification strategies for proteomic
analysis of transcription factor complexes. J Proteome Res.
2013;12(9):4018-4027.

Relevant/Important Publications
Bhattacharya A*, Hegazy AN*, et al. Superoxide
dismutase 1 protects hepatocytes from type I interferon-driven
oxidative damage. Immunity. 2015 Nov 17;43(5):974-86.
(* equal contribution)

Rudashevskya EL, et al. A method to resolve the composition of
heterogeneous affinity-purified protein complexes derived from a
common protein by chemical crosslinking, gel electrophoresis and
mass spectrometry. Nat. Protoc. 2013;8(1):75-97.

Johnson S*, Bergthaler A*, Graw F*, et al. Protective Efficacy
of Individual CD8+ T Cell Specificities in Chronic Viral Infection.
J Immunol. 2015 Feb 15;194(4):1755-62.
(* equal c ontribution)

Bürckstümmer T, et al. An efficient tandem affinity p
 urification
procedure for the characterisation of protein complexes in
mammalian cells. Nat. Methods. 2006;3:1013-1019.

Schliehe C, et al. The methyltransferase Setdb2 mediates
virus-induced susceptibility to bacterial superinfection.
Nat Immunol. 2015 Jan;16(1):67-74.

Ho Y, et al. Systematic identification of protein complexes
in Saccharomyces cerevisiae by mass spectrometry. Nature.
2002;415:180-183.

Main Research Interests
+ Role of innate immunity in inflammation and oxidative stress
+ Elucidate the protective capacities of natural lgM antibodies
in atherosclerosis
+ Discover ways to modulate natural immunity as therapy
for c ardiovascular diseases
Relevant/Important Publications
Tsiantoulas D, et al. Circulating microparticles carry oxidationspecific epitopes and are recognized by natural IgM antibodies.
J Lipid Res. 2015 Feb;56(2):440-8.
Cardilo-Reis L, et al. Interleukin-13 protects from atherosclerosis
and modulates plaque composition by skewing the macrophage
phenotype. EMBO Mol Med. 2012 Oct;4(10):1072-86.
Weismann D, et al. Complement factor H binds malondialdehyde
epitopes and protects from oxidative stress. Nature.
2011 Oct 5;478(7367):76-81.
Chou MY, et al. Oxidation-specific epitopes are dominant targets
of innate natural antibodies in mice and humans. J Clin Invest.
2009 May;119(5):1335-49.
Binder CJ, et al. Pneumococcal vaccination decreases
atherosclerotic lesion formation: molecular mimicry between
Streptococcus pneumoniae and oxidized LDL. Nat Med.
2003 Jun;9(6):736-43.
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Christoph
Bock

Kaan
Boztug

Sylvia
Knapp

Robert
Kralovics

Medical Epigenomics and
Next Generation Sequencing

Genetics and Molecular Pathophysiology
of Inborn Errors of Immunity and Hematopoiesis

Innate Immunity and Bacterial Infections

Genetics of Hematological Disorders

Christoph Bock, born in 1979, joined CeMM as Principal
Investigator in 2012. He has a background in bioinformatics,
and his laboratory uses a combination of experimental
and computational approaches to understand the role of
epigenetics and the epigenome in diseases. Christoph
Bock is also a guest professor at the Medical University of
Vienna’s Department for Laboratory Medicine, the scientific
coordinator of the Biomedical Sequencing F
 acility at CeMM,
and an adjunct group leader at the Max Planck Institute for
Informatics in Germany. He graduated summa cum laude
from the Max Planck Institute for Informatics and Saarland
University in 2008, and he worked as a postdoctoral
research fellow at the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard,
contributing to the NIH Roadmap Epigenome M
 apping
Consortium. Notable awards include the Max Planck Society’s
Otto Hahn Medal (2009), a New Frontier Group by the
Austrian A
 cademy of Sciences (2015-2020), and an ERC
Starting Grant (2016- 2021). Furthermore, Christoph Bock
leads Genom A
 ustria, which is the Austrian contribution
to the International Network of Personal Genome Projects,
and he is a principal investigator in BLUEPRINT, which
is the European contribution to the International Human
Epigenome Consortium.

Kaan Boztug, born 1977, joined CeMM as Principal
Investigator in 2011. He studied Medicine at the Universities
of Dusseldorf, Freiburg and London, and spent a year for
his M.D. thesis in the laboratory of Iain L. Campbell at
the Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, USA. From 2005
until 2010, he worked at H
 annover Medical School in the
Department of P
 ediatric Hematology/Oncology headed by
Christoph Klein combining clinical training and postgraduate
laboratory work. He developed a strong interest in primary
immundeficiencies (PIDs) and elucidated human G6PC3
deficiency causing congenital neutropenia and IL-10 r eceptor
deficiency as a M
 endelian type of inflammatory bowel
disease. At CeMM, Kaan Boztug works on the genetics of
PIDs including c onditions with severe autoimmunity and/
or autoinflammation and inherited hematological disorders.
He holds a dual appointment with the Children’s Hospital
of the Medical University of Vienna. In 2012, he received
the START Prize of the Austrian Science Fund (FWF)
and a Starting Grant (ERC StG). He is the director of the
CeRUD Vienna Center for Rare and Undiagnosed D
 iseases
and has successfully led an application for a dedicated
Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Rare and Undiagnosed
Diseases. Recently, his group, in multiple international
collaborations, has discovered and characterize s everal novel
PIDs including human PRKCD deficiency, IL-21 deficiency,
JAGN1 deficiency, NIK deficiency and DOCK2 deficiency.

Sylvia Knapp, MD, Ph.D., is Director of Medical Affairs
at CeMM, and Professor of Infection Biology at the Medical
University of Vienna. Sylvia studied Medicine in Vienna
and Berlin, is a board-certified Internist and obtained
her Ph.D. at the University of Amsterdam. In 2006 she
joined CeMM as a Principal I nvestigator and until recently,
she continued her clinical duties while also running her own
lab. Sylvia’s research focuses on the innate immune response
to bacterial infections in general, focusing specifically on the
comprehensive repertoire of macrophage functions in health,
development and disease. Her investigations concentrate on
the initiation and resolution of clinically relevant infections
and on the role of endogenous danger molecules and their
interactions with host structures and pathways. Her latest
research is directed towards the interplay of immune cells
regulating lung tissue homeostasis in health and disease.
She is dean of the CeMM Ph.D. program and is highly-
committed to bridge academic medicine and basic science.
Recently she was appointed to the Senate at the Medical
University of Vienna and elected corresponding member
of the Austrian Academy of Sciences.

Robert Kralovics has been Principal Investigator at CeMM
since 2006 and Visiting Professor at the Medical University
of Vienna since 2010. He earned his master’s degree in
Molecular Biology and Genetics at Comenius University
and his Ph.D. in Genomics at the Institute of Biophysics of
the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic. His postdoctoral work was based on the genetics of myeloproliferative
disorders working with Josef Prchal at the University of
Alabama in Birmingham, USA. In 2000, Robert joined
Prchal’s group as Assistant Professor at Baylor College of
Medicine in Houston. In 2001, he became project leader
with Radek Skoda in Basel. Kralovics’ research interests are
primarily in myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPNs) and in
myeloid malignancies in general. His major achievements
so far have been the identification of disease causing
mutations in the JAK2 kinase gene (V617F) in 2005 and
in the calreticulin gene (CALR) in 2013. Using advanced
genomic approaches, Robert Kralovics continues his research
at CeMM to identify new mutations causing the hereditary
predisposition to hematological malignancies. His aim is
understanding how genetic variability contributes to MPN
and how it could be treated in a personalized manner.

Main Research Interests
+ Genetics and molecular pathophysiology of primary
immunodeficiency disorders
+ Molecular mechanisms underlying autoimmunity
and autoinflammation
+ Development of molecular therapy for inherited disorders
of hematopoiesis and immunity

Relevant/Important Publications
Sharif O, et al. TREM-2 inhibits complement component 1q
effector mechanisms and exerts detrimental effects during
pneumococcal pneumonia. PLoS Pathog. 2014. 10: e1004167.

Relevant/Important Publications
Dobbs K*, Dominguez Conde C*, Zhan S-Y*, Parolini S*, et al.,
Casanova JL#, Boztug K#, Notarangelo LD#. Inherited DOCK2
Deficiency in Patients with Early-Onset Invasive Infections. N Engl
J Med. 2015; 372:2409-22 (* equal contribution; # shared senior
and corresponding authors)

Matt U, et al. WAVE-1 mediates suppression of phagocytosis by
phospholipid-derived DAMPs. J Clin Invest. 2013. 123:3014-3024.

Main Research Interests
+ Epigenomics. Mapping epigenetic defects in cancer cells
+ Technology. Advanced epigenome assays for genomic medicine
+ Bioinformatics. Algorithms for inferring epigenetic cell states
+ Diagnostics. Pilot projects in whole genome medicine
Relevant/Important Publications
Klughammer J, Datlinger P, Printz D, Sheffield NC, Farlik M,
Hadler J, Fritsch G, Bock C (2015). Differential DNA methylation
analysis without a reference genome. Cell Reports 13, 2621-2633.
Schmidl C, Rendeiro AF, Sheffield NC, Bock C (2015).
ChIPmentation: fast, robust, low-input ChIP-seq for histones
and transcription factors. Nature Methods 12, 963-965.
Farlik M, Sheffield NC, Nuzzo A, Datlinger P, Schönegger A,
Klughammer J, Bock C (2015). Single-cell DNA methylome
sequencing and bioinformatic inference of epigenomic cell-state
dynamics. Cell Reports 10, 1386-1397.Tomazou EM, Sheffield NC,
Schmidl C, Schuster M, Schönegger A, Datlinger P, Kubicek S,
Bock C, Kovar H (2015). Epigenome mapping reveals distinct
modes of gene regulation and widespread enhancer
reprogramming by the oncogenic fusion protein EWS-FLI1.
Cell Rep. 2015 Feb 24;10(7):1082-95.
Bock C (2012). Analysing and interpreting DNA methylation data.
Nature Reviews Genetics 13, 705-719.
Bock C, Lengauer T (2012). Managing drug resistance in cancer:
lessons from HIV therapy. Nature Reviews Cancer 12, 494-501.
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Willmann KL*, Klaver S*, et al. Biallelic loss-of-function m
 utation
in NIK causes a primary immunodeficiency with multifaceted
aberrant lymphoid immunity. Nature Comm. 2014; 5:5360.
Boztug K, et al. JAGN1 deficiency causes aberrant myeloid cell
homeostasis and congenital neutropenia. Nat Genet. 2014;
46:1021-1027.
Salzer E*, Santos-Valente E*, et al. B cell deficiency and severe
autoimmunity caused by deficiency of protein kinase C delta.
Blood. 2013; 121:3112-3116.
Boztug K, et al. A syndrome with Congenital Neutropenia and
Mutations in G6PC3. N Engl J Med 2009; 360:32-43.

Main Research Interests
+ Molecular mechanisms of host-pathogen interactions
+ Impact of endogenous danger molecules in immunity
+ Macrophage plasticity in lung homeostasis

Warszwaska JW, et al. Lipocalin-2 deactivates macrophages and
worsens pneumococcal pneumonia outcomes. J Clin Invest. 2013.
123:3363-3372.

Main Research Interests
+ Identify mutations in early steps of disease development
in hematological malignancies
+ How mutant stem cells evolve genetically, how they
respond to therapy
+ What drugs can inhibit cells with specific genetic defects
+ How genetic variability contributes to disease
+ How to diagnose the diseases in early stages of development
Relevant/Important Publications
Nivarthi H, et al. Thrombopoietin receptor is required for the
oncogenic function of CALR mutants. Leukemia. 2016 Feb 17.
doi: 10.1038/leu.2016.32. [Epub ahead of print]
Milosevic Feenstra JD, et al. Whole-exome sequencing identifies
novel MPL and JAK2 mutations in triple-negative myeloproliferative neoplasms. Blood. 2016 Jan 21;127(3):325-32.
Klampfl T, et al. Somatic mutations of calreticulin in
myeloproliferative neoplasms. N Engl J Med. 2013.
Dec 19;369(25):2379-90.
Harutyunyan A, et al. p53 lesions in leukemic transformation.
N Engl J Med. 2011 Feb 3;364(5):488-90.
Olcaydu D, et al. A common JAK2 haplotype confers
susceptibility to myeloproliferative neoplasms. Nat Genet.
2009 Apr;41(4):450-454.
Kralovics R, et al. A gain-of-function mutation of JAK2
in myeloproliferative disorders. N Engl J Med. 2005.
28;352(17): 1779-90.
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Stefan
Kubicek

Joanna I.
Loizou

Jörg
Menche

Giulio
Superti-Furga

Chemical Biology and Epigenetics

DNA Repair and Genomic Stability

Network Medicine

Pathological Networks and the Mechanism
of Action of Drugs in Infection and Cancer

Stefan Kubicek, born 1978, is Austrian and joined CeMM
in August, 2010. He obtained an MSc in synthetic organic
chemistry from Vienna University of Technology following
a diploma thesis at ETH Zurich. For his Ph.D. in Thomas
Jenuwein’s lab at the IMP in Vienna, he changed fields to
molecular biology. He then performed post-doctoral research
working on Chemical Biology with Stuart Schreiber at the
Broad Institute of Harvard and MIT. Stefan Kubicek heads
the chemical screening platform and PLACEBO (Platform
Austria for C
 hemical Biology), a task he is well equipped for
based on previous screening experiences with Boehringer
Ingelheim and at the Broad Institute. These activities have
resulted in the identification of the first selective histone
methyltransferase inhibitor, BIX-01294, and a small
molecule inducer of insulin expression in pancreatic alpha
cells, BRD7389. Since 2013 Stefan Kubicek also heads the
Christian Doppler L aboratory for Chemical Epigenetics
and Antiinfectives, a p
 ublic-private partnership between
CeMM, Boehringer Ingelheim, and Haplogen. The Kubicek
lab is working on the role of chromatin in the definition
of cell types and cell states. Projects focus on defining the
contribution of histone methylation to c ancer development
and progression, the development of new assays and compounds to quantify and modulate chromatin m
 odifications,
and their potential for transdifferentiation of cell types with
the aim of generating new insulin-producing beta cells.

Joanna Loizou joined CeMM in 2011. She completed her
undergraduate studies in the UK, moving there from Cyprus.
Subsequently, she commenced Ph.D. work at the University
of Manchester/Sussex investigating mechanisms of DNA
repair. Here she identified for the first time a requirement for
the kinase CK2 in the DNA damage response. Postdoctoral
work followed at the International Agency for Research on
Cancer (IARC), WHO, France where Joanna i nvestigated
epigenetic modifications in DNA repair. Joanna made
the fundamentally important finding that cells utilize shared
molecules in transcription and DNA repair. Also during
this time she chose to work on the immune system and
showed that histone acetylation is important in m
 aintaining
haematopoietic stem cells. She wanted to build on this
experience and focus on the role of genomic i nstability
in cancers of the blood, hence she joined the London
Research Institute (LRI), Cancer Research UK (CR-UK),
where she investigated DNA repair in the immune system
development and in suppressing lymphoma. At CeMM,
Joanna’s group investigates the mechanisms by which
cells respond to – and repair – DNA damage to maintain
genomic stability and s uppress tumourigenesis and other rare
hereditary diseases. She f ocuses on DNA damage generated
by replicative stress or during somatic recombination in
immune B and T cells. Joanna is interested in understanding
the pathways r esponsible for the repair of breaks that allow
for the maintenance of genome integrity and suppression
of cancer, but also for the maturation of immune cells.

Jörg Menche studied physics in Leipzig, Recife and
Berlin. He did his Ph.D. with Reinhard Lipowsky at the
Max-Planck-Institute for Colloids and Interfaces in P
 otsdam
and was a postdoctoral fellow with Albert-László Barabási
at Northeastern University and at the Center for Cancer
Systems Biology at Dana Farber Cancer Institute in B
 oston.
He joined CeMM as Prinicpal Investigator in 2015. His group
applies diverse computational approaches to help u
 nderstand
and interpret the large datasets derived from the broad
range of powerful post-genomic technologies that CeMM
researchers employ, from next-generation sequencing of
genomes, e pigenomes and transcriptomes, to high-throughput proteomics and chemical screening. A particular focus is
the application of tools and concepts from network theory
to elucidate the complex machinery of interacting molecules
that constitutes the basis of (patho-)physiological states.

Giulio Superti-Furga is an Italian molecular and systems
biologist. He performed his studies at the University Zurich,
Genentech, and IMP/Vienna. He was a Post-doctoral fellow
at EMBL and later became a Team Leader. He co-founded
the b
 iotech companies Cellzome and Haplogen. Since
2005 he directs CeMM. He is a member of EMBO, the
Austrian Academy of Sciences, the German Academy of
Sciences L
 eopoldina, the European Academy of Cancer
Sciences, A
 cademia Europaea. He was made Knight Officer
Order of Merit of the Republic of Italy. In 2009 he obtained
an Advanced Investigator ERC Grant and in 2011 the first
ERC Proof of C
 oncept grant in Austria. In 2011 he received
the Prize of the City of Vienna for Natural Sciences, and
became “Austria’s Scientist of the Year”. Among his major
achievements to date count the elucidation of basic regulatory
mechanisms of t yrosine kinases in human cancers, the
discovery of f undamental organization principles of the
proteome of higher organisms and the development of
integrated approaches to understand the mechanism of action
of drugs at the molecular level. Among his recent discoveries
are a key component of the nutrients sensing machinery of
cells and the higher-level organization of membrane lipids.

Main Research Interests
+ Chemical epigenetics
+ Identification and development of small molecule probes
for chromatin modifiers and host factors in infectious diseases
+ Contribution of histone modifications to cancer development
and progression
+ Role of chromatin in the specification of pancreatic cell types
Relevant/Important Publications
Li J, et al. Single-cell transcriptomes reveal characteristic features
of human pancreatic islet cell types. EMBO Rep. 2015 Epub Dec 21.
Licciardello MP et al. NOTCH1 activation in breast cancer
confers sensitivity to inhibition of SUMOylation. Oncogene 2015,
34:3780-90.
Mair B, et al. Exploiting epigenetic vulnerabilities for cancer
therapies. Trends Pharmacol Sci. 2014, 35: 136-145.
Kubicek S, et al. Compounds targeting chromatin modifying
enzyme induce specific cell-type independent transcription
signatures in the endocrine pancreas. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A.
2012, 109: 5364-5369.
Kubicek S, et al. Reversal of H3K9me2 by a small-molecule
inhibitor for the G9a histone methyltransferase. Mol Cell. 2007,
25:473-81.
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Main Research Interests
+ Repair of physiological DNA breaks in immune T and B cells
during somatic recombination
+ Genome integrity and cooperation between DNA repair
pathways in human disease
Relevant/Important Publications
Prochazkova J, et al. DNA Repair Cofactors ATMIN and NBS1
Are Required to Suppress T Cell Activation. PLoS Genet.
2015 Nov 6;11(11):e1005645.
Schmidt L, et al. ATMIN is required for the ATM-mediated
signaling and recruitment of 53BP1 to DNA damage sites upon
replication stress. DNA Repair. 2014; 24: 122-30.
Loizou JI, et al. ATMIN is required for maintenance of genomic
stability and suppression of B cell lymphoma. Cancer Cell. 2011;
19: 587-600.
Murr R*, Loizou JI*, et al. Histone acetylation by Trrap-Tip60
modulates loading of repair proteins and repair of DNA double
strand breaks. Nat Cell Biol. 2006; 8: 91-99. (*equal contribution)
Loizou JI, et al. The protein kinase CK2 facilitates repair of
chromosomal DNA single-strand breaks. Cell. 2004; 117: 17-28.

Main Research Interests
+ Conceptual insights into the network signatures that
characterize diseases states
+ Novel bioinformatics tools for the analysis of molecular data,
which cover a broad range of important challenges, from disease
gene identification to tumor classification or drug discovery
Relevant/Important Publications
E Guney, et al. Network-based in silico drug efficacy screening.
Nature Communications 7:10331, 2016.
Menche J, et al. Uncovering disease-disease relationships
through the incomplete interactome. Science 347 (6224),
1257601; 2015.
Ghiassian SD*, Menche J*, Barabási AL. A DiseAse MOdule
Detection (DIAMOnD) algorithm derived from a systematic
analysis of connectivity patterns of disease proteins in the
human Interactome. PLoS Comput Biol 11(4): e1004120; 2015.
Sharma A*, Menche J*, et al. A disease module in the
interactome explains disease heterogeneity, drug response
and captures novel pathways and genes in asthma. Human
Molecular Genetics, 24(11):3005-20; 2015.
Zhou XZ*, Menche J*, Barabási AL, Sharma A. Human symptoms–
disease network. Nature Communications 5; 2014. (abstract)
[* equal contribution]

Main Research Interests
+ Mechanism of action of drugs
+ Molecular networks affecting leukemias
+ Molecular basis of innate immunity
+ Cell gates and cell metabolism
Relevant/Important Publications
Köberlin MS, et al. A Conserved Circular Network of Coregulated
Lipids Modulates Innate Immune Responses. Cell. 2015 Jul
2;162(1):170-83. doi: 10.1016/j.cell.2015.05.051. Epub 2015 Jun 18.
Huber KVM, et al. Stereospecific targeting of
MTH1 by (S)-crizotinib as anticancer strategy. Nature.
2014 Apr 10;508(7495):222-7.
Winter GE, et al. The solute carrier SLC35F2 enables
YM155-mediated DNA damage toxicity. Nature Chemical Biology.
2014 Sep;10(9):768-73.
Winter GE, et al. Systems-pharmacology dissection of a drug
synergy in imatinib resistant CML. Nat Chem Biol. 2012,
8(11):905-12.
Pichlmair A, et al. Viral immune modulators perturb the human
molecular network by common and unique strategies. Nature.
2012 Jul 26;487(7408):486-90.
Bürckstümmer T, et al. An orthogonal proteomic-genomic
screen identifies AIM2 as a cytoplasmic DNA sensor for the
inflammasome. Nat Immunol. 2009 Mar;10(3):266-72.
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Kate
Ackerman

Thijn
Brummelkamp

Jacques
Colinge

Sebastian
Nijman

Guest Prinicpal Investigator

Adjunct Principal Investigator

Adjunct Principal Investigator

Adjunct Principal Investigator

Kate Ackerman is a Guest Principal Investigator at CeMM.
She is visiting from the University of Rochester where
she is an Associate Professor of Pediatrics (Critical Care) and
Biomedical Genetics. She was born in California but grew up
in New York where she completed an undergraduate degree at
Cornell University and a medical degree (summa cum laude,
AOA) at the University at Buffalo. She completed pediatrics
residency in Denver, Colorado, clinical fellowship (Critical
Care) at Boston Children’s Hospital, and research fellowships
at Brigham and Women’s Hospital. While on the faculty at
Harvard Medical School, she identified novel gene function
and mechanisms relevant to the serious birth defect,
Congenital Diaphragmatic Hernia. Since 2007, Kate has
had an independent laboratory in Rochester where she has
focused on genetics and developmental mechanisms
associated with birth defects that cause critical illness in
childhood. Her work has been NIH funded and has won
numerous awards. At CeMM, she is working primarily with
the laboratories of Christoph Bock and Sylvia Knapp on
projects to identify potential epigenetic mechanisms of
long-term disease resulting from critical events during the
perinatal period of life. In the USA, Kate is active in
leadership activities related to advocacy for b
 iomedical
research, translation of research to the clinic, and physicianscientist careers. She holds leadership positions in the
Society for Pediatric Research, Federation of Pediatric
Organizations, and the Pediatric Academic Societies Meeting
Organization. She has also recently been appointed to the
Mouse Genome Database (MGD) Scientific Advisory Board
at The Jackson Laboratories.

Thijn Brummelkamp uses genetics in human cells to p
 inpoint
genes that play a role in human disease. His interests are
cancer research, infectious disease and drug action. During
his Ph.D. he developed a system for the expression of shRNA
molecules enabling gene inhibition through ‘stable RNA
interference’. More recently he has developed an approach for
haploid genetic screens in human cells using insertional
mutagenesis. He has used this approach to identify host
factors used by a variety of pathogens, which led to the
identification of the lysosomal cholesterol transporter NPC1
as the long-sought intracellular receptor for Ebola virus.
He received his M.S. in biology from the Free University,
Amsterdam, in 1998 and did his graduate research at the
Netherlands Cancer Institute in the laboratory of Prof. Rene
Bernards. In 2004 he was appointed as a Whitehead Fellow to
initiate his independent research program in Cambridge,
USA and in 2011 his laboratory moved to the Netherlands
Cancer Institute and he became an Adjunct Principal
Investigator at CeMM. For his studies he received the Antoni
van Leeuwenhoek Award (2003), The Annual NVBMB Award
(2004, Dutch Association for Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology), he was chosen as one of the world’s top 35 Young
Innovators by MIT’s technology Review magazine (2005)
and received EMBO’s gold medal in 2013.

Jacques Colinge was born in Switzerland and headed
CeMM’s bioinformatics group from 2006 to 2014.
He obtained a Ph.D. in mathematics from the University
of Geneva, Switzerland, in collaboration with the Swiss
Institute of Technology. After completing his Ph.D., Jacques
Colinge joined the Serono Pharmaceutical Research Institute
as a bioinformatician to work mainly on differential gene
expression data analysis. In 2000 he moved to GeneProt Inc.
to head a group in charge of mass spectrometry-related
bioinformatics and parallel c omputing. In 2005, he joined the
Upper Austrian University of Applied Sciences at Hagenberg
to serve as a Professor of B
 ioinformatics before moving to
CeMM in September 2006. His bioinformatics lab did
research to develop data analysis methods aimed at
unraveling the functions and structure of biological networks.
The lab also developed statistical m
 odels and maintained
data processing pipelines to analyze and manage mass
spectrometry data. Jacques left CeMM in the end of 2014.
Since November 2014 Jacques is a Full Professor at the
Medical Faculty of Montpellier and a PI at IRCM (Institut de
Recherche en Cancérologie de Montpellier) and ICM
(Institut régional du Cancer Montpellier).

Sebastian Nijman was born in the Netherlands in 1975.
He studied medical biology at Utrecht University and
specialized in Molecular Biology and Biochemistry in the labs
of Hans Bos and Rene Medema. He also holds a Master of Arts
degree from the University of Maastricht (Science, Society
and Technology Studies) and was involved in clinical research
at a Contract Research Organization. In the lab of Rene
Bernards at the Netherlands Cancer Institute, he performed
his Ph.D. work, focusing on functional genetic screens in
cancer-relevant pathways. He performed the first RNAi
screen in mammalian cells that led to the identification of
the cylindromatosis tumor suppressor as a regulator of
NF-kappaB signaling. This work has led to a rational
therapeutic approach for treating cylindromatosis. In 2006
he joined the lab of Todd Golub at The Broad I nstitute of
Harvard and MIT, USA. There he developed novel genomic
approaches to d
 iscover the functions of genes and identify
new angles for cancer treatment. Since joining CeMM in 2007,
his research is mostly focused on the identification and
understanding of cancer vulnerabilities using chemical
genetic screens. In November 2014, he joined the Ludwig
Institute for Cancer Research in Oxford where he will
continue to work on these topics. Sebastian Nijman retains
an Adjunct PI position at CeMM.

Main Research Interests
+ Gene identification and disease mechanisms for diseases
of the lung, heart, and diaphragm
+ Developmental origins of health and disease
in the pulmonary system
+ Genetic and epigenetic mechanisms of co-morbidities
in children and adults with isolated birth defects
Relevant/Important Publications
Coles GL, et al. Kif7 Maintains Respiratory Airway Architecture
by Regulating Microtubule Dynamics and Cellular Proliferation.
PloS Genetics 2015 Oct6;11(10):e1005525. PMID: 26439735.
Paris ND, et al. Wt1 and B-Catenin Cooperatively Regulate
Diaphragm Development in the Mouse. Developmental
Biology 2015 Aug14:DBIO15203. PMID: 26278035.
Coles GL and Ackerman KG. Kif7 is required for the patterning
and differentiation of the diaphragm in a model of syndromic
congenital diaphragmatic hernia. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 2013
May 21;110(21):E1898-905. PMID: 23650387.
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Main Research Interests
+ Cancer research
+ Infectious diseases
+ Drug action
Relevant/Important Publications
Blomen V, et al., Gene essentiality and synthetic lethality in
haploid human cells. Science. 2015. 350:1092-1096.

Main Research Interests
+ Systems biology in cancer and immunology
+ Network science and dynamical models
+ Radiogenomics
+ Computational proteomics
Relevant/Important Publications
Blomen V, et al., Gene essentiality and synthetic lethality in
haploid human cells. Science, 2015, 350:1092-1096.

Jae LT, et al. Virus entry. Lassa virus entry requires a triggerinduced receptor switch. Science. 2014 Jun 27;344(6191):1506-10.

Colinge J, et al. Building and exploring an integrated human
kinase network: global organization and medical entry points.
J Proteomics. 2014. pii: S1874-3919(14)00150-X.

Jae, LT, et al. Deciphering the glycosylome of dystroglycanopathies using haploid screens for Lassa virus entry. Science.
2013 Apr 26;340(6131):479-83.

Pichlmair A, et al. Viral immune modulators perturb the human
molecular network by common and unique strategies. Nature.
2012. 487:486-490.

Carette JE, et al. Ebola virus entry requires the cholesterol
transporter Niemann-Pick C1. Nature. 2011; 477(7364):340-3.

Colinge J, et al. Systems biology analysis of protein-drug
interactions. Proteomics Clin Appl. 2012 Jan;6(1-2):102-16.

Carette JE, et al. Haploid genetic screens in human cells identify
host factors used by pathogens. Science. 2009; 326(5957):1231-5.
Brummelkamp TR, et al. A system for stable expression of
short interfering RNAs in mammalian cells. Science. 2002;
296(5567):550-3.

Breitwieser FP, et al. General statistical modeling of data from
protein relative expression isobaric tags. J Proteome Res.
2011 Jun 3;10(6):2758-66.

Main Research Interests
+ Chemical genetics of cancer
+ Identify novel strategies to treat cancer (cancer vulnerabilities)
+ Functional genetic screens to identify cancer-related genes
Relevant/Important Publications
Muellner MK, et al. Targeting a cell state c ommon
to t riple-negative breast cancers. Mol Syst Biol.
2015 Feb 19;11(1):789. doi: 10.15252/msb.20145664.
Nijman SM, et al. Cancer. Potential of the synthetic lethality
principle. Science. 2013 Nov 15;342(6160):809-11.
Bürckstümmer T, et al. A reversible gene trap collection
empowers haploid genetics in human cells. Nat Methods.
2013 Oct;10(10):965-71.
Muellner MK, et al. A chemical-genetic screen reveals
a mechanism of resistance to PI3K inhibitors in cancer.
Nat Chem Biol. 2011 Sep 25;7(11):787-93.
Brummelkamp TR*, Nijman SM*, et al. Loss of the
cylindromatosis tumour suppressor inhibits apoptosis by
activating NF-kappaB. Nature. 2003 Aug 14;424(6950):797-801.
(* equal contribution)
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“As a member of the Scientific Advisory
Board of CeMM since its inception, I have
followed its development with great
admiration. Combining strong and visionary
leadership with true scientific excellence
among the group leaders and other staff,
CeMM has become one of the leading
institutes in the field of translational
medicine in Europe and in the world, with
a remarkable scientific output. Being located
close to the University Hospital of Vienna,
CeMM is in a perfect position to boost
the development of personalized medicine.”
Prof. Dr. Carl-Henrik Heldin
Director, Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research, Uppsala University, SE
Chairman of the Board of the Nobel Foundation
Member of CeMM’s Scientific Advisory Board
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“As a Viennese university and part of
the city of Vienna, WU also benefits from
innovative science and research facilities like
the Center for Molecular Medicine (CeMM)
of the Austrian Academy of Sciences.
CeMM stands for innovation through
science and research and makes an important
contribution to securing Austria’s and
Vienna’s position on the global market.
CeMM provides attractive jobs for young
researchers and conducts top-level medical
research. Like WU, it cooperates with
a number of universities and other research
facilities, which helps strengthen these
scientific institutions’ positions. This also
increases the value of Vienna as a center
for research. Our city needs successful,
high-performance institutions like CeMM to
convince decision makers that investments
in science and research are also always
investments in our future. This is the only
way to ensure that Austria can position itself
successfully as a top international scientific
and business location.”
Professsor DI Dr. Edeltraud Hanappi-Egger
Rector, Vienna University of Economics and Business
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“As Aristotle so rightfully put it: ‘Excellence
is an art won by training and habituation.
We do not act rightly because we have virtue
or excellence, but we rather have those
because we have acted rightly. We are what
we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not
an act but a habit.’ The same can be said
about the pursuit of scientific excellence at
CeMM – it is not an act but a habit. Of course
the perception of Austria in the world is
very strongly shaped by the Arts and its
cultural heritage. Nevertheless to secure
the future and prosperity of any society
the Arts and Sciences must complement
each other. If that is fulfilled on the highest
level great goals can be achieved.”
Dr. Agnes Husslein-Arco
Director of the Belvedere Palace Museum and 21er Haus
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“The expertise of its scientists and the outstanding
infrastructure make the CeMM an important
component of the life science scene in Vienna
and a valuable biomedical research institution.
The CeMM has at its disposal the most up-to-date
key technologies of vital importance for our
research work. Thanks to the institution’s
geographical proximity, this technology can be
exploited very effectively by our researchers.
Alongside the IMP and IMBA, CeMM is the third
high-caliber internationally competitive research
institute in Vienna. It also plays a leading role in
cooperative projects. Boehringer Ingelheim RCV
collaborates with the CeMM in a Christian Doppler
Laboratory in the field of epigenetics with a view
to identifying new epigenetic target molecules
for cancer treatment. Plans for further research
beyond oncology are currently under discussion.
The CeMM also has close ties with our basic
research institute IMP. One current project
in which the IMP and CeMM are collaborating
is in the Special Research Programme
Myeloproliferative Neoplasms. This international
project seeks improved diagnosis and treatment
possibilities for various types of leukemia. Giulio
Superti-Furga (CeMM) and Johannes Zuber (IMP)
are both involved as principal investigators.
The close links between the two institutes is also
demonstrated by the numerous publications
with authors from the CeMM and IMP and the
fact that many researchers have worked at both
institutes. Outside the formal cooperation there
is also ongoing lively and extremely valuable
communication between researchers.”
Philipp von Lattorff
Country Managing Director Boehringer Ingelheim RCV Vienna
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“It has been a great pleasure to watch
CeMM evolve over the last years with
incredible speed and I feel privileged
having had the opportunity to observe
CeMM’s development.
CeMM evolved into a pillar of Austrian
science and the Viennese science
community. The manifold fruitful
collaborations and the dynamic drive and
spin given to all interaction partners
including Medical University and
Veterinary University is of unpayable value.
Medical science in Vienna needs CeMM
for their further blooming and growing and
I hope to see CeMM taking an even larger
part in the future. Pushing Austrian science
by technology and creative ideas – spanning
from cutting edge proteomics, next
generation sequencing or drug screening
is CeMMs great strength. CeMM started
as a high profile institute for translational
science and developed the skills and
tools for the successful implementation
of personalized and precision medicine.
CeMM has set a standard for medical
science in Austria – it is a beautiful example
of combining basic research and translational
science at its best. The combination
of serious science with the art of living –
CeMM serves as a role model.”
Professor Dr. Veronika Sexl
Institute of Pharmacology and Toxicology,
University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna
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“Since I set up my laboratory at IST Austria
in 2014, I took great pleasure in getting
into contact with a number of outstanding
scientists from CeMM as I am interested
in molecular medicine myself. The precise
focus of my research may differ from
the scientific endeavors of the CeMM
research groups, yet it has been wonderful
to realize how much I can learn from and
share with immunologists, system biologists,
and geneticists working at this unique place.
I am really glad having had the opportunity
to interact with these great scientists in
such a decisive stage of my career. I truly
hope this leads to a long-lasting and
enjoyable collaborative effort between
CeMM and IST Austria.”
Professor Dr. Gaia Novarino
Institute of Science and Technology Austria, Klosterneuburg
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Life at
CeMM

Science and Society
CeMM welcomed and was honored by many foreign and domestic
dignitaries, key decision-makers and renowned artists, and we are
thrilled to be recognized and lauded as being more than a center
exclusively for research and training. Art and Science projects play
an important role at CeMM, and scientists and guests from all over
the world were invited for fruitful exchanges, many taking place in
our inspirational Brain Lounge. A highlight in 2015 was the opening
of the CeMM “Time Capsule”, a mutual project of the well-known
artist Martin Walde and Giulio Superti-Furga. Furthermore, the
crowning event last year was the visit of the presidents of the states
Italy and Austria, H.E. Sergio Mattarella and H.E. Heinz Fischer.

H.E. Sergio Mattarella and
H.E. Heinz Fischer Payed
a Visit to CeMM
H.E. Sergio M
 attarella
and H.E. Heinz
Fischer with the
CeMM Directors
Giulio Superti-Furga
and Anita Ender;
handing over of a
present in the CeMM
Brain Lounge; CeMM
members cheering
in the staircase

On September 16th, 2015 CeMM was honored
by the visit of H.E. Sergio Mattarella, President
of the Republic of Italy, and H.E. Heinz Fischer,
President of the Republic of Austria. The visit
to CeMM concluded the first official visit of
President Mattarella to Austria. CeMM was very
grateful for the unique opportunity to present
CeMM and its research highlights to such an
honorable audience.
On their arrival, CeMM Director Giulio
Superti-Furga gave a short introduction to
CeMM’s art façade created by Peter Kogler. The
CeMM employees had lined up in the staircase,
equipped with their lab coats, stick pins showing
their nationality and Italian and A
 ustrian flags
to welcome the presidents who passed by in the
glass-elevator on their way up to the rooftop
of the research building. After a stopover on the
CeMM terrace to enjoy the beautiful view over
Vienna, the guests then entered the CeMM Brain
Lounge, where Italian students and postdocs
had the opportunity to welcome the presidents,
and where CeMM Director Giulio Superti-Furga
gave a presentation on CeMM’s research and
goals for the future. The delegation left CeMM
after a tour through CeMM’s cutting-edge
research laboratories.
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Together with the presidents, over 50 people,
among them senior diplomats from Italy and
Austria, translators, security personal and
medical assistants, personal secretaries, and
many photographers as well as a TV team visited
CeMM. Not only was everything going smooth
and well as dictated by the diplomatic protocol,
which Giulio S
 uperti-Furga afforded to call the
presidents’ attention to the significance of science.
At times of important challenges for CeMM, the
visit of the presidents of two E
 uropean nations
of a research instit ution represents a powerful
statement on the importance of knowledge
creation and training of young people.
According to the report of Giorgio Marrapodi,
Ambassador of Italy to the Republic of Austria,
President Mattarella was still talking about
CeMM until he boarded his airplane.

The CeMM Time Capsule – 
Neutral Refuge and Room for
Hidden and Anonymous Ideas
On June 3rd, 2015 the third art and science
project, co-financed by the City of Vienna and
private and business sponsors, was o
 fficially
opened by Andreas Mailath-Pokorny, Vienna
City Councillor for Cultural Affairs and Science:
The CeMM K apsel/Time Capsule – a Science
and Art project by Martin Walde and Giulio
Superti-Furga – is based on the artist’s inter
action with CeMM’s research and philosophy.
Their intention was to create a “docking place”
for a rtists of all branches within a biomedical
research institute. Walde speaks of a “room for
collective ideas, free of impatience, zeal, or
sophisticated systems”.
Researchers at CeMM are aware of their
responsibility for society. CeMM Director
Giulio Superti-Furga places particular e mphasis
on transparency and an active dialogue with
the public and other scientific disciplines.
In this context, the interchange with artists has
become a tradition and an important part of a
multidisciplinary dialogue which not only fosters
creativity and an “outside the box thinking”.
Productive examples – all funded by s ponsors –
have been the 400 m²s panning art facade
by Peter Kogler and the CeMM Brain Lounge
on the 8th floor of the research building, which
has been developed together with a rtists and
designers as a breeding ground for new ideas.
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The underlying idea of the CeMM Time Capsule
was to create a place where one, two or three
people at a time can find seclusion to think, or
work undisturbed. The artist conceived the
room as a safe haven and repository for ideas
and thoughts that are collected in writing in
one of the 13,000 empty notebooks, with
colored sleeves, shelved in an oval bookshelf
embracing the entire small room. In that sense,
serendipity has been found at the CeMM Time
Capsule, which serves as a communication
platform in several ways: through intentionally
or accident ally meetings of artists and scientists
and through the preservation of messages left
in one of the notebooks.

Configuration of the
CeMM Time Capsule by
the a rtist; Martin Walde,
Andreas Mailath-Pokorny
and Giulio Superti-Furga
at the opening

Announced as “A Shower of Color in the CeMM
Research Center” the Time Capsule was also
part of the Vienna Art Week 2015, an art event
with international resonance.
CeMM would like to thank Martin Walde
for his dedicated work and this valuable and
wonderful piece of art, and to all the sponsors
who c ontributed to the CeMM Time Capsule
we again say thank you.
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Genom Austria – a Scientific,
Non-Profit, Educational and
Cultural Project
Knowledge about human genes and their
f unctions contribute significantly to personal
health and precision medicine of the future.
Genom Austria has been established to
foster public discussions with experts and
laypersons, reflecting on the meaning of
genome sequencing in all its facets. To make
this dialogue c oncrete, volunteers have been
invited to undergo an a nalysis of their personal
genome with state-of-the-art technology and
expert advice, and to share their genome data
with the public. Ten genomes were sequenced
and analyzed in 2015, with ten to follow in 2016.
The pioneer’s genomes are freely accessible
on the Genom Austria website.
Genom Austria was initiated in 2014 as a
joint Citizen Science Project of CeMM, the
Medical University of Vienna, and the
PersonalGenomes.org foundation, and it is under
the patronage of Margit Fischer, chairwoman
of the Science Center Network foundation and
wife of the A
 ustrian National President.
An integral component of Genom Austria is
the education of school students, teachers and
the wider public. Together with Open Science
Vienna, the Genom Austria team at CeMM has
established an interactive school workshop
(one hour presentation followed by one hour
discussion games), and a further education series
for teachers. Around 320 students participated
in 16 workshops, in 12 high schools, in Vienna.
The trainings at pedagogic universities in lower
Austria, Burgenland and Styria provided teachers
with fully prepared two hours teaching packages
on personal genomes, available as an open
educational resource.

Workshop
A special highlight
was a one week video
workshop for high school
students during the
summer holidays.

A special highlight was a one week video
workshop for interested high school students
organized by CeMM during the summer
holidays. After two days of wet-lab experience
and scientific background information, the
20 participants had three days of planning
and shooting a short film under the guidance
of a media expert. The highly creative youth
originated four very different and interesting
videos (see www.genomaustria.at).
On September 17th, 2015 some 300 participants
followed the festive lecture held by geneticist
George Church (Harvard Medical School), who is
one of the inventors of genome sequencing and
an advocate of open science. In his talk George
Church highlighted how genomic tests have
changed medicine in the last decades. The lecture
was followed by a panel discussion. Topics of
the discussion were George Church’s questions
about the usability and ethical needs of genome
sequencing. With Esther Dyson as m
 oderator,
Dr. Christiane Druml (Chairwoman of the
Austrian Bioethics Commission), Prof. Markus
Müller (newly appointed Rector of the Medical
University of Vienna) and Sharon Terry
(President and CEO of GeneticAlliance.org)
actively participated in the lively discussion.

Genom Austria
Festive Lecture
Some 300 participants
joined the lecture by
George Church which
was followed by
a panel discussion.
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The CeMM Brain Lounge –
A Springboard for Creative
and Unexpected Ideas
Brain Lounge Visits
Presidents H.E. Sergio
Mattarella and H.E. Heinz
Fischer; Presidents of
the Polish Acacamy
of Sciences; AlbertLászló Barabási with
artists and scientists;
Fidel Castro D
 iaz-Balart
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The Time Capsule, the most recently sponsored
Several Brain Lounge artists, among them
art project, is designed as a safe haven and reposi- Eva Schlegel and Dorothee Golz, together with
tory for scientists and guests, whereby the longer the CeMM faculty embraced the opportunity
established CeMM Brain Lounge is dedicated to
to hold a discussion round with network
spirited communication and brain-storming. The specialist Albert-Laszlo Barabasi about the intiBrain Lounge provides a surprising environment macy of the disciplines. One topic of discussion
that favors creativity, often “sparkling”, and
was the correlation between “performance” and
always promoting inspirational exchanges.
“success”. While measurability and scoring are
easy to gauge in sports (I win/you win), it is
In 2015, the Brain Lounge again proved its value
extremely difficult to gauge the success of the
and brought together scientists, artists and other
arts. In art – as in science –, we look for new
forward thinkers.
perspectives and innovation. N
 evertheless,
the arts rely on the emotional response,
Fidel Castro Diaz-Balart, first-born son of Fidel
which is hardly quantifiable. The discussion
Castro, headed a Cuban d
 elegation and met
ended with the notion that an interdisciplinary
with representatives of the Federal Ministry for
amalgamation results in a higher novelty and
Science Research and Economy, of the Austrian
innovative success rate, as compared to any
Academy of Sciences, CeMM’s Administrative
monodisciplinary approach.
Director Anita Ender and members of the
CeMM faculty. Later in the year, we hosted the
A successful planning meeting of an editorial
presidents of the Polish Academy of Sciences,
team of the radio station Oe1 at the CeMM
which met for a discussion round with CeMM’s
Brain Lounge emphasizes the diversity of
ERC grantees about what makes for s uccessful
people who profit from the rooms’ spirit, which
funding applications. Also, Ulrike Unterer,
emerged as a role model for resourceful places:
Vice President of the Christian Doppler Society
In December 2015, the CeMM Brain Lounge
and head of the Department of Technical and
was on the travel route of a so called learning
Economic Research at the Federal Ministry of
journey about “creative rooms and rooms
Science, Research and Economy and her entire
for creativity” for managers, organized by the
team enjoyed an update on CeMM’s research
Vienna Business Agency Departure.
and the exchange with CeMM scientists.

Lecture Series and
Scientific Meetings
Added together, 22 guest seminars took place at CeMM in 2015.
While “CeMMinars”, “Impromptus” and “Special Lectures” provide
an important source of information and inspiration mainly to a
scientific audience, the SMART Lecture series successfully assembles
a dedicated community of scientists of various disciplines, artists
and interested lay people. The yearly highlight is the CeMM
L andsteiner Lecture, which traditionally takes place in the festive
hall of the beautiful baroque building of the Austrian Academy of
Sciences and is framed by music and a cocktail reception.
Aiming to enable and facilitate the direct inter-communication
and discussion of results, CeMM organizes and sponsors several
national and international conferences each year; among them the
well-established yearly “Austrodrugs-Meeting” which was created
in 2011 at CeMM to bring together the Austrian community of
academic chemical biologists with industrial drug discoverers.
In 2015, CeMM was honored to co-organize the GET Global
Conference in Vienna, celebrating the 10th Anniversary of the
Personal Genome Project and reflecting on a future in which
genome technology and massive data will be commonplace in
society and medicine.
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4th SMART Lecture – Big Data
Challenges and Opportunities
for Food and Nutritional Science
On March 16th 2015, the 4th SMART lecture
was delivered by Peter Brabeck-Letmathe,
Chairman of the Board of Nestlé S.A., the
“world’s leading nutrition, health, and wellness
company”. In his talk, Peter Brabeck-Letmathe
stated Nestlé’s position as a global player in the
food i ndustry which is slowly changing into
an industry increasingly considering health
and wellness. He struck a blow for a c ultural
change elevating nutrition to the status of
an all-important s cience. For Brabeck-Letmathe
the endeavor goes far beyond measures such
as reduction of sugar and salt in the industry’s
products, instead of that, it really should be a

constant commitment to healthier products.
Most importantly, he argued that research in
nutrition sciences should be a priority to help
disease prevention. A
 dditionally, he presented
some exemplary research projects involving
Nestlé’s Institute of Health Sciences, located in
Lausanne, Switzerland. Genes, diet and lifestyle
appear to interact in a way, that is unique for each
individual, at each time point of an individual’s
life, creating the concept of “precision nutrition”
following the concept of precision medicine.
We thank Peter Brabeck-Letmathe for his visit
and thought-provoking talk.

9th CeMM Landsteiner Lecture 2015 –
One Target – Two Anti-Cancer Strategies!
The 9th CeMM Landsteiner Lecture was
delivered by Laurie H. Glimcher, Dean of
Weill Cornell Medical College in New York
focusing on the disease of the 21st century:
cancer and a novel idea to treat it. On April 27th,
2015 some 300 guests followed her lively and
fascinating talk, where she presented a novel
approach to cancer immunotherapy which looks
promising to treat solid, very aggressive, and
unfortunately often late diagnosed tumors like
breast and ovarian cancer. These vicious tumors
very often find creative ways to survive under
various stress conditions including hypoxia,
nutrient deprivation and chemotherapy. In her
talk, Laurie H. Glimcher presented new findings
on how these tumors can get stressed out and
defeated by the immune system. One could
think of two strategies to achieve that goal:
either to target the tumor directly, or to a ctivate
the immune system to recognize tumor cells

as foreign and initiate a robust anti-tumor
response. Both approaches can be accomplished
by directly targeting a transcription factor called
X-Box binding protein 1 (XBP1) that tumors
utilize towards their benefit. Laurie H. Glimcher
presented XBP1 as a novel very promising target
for cancer immunotherapy which is especially
relevant for treating aggressive solid tumors via
two anti-cancer mechanisms: preventing tumor
growth and/or activating the immune system
to kill tumor cells. We would especially like to
thank Laurie H. Glimcher for her inspiring talk
and the powerful dynamic which she brings
to the progress of cancer research and therapy.

27.4.2015
Landsteiner Lecture
Laurie Glimcher
Stephen and Suzanne
Weiss Dean of Weill
Cornell Medical College
in New York City, New York
“Stressed out: a novel
approach to cancer
immunotherapy”
Host: Giulio Superti-Furga
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5th SMART Lecture – Network Science:
From the WWW to Human Diseases
On October 12th, 2015 we had the great pleasure
to host Albert-László Barabási (Center of Complex
Networks Research, Northeastern University
and Division of Network Medicine, Harvard
University) at CeMM. After several rounds of
meetings with Ph.D. students and faculty, as
well as a s timulating disc ussion with invited
artists in the CeMM Brain Lounge, A
 lbert-László
Barabási delivered the 5th SMART lecture.
His talk on network science attracted an audience
of some 150 people. In his talk, Albert-László
Barabási recapitulated how networks can be used
as a unifying framework to describe a wide range
of s eemingly unrelated systems: C
 omputers
that are connected via the internet, actors that

played in the same movie, the interactions
between proteins, or cities that are connected
by flight routes, Albert-László Barabási showed
there are universal structural features that are
common among all these d
 ifferent networks.
He argued that understanding these features is
also essential for uncovering the molecular basis
of human diseases. We thank Albert-László
Barabási for his inspiring talk and the ensuing
lively disc ussion that gave a vivid example of
how cutting edge science can be communicated
to a wider audience.

5th Austrodrugs-Meeting of
Industry and Academia
Since 2011, once a year the Austrodrugs meeting
brings together the Austrian community of
academic chemical biologists with industrial
drug discoverers for an update and formal
and informal communication. Following the
well-practiced concept of “speed-dating” with
10 minutes talks, the scientists from academia
and industry gave updates and presented their
tools, resources, and opportunities, and the
need for collaboration. A highlight of this
year’s Austrodrugs meeting, on June 12th, 2015
was the keynote lecture on “Pharmaceuticals
Targeting Histone Lysine Methylation in
Cancer”, by Patrick Trojer, of Constellation
Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, MA.
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The reception afterwards provided a forum
for networking and formalized closer ties.
The meeting is dedicatedly organized by
CeMM’s Scientific Director Giulio Superti-Furga
and Stefan Kubicek, Head of the Chemical
Screening and Platform Austria for Chemical
Biology (PLACEBO) as well as the Christian
Doppler Laboratory for Chemical E
 pigenetics
and Anti-Infectives at CeMM. It is arguable
that over the years the Austrodrugs m
 eetings
have e stablished themselves as a fixture
in the Austrian chemical biology and drug
discovery landscape.

GET Global Conference
From September 17th to 19th, 2015 CeMM
co-organized the GET Global Conference
in Vienna, together with the Personal Genome
Project at Harvard and the PersonalGenomes.org
foundation. This meeting marked the 10th anniversary of the Personal Genome Project and a
milestone in the efforts to share genome data
internationally and within the public domain.
The organizers Christoph Bock, Principal
Investigator at CeMM and Project Leader
of Genom Austria at CeMM, and Jason
Bobe, founding Executive Director of
PersonalGenomes. org, brought together
pioneers of personal genome sequencing and
open science from around the world. The
participants discussed technological advances
and their associated e thical and societal aspects.
The meeting started with a bang: a festive
lecture held by geneticist George Church
(Harvard M
 edical School) marked the b
 eginning
of the event. Advocating open s cience George
Church based his talk entitled “How new
genomic technologies will impact us all” on the
important questions: “Is human g enetics useful
today? Getting new causes & cures? Organoids?
Genetically modified humans? The most
common disease? Why share?”

George Church highlighted how genomic tests
have changed medicine in the last decades.
He concluded with his arguments as to why
sharing genetic information will be beneficial
for science and for society as a whole.
During the conference the participants
discussed among other topics opportunities to
realize social benefits from the technology, as
they debated about approaches involving the
importance of environmental influences on
human health so as to maximize the impact of
large-scale population genome sequencing and
precision medicine i nitiatives. They also focused
on new technologies and tools for improved
measurement and their impact on research,
healthy l iving and better medicine.
On September 18th, 2015 everyone attending
the GET global meeting had been invited for
cocktails and dinner at the Natural History
Museum, in Vienna. During the cocktail hour,
guests were free to stroll through the Dinosaur
Hall, full of the skeletons and remains of gigantic
prehistoric animals. The dinner in the dome hall
was followed by a cultural-history walk through
the museum up to the rooftop terrace with
fantastic views of Vienna’s romantic city-scene.
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4th SMART Lecture
Peter Brabeck-Letmathe,
Chairman of the Board
of Nestlé S.A.

5th Austrodrugs Meeting
The Austrodrugs meeting
brought together the
Austrian community of
academic chemical
biologists with industrial
drug discoverers.

9th Landsteiner Lecture
Laurie Glimcher, Weill
Cornell Medical College
New York
5th SMART Lecture
Albert-László Barabási,
Center of Complex Networks
Research, Northeastern
University and Division of
Network Medicine,
Harvard University

The GET Global Conference
brought together p
 ioneers
of personal genome
sequencing and open
science from around
the world.
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Overview Seminars and
Scientific Meetings in 2015
2.2.2015
CeMMinar
Roman Thomas
Department of
Translational Genomics,
University of Cologne,
Germany
“Lung Cancer Genomics”
Host: Christoph Bock

11.3.2015
27.4.2015
Impromptu
Landsteiner Lecture
Duncan Holmes and
Laurie Glimcher
Danuta Mossakowska
Weill Cornell Medical
GlaxoSmithKline
College, New York
“GSK DPAc Model –
“Stressed out: a novel
Discovery Partnerships
approach to cancer
with Academia”
immunotherapy”
Host: Giulio S uperti-Furga Host: Giulio S uperti-Furga

16.2.2015
16.3.2015
CeMMinar
SMART Lecture
Barbara Rehermann
Peter Brabeck-
Liver Diseases Branch,
Letmathe
NIH, Bethesda,
Chairman of the Board
United States
of Directors, Nestlé S.A.
“Flying under the radar:
“Big Data Challenges
How hepatitis C virus
and Opportunities for
evades protective T
Food and Nutritional
cell-mediated immunity” Sciences”
Host: Andreas Bergthaler Host: Giulio S uperti-Furga
23.2.2015
CeMMinar
Rudolf Zechner
Institute of Molecular
Biosciences, University
of Graz, Austria
“Lipolysis: How the
catabolism of fat affects
cellular energy homeostasis and growth”
Hosts: Denise Barlow
and Giulio Superti-Furga
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18.5.2015
CeMMinar
Fredrik Bäckhed
Sahlgrenska Center
for Cardiovascular
and Metabolic
Research, University
of G
 othenburg, Sweden
“The gut microbiota and
glucose homeostasis –
impact of the ‘second’
genome on host
metabolism”
Host: Christoph Binder

20.4.2015
CeMMinar
Howard Riezman
Director, NCCR Chemical 10.6.2015
Impromptu
Biology, University of
Wolfram Weckwerth
Geneva, Switzerland
Head of Department,
“Lipid sensing, homeoEcogenomics and
stasis and localization”
Host: Giulio S uperti-Furga Systems Biology,
University of Vienna
“VIME – The Vienna
24.4.2015
Metabolomics Center for
Impromptu
comprehensive analysis
Rony Seger
and data mining of
Weizmann Institute
metabolism from model
of Science, Israel
organisms, microbial
“The nuclear trans
communities to human”
location of MAPKs:
Host: Keiryn Bennett
a novel therapeutic
target for cancer
and inflammation”
Host: Giulio S uperti-Furga

12.6.2015
Austrodrugs
Meeting 2015
An open speed-dating
of Austrian industry
and academia groups
working on drug
discovery, chemical
biology and mechanism
of action studies.
Organizers:
Stefan Kubicek,
Giulio Superti-Furga
6.7.2015
CeMMinar
Miriam Merad
Professor, Oncological
Sciences and Director
of HIMC, Icahn School
of Medicine at Mount
Sinai, New York
“The tissue macrophage
lineage”
Host: Sylvia Knapp
3.8.2015
CeMMinar
Anton Wutz
ETH Zurich
“Using haploid genetics
for understanding
gene repression
during X chromosome
inactivation”
Hosts: Denise Barlow
and Quanah Hudson

17.9.2015
Genom Austria –
Festive Lecture
George Church
Harvard Medical School
“How new genomic
technologies will
impact us all”
Host: Giulio S uperti-Furga
18.–19.9.2015
GET Global
Conference 2015
Celebrating the
10th Anniversary of
the P
 ersonal Genome
Project
Co-organizers:
Christoph Bock,
Jason Bobe,
PersonalGenomes.org
25.9.2015
Special Seminar
George Coukos
Director of the Ludwig
Center, University of
Lausanne and Head
of the Department of
Oncology, Lausanne
University Hospital
“Lessons from the
tumor environment in
ovarian cancer: rational
design of combination
immunotherapy
strategies”
Host: Giulio S uperti-Furga
6.10.2015
Impromptu
Amanda Jamieson
Brown University,
Rhode Island, USA
“Triaging the Immune
Response in a Host
with Pneumonia and
a Healing Wound”
Host: Sylvia Knapp

8.10.2015
Impromptu
Eva Fast
Department of Stem
Cell and Regenerative
Biology, Harvard
University, Cambridge,
USA
“Decoding a longterm hematopoietic
stem cell program via
Prostaglandin E2”
Host: Stefan Kubicek

27.10.2015
Special Seminar
Ketan J Patel
MRC Laboratory of
Molecular Biology,
Cambridge, UK
“How mammals protect
their stem cells from
genotoxic metabolites”
Host: Joanna Loizou
29.10.2015
Impromptu
Georg Winter
Dana-Farber Cancer
Institute, Harvard
Medical School
“Taming the beast:
small molecule-induced
protein degradation via
phthalimide conjugation”
Host: Giulio S uperti-Furga

12.10.2015
SMART Lecture
Albert-László Barabási
Center of Complex
Networks Research,
Northeastern University
and Division of Network
Medicine, Harvard
University
“Network Science:
2.11.2015
From the WWW to
CeMMinar
Human Diseases”
Yorgo Modis
Host: Giulio Superti-Furga Wellcome Trust Senior
Research Fellow,
15.10.2015
Department of Medicine,
Impromptu
University of Cambridge,
Joseph L Witztum
MRC Laboratory of
Distinguished Professor
Molecular Biology
of Medicine, University
“Cell entry and innate
of California San Diego
immune recognition of
“The Emerging Role of
enveloped RNA viruses”
Lp(a) and Associated
Host: Giulio S uperti-Furga
Oxidized Phospholipids
in Atherogenesis and
4.11.2015
Calcific Aortic Valve
Impromptu
Stenosis”
Andrej Shevchenko
Host: Christoph Binder
Max Planck Institute of
Molecular Cell Biology
and Genetics, Dresden
“A Healthy Lipidome”
Host: Keiryn Bennett
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Social Life at CeMM
Key components of CeMM are to perform high quality scientific research
and to become a world-class training laboratory. CeMM also promotes
and insists on a healthy life-work-balance. Regular group activities and
social events are crucial for strengthening the collaborative spirit at CeMM.
A sports and activity committee with representatives of each profession
(from students to faculty) have a dedicated budget to organize events and to
participate in competitions. “CeMMies” are encouraged to join numerous
group activities such as yoga, running, climbing, squash, hackaton, crafting,
board games or the social group “foodies” with the mission to experience
the global culinary diversity right here in Vienna.

Sports activities
On Sunday the 12th of April,
2015 fifty-two CeMMies took
part in the annual Vienna
City Relay Marathon. That
is nearly one third of CeMM
participating in one of the
most culturally impressive
marathon courses in the
world. Every Thursday we
have a group of dedicated
CeMMies that routinely
battle it out on the squash
court. So, from running
to racquets CeMM houses
well-rounded athletes —
just ask our climbers!
Under the supervision and
dedication of Coach Mischa
Pilz, climbing has become
one of our most popular
sporting activities.
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Outing
The yearly CeMM outing
aims to bring together
established and new
CeMMies as well as to get in
touch with Austria’s cultural
heritage. On October 9th,
2015, some 140 CeMMies
visited the Vienna central
cemetery. The walking
tours to the honorary
graves turned obvious
Vienna’s former status
as a world center of arts,
science and medicine and
provided food for thought
for the afternoon session.
The profound experts
Prof. Werner Fassmann
and Dr. Karin Kneissl were
invited to give a deeper
insight into the causal
relation, which leads to the
current international crisis
and refugees’ situation.

Ministerial Invitation to
the Austrian National Day
CeMM is always happy
to take part in science
outreach programs for
the general public, such
as the annually celebrated
Austrian National Day
when the Federal Ministry
of Science, Research and
Economy opens its doors
to the public. To interface
directly with children and
their families through
dynamic activities and
interactive lessons does
not only contribute to
the education of the public
on s cience, moreover:
It is fun!

Fashion to die for
A yearly highlight is the
Halloween ball, always
organized by the first
year’s students who
always seem to cap their
predecessors. In fact,
the party is a model of
creativity and enthusiasm!
“Fashion to die for”, was
the motto of the costumes
challenge in 2015. And
the winners Kaan Boztug
alias Karl Lagerfeld and
his models definitely hit
the mark.

Farewell to Denise Barlow
Even the weather was
co-operating, when Denise
Barlow celebrated her
farewell party together
with a huge crowd of
CeMMies and highly 
distinguished scientists
from Vienna and beyond.
Thank you Denise, for the
celebration, and for leaving
an imprint within the
scientific community and
on the culture of CeMM!
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End-of-the-Year
Christmas Party
Work hard, party hard!
A fun-filled Christmas
party rewarded the CeMM
family at the end of a
hard work’s year. Some
50 children were excited
by a brilliant Santa Claus
(Michel Owusu, psst!)
and delighted with their
lovingly chosen individual
presents (a big thank
you goes to the office
team). Giulio and Harini
Nivarthi sang a Bollywood
song, the faculty choir
won over both m
 usically
literate and inexperienced
listeners. The second year’s
students did a great job
with an unsurpassable
entertainment video and
the band Starmix rocked!

20 Years Anniversary of
the Superti-Furga Lab
A Superti-Furga lab reunion was the kick-off event for a CeMM Alumni
Program which will be implemented over the upcoming years. A key
component of CeMM’s mission is to be a world-class training laboratory
for a new generation of researchers in molecular medicine, and CeMM has
already built a great network of former collaborators. Perhaps the best sign of
the quality of the research is that the institute had already to part from several
highly accomplished and appreciated colleagues – who successfully went on
with their scientific career.

To celebrate the 20th
anniversary of the
independent research group
of Giulio Superti-Furga, the
laboratory has organized its
first reunion. Some 45 past
and present members of
the Superti-Furga laboratory
that have spent at least
6 months in the group at
Heidelberg or Vienna, were
invited to a 2 day-meeting
“Molecular medicine from
a mechanistic perspective:
the last twenty years”,
which took place in Vienna
from June 19-21, 2015.
John K
 uriyan from the UC
Berkeley gave a Keynote
Lecture with the title “A Tale
of Src, Abl and Btk. Or:
What I learnt from Giulio”.
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Besides a lot of fruitful
scientific discussions, the
reunion was also a very
joyful and rewarding event,
reflecting on past achievements and setting future
goals. Where does the lab
culture come from? Who
contributed? What was there
from the beginning and
what d
 eveloped? Everybody
built on the shoulders of
the p
 redecessors and it
was gratifying to see that
all recognized each other’s
names and contributions.

Obituary
It was with great sadness that we learned of the decease of
Prof. Dr. William E. Paul, Chief of the Laboratory of Immunology,
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, Bethesda,
USA. Bill Paul was a member of the Scientific A
 dvisory Board
of CeMM from the very b
 eginning and had a great influence on
the development of our institute. We lose an extraordinary scientist
and highly esteemed mentor. His advice, constructive criticism
and encouraging words will be dearly missed by the CeMM
Directors and by the entire CeMM Faculty. Our thoughts are with
his family and collaborators as well the large number of disciples.

William E. Paul
As a scientist Dr. Paul was an immunologist
of great influence and impact, best known for his
path breaking work on cytokine biology including the discovery of interleukin-4. His honors
included the Founders Prize, Texas Instruments
Foundation; Life Sciences Award, Federation
of American Societies for Experimental B
 iology;
Abbott Laboratories Award in Clinical and
Diagnostic Immunology; the Max Delbruck
Medal; and the Clemens von Pirquet Medal.
He received the Lifetime Achievement Award
and the Excellence in Mentoring Award from
the American Association of Immunologists
and the Honorary Lifetime Membership Award
from the International Cytokine Society. Dr. Paul
was the recipient of honorary degrees from
the State University of New York, the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, the University of
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Rome La Sapienza, and the National University
of A
 thens, among others. He served as Director
of the NIH Office of AIDS Research, was a
member of the National Academy of Sciences,
its Institute of Medicine, and the Association
of American Physicians, and he also was a fellow
of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
He was President of the American Association
of Immunologists and the American Society for
Clinical Investigation. Since 1970 Dr. Paul has
been Chief of the Laboratory of Immunology
at the NIH. His textbooks on immunology have
helped train generations of scientists. At CeMM
we will also miss his incomparable sense of
humor, his deep humanist culture and fatherly
attention. Bill Paul will continue to inspire
us also in future.
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CeMM
Facts
CeMM has a strong intellectual environment that
stems from the international nature of its employees.
Here we illustrate the diversity and characteristics of
all the people working at CeMM. CeMM is particularly
interested in supporting and fostering women scientists.
A flat hierarchy, where the input of every single person
is appreciated and required, leads to an enjoyable work
environment and increase in productivity and ideas.
At CeMM, emphasis is given to mentoring independent
young investigators and scientists early in their career
through freedom, availability of infrastructure and a strong
support system. Here we present the Ph.D. Program and
by way of illustration the success story of a student.
We also give an overview of CeMM publications, expenses
and sources of funding in 2015, an extract from the report
given by the CeMM Scientific Advisory Board, an overview
of CeMM’s strategic partnerships, technology transfer and
the management of intellectual property.

Employees
39 Nationalities
Algeria, Australia, Austria, Barbados, Belgium,
Bosnia & Herzegowina, Brazil, Canada, China, Croatia,
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Italy,
Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Philippines,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Saudi Arabia,
Serbia, S
 ingapur, Slovakia, Spain, Switzerland,
Turkey, Ukraine, United Kingdom, United States

Directory
Management

AOP Orphan Proud

Hatoon Baazim

Richard Kumaran Kandasamy*
ERC I-FIVE, FWF I2192

Anannya Bhattacharya
ÖAW DOC Fellowship 23605

Anita Ender
Administrative Director

Nikolaus Krall
SNF Stipendium

Johannes Wolfgang Bigenzahn
FWF F4711

Tiina Berg*

Anton Johann Peisser
Facility Manager

Edith Bogner
AOP Orphan Proud

Sona Rettenbacherova
Cleaning Staff

CDG Laboratory
Christian Doppler Laboratory
for Chemical Epigenetics and
Antiinfectives

Thomas Krausgruber
FWF I1626

Benedikta Böhm#*
Medical University Vienna

Peter Májek
ERC I-FIVE

Bernhard Karl Boidol
CDG Laboratory

Jelena Milosevic Feenstra#
FWF F4702, L’Oreal Fellowship

Federica Quattrone
Medical University Vienna
Branka Radic Sarikas
EU ASSET
André Rendeiro
ÖAW New Frontier 2014

Manuela Bruckner
Rita Maria Casari*
Wojciech Garncarz
FWF P24999

Patrick Stangl
Purchaser
Administration

Laura Göderle
Medical University Vienna

Mitra Eva Baghai
Personal Assistant

Simona Saluzzo
Medical University Vienna

Manuela Gridling*
EU ASSET

Sonja Bettelheim
Assistant

Ivana Buric#*
Medical University Vienna

Fiorella Schischlik
FWF F4702

Johanna Hadler

Heiko Müller
ZIT DRUID

Clara Jana Lui Busch
Medical University Vienna

Sarah Vanessa Schweighofer*

Kaan Boztug

Harini Nivarthi
FWF F2812

Michael Caldera

Sylvia Knapp

Angelo Nuzzo*

Tamara Casteels
JDRF Grant

Robert Kralovics

Nikolina Papac-Milicevic
Medical University Vienna

Adrián César Razquin
ERC I-FIVE

Konstantinos Papakostas
ERC I-FIVE, EU ASSET

Paul Datlinger
FWF I1575

Florian Pauler*
FWF F4302

Cecilia Dominguez Conde
ÖNB JF16385

Jana Prochazkova*
FWF P24766

Nina Fasching#*
EU ASSET

Manuele Rebsamen
EU InnateDNAsensor

Astrid Fauster

Principal Investigators
Denise P. Barlow
Andreas Bergthaler
Christoph Binder
Christoph Bock

Joanna Loizou
Jörg Menche
Giulio Superti-Furga
Department Heads
Keiryn L. Bennett
Stefan Kubicek

Ferran Fece de la Cruz*
Ludwig Institute Oxford

Lydia Robinson-Garcia

Andreas Schönegger*
Nina Serwas
FWF Y595, FWF P24999
Fernando Sialana#*
Medical University Vienna
Anna Skucha
EU HEM-ID
Nicole Them#*
AOP Orphan Proud

Martin Luther Watzenböck
Medical University Vienna

Riem Gawish#*
L’Oreal Fellowship

Christian Schmidl
EU BLUEPRINT, FWF I1626

Internship and
Guest Scientists

Anna-Dorothea Gorki
Medical University Vienna

Michael Schuster

Sabrina Gruber

Luzia Amon*
FFG Talente

Kate Ackerman

Sara Sdelci
JDRF Fellowship

Katrin Hörmann
ERC I-FIVE

PostDoctoral Fellows

Omar Sharif
FWF P25801

Ruochen Jia
FWF F4702

Nathan Clark Sheffield*

Kseniya Khamina
ÖAW DOC Fellowship 24158

Ivan Bilic
ERC IMMUNOCORE, WWTF

Berend Snijder
FWF I2192

Marie Huber
Ruth Maria Klement*

Francesco Burkert*
Caroline Bramberger*
Medical University Vienna

Karin Maria Olek*

Vesna Krajina
Project Manager,
Medical University Vienna

Maria Ozsvar-Kozma
Medical University Vienna

Victoria Kulcsar-Mecsery
Accountant
Larysa Kulgachova*
Accountant

Katja Parapatics

Catherine May Lloyd
Ph.D. & Postdoc
Program Manager
EU LIBRA

Monika Sabler

Johanna Klughammer
ÖAW DOC Fellowship 23882

Michael Kolta*
Marion Mitter*

Linda Schuster
FWF I1575, FWF I1626

Marielle Köberlin#*

Hawwa Ozotu Oshafu*

Stefania Scorzoni

Elena Parra

Adrijana Stefanovic

Gabriel Richard*
Medical University Vienna

Katarzyna Warczok*

Ekaterina Rozhavskaya*
ÖAW New Frontier 2014

Erica Xu Songci
MPN LLS Award

Elisabeth Salzer

Özlem Yüce Petronczki
FWF Y595, ÖNB JF16385

Barbara Drobits
Medical University Vienna

Aleksandra Kornienko#*
Schrödinger Award Donation

Yoko Edahiro

Bojan Vilagos
FWF P25360

Alexander Lercher
FWF P25360

Matthias Farlik-Födinger
EU BLUEPRINT

Gregory Ian Vladimer
FWF F4711

Jin Li
JDRF Grant

Enrico Girardi
EU Drugs-UP

Katharina Willmann
EU IMMUNOCORE, FWF M1809

Marco Licciardello#*
EU EPICAL

Maria Gorna*
ERC I-FIVE

Ph.D. and Diploma Students

Rui Martins
Medical University Vienna

Barbara Gritti
Medical University Vienna

Mirlinda Ademi
Medical University Vienna

Abdelghani Mazouzi
ÖAW DOC Fellowship 24102

Florian Halbritter
FWF I1626, EU BLUEPRINT

Lejla Alic
Medical University Vienna

Martin Moder
Sarah Moser#

Leonhard Heinz
ERC I-FIVE

Daniel Andergassen
FWF P25185

Anna Moskovskich
FWF W1205

Tim Hendrikx
Medical University Vienna

Rico Ardy
Medical University Vienna

Georg Obermayer
Medical University Vienna

Kilian Huber*
EU ASSET

Jatin Arora*
Medical University Vienna

Michel Owusu

Quanah Hudson*
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Starting Grant “Inborn errors
of innate immunity”
EU LIBRA
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Innovative measures to reach
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EU BLUEPRINT
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EU EPICAL
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EU ASSET
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and Striking the Sensitivities
of Embryonal Tumours”
EU InnateDNAsensor
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cytoplasmic DNA sensor
proteins mediating type I
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EU HEM-ID
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for Initial Training
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1. Johnson S, Bergthaler A,
Graw F, Flatz L, Bonilla WV,
Siegrist CA, Lambert PH,
Regoes RR, Pinschewer DD.
Protective efficacy of
individual CD8+ T cell
specificities in chronic
viral infection. J Immunol.
2015 Feb 15;194(4):
1755-62. doi: 10.4049/
jimmunol.1401771.
Epub 2015 Jan 7.
2. Serwas NK, Kansu A,
Santos-Valente E, Kuloğlu Z,
Demir A, Yaman A,
Yaneth Gamez Diaz L,
Artan R, Sayar E, Ensari A,
Grimbacher B, Boztug K.
Atypical manifestation
of LRBA deficiency with
predominant IBD-like
phenotype. Inflamm
Bowel Dis. 2015 Jan;
21(1):40-7. doi: 10.1097/
MIB.0000000000000266.
3. Rebsamen M, Pochini L,
Stasyk T, de Araújo ME,
Galluccio M, Kandasamy RK,
Snijder B, Fauster A,
Rudashevskaya EL,
Bruckner M, Scorzoni S,
Filipek PA, Huber KV,
Bigenzahn JW, Heinz LX,
Kraft C, Bennett KL,
Indiveri C, Huber LA,
Superti-Furga G. SLC38A9
is a component of the
lysosomal amino acid
sensing machinery that
controls mTORC1. Nature.
2015 Mar 26;519(7544):47781. doi: 10.1038/nature14107.
Epub 2015 Jan 7.
4. Harutyunyan AS,
Jäger R, Chen D, Berg T,
Rumi E, Gisslinger B,
Pietra D, Gisslinger H,
Cazzola M, Kralovics R.
Allelic imbalance
in CALR somatic
mutagenesis. Leukemia.
2015 Jun;29(6):1431-5. doi:
10.1038/leu.2015.3.
Epub 2015 Jan 8.

5. Subramaniyan S,
Hajali V, Scherf T, Sase SJ,
Sialana FJ, Gröger M,
Bennett KL, Pollak A,
Li L, Korz V, Lubec G.
Hippocampal receptor
complexes paralleling
LTP reinforcement
in the spatial memory
holeboard test in the rat.
Behav Brain Res. 2015 Apr
15;283:162-74. doi: 10.1016/j.
bbr.2015.01.036.
Epub 2015 Jan 30.
6. Aprahamian TR,
Zhong X, Amir S,
Binder CJ, Chiang LK,
Al-Riyami L,
Gharakhanian R,
Harnett MM,
Harnett W, Rifkin IR.
The immunomodulatory
parasitic worm product
ES-62 reduces lupusassociated accelerated
atherosclerosis in a
mouse model. Int J Parasitol.
2015 Mar;45(4):203-7. doi:
10.1016/j.ijpara.2014.12.006.
Epub 2015 Feb 7.
7. Bartolini-Gritti B,
Binder CJ. Oxidationspecific epitopes are major
targets of innate immunity
in atherothrombosis.
Hamostaseologie.
2015 Feb 16;35(2). doi.org/
10.5482/HAMO-14-11-0069.
8. Tomazou EM,
Sheffield NC, Schmidl C,
Schuster M, Schönegger A,
Datlinger P, Kubicek S,
Bock C, Kovar H.
Epigenome Mapping
Reveals Distinct Modes
of Gene Regulation and
Widespread Enhancer
Reprogramming by
the Oncogenic Fusion
Protein EWS-FLI1. Cell Rep.
2015 Feb 24;10(7):108295. doi: 10.1016/j.
celrep.2015.01.042. Epub
2015 Feb 19.
9. Muellner MK, Mair B,
Ibrahim Y, Kerzendorfer C,
Lechtermann H, Trefzer C,
Klepsch F, Müller AC,
Leitner E, Macho-Maschler S,
Superti-Furga G, Bennett KL,
Baselga J, Rix U, Kubicek S,
Colinge J, Serra V, Nijman SM.
Targeting a cell state
common to triple-negative
breast cancers. Mol Syst
Biol. 2015 Feb 19;11(1):789. doi:
10.15252/msb.20145664.
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10. Krishnaswamy JK,
Singh A, Gowthaman U,
Wu R, Gorrepati P,
Sales Nascimento M,
Gallman A, Liu D,
Rhebergen AM, Calabro S,
Xu L, Ranney P, Srivastava A,
Ranson M, Gorham JD,
McCaw Z, Kleeberger SR,
Heinz LX, Müller AC,
Bennett KL, 
Superti-Furga G,
Henao-Mejia J,
Sutterwala FS, Williams A,
Flavell RA, Eisenbarth SC.
Coincidental loss
of DOCK8 function
in NLRP10-deficient
and C3H/HeJ mice
results in defective
dendritic cell migration.
Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A.
2015 Mar 10;112(10):3056-61.
doi: 10.1073/pnas.1501554112.
Epub 2015 Feb 23.
11. Farlik M, Sheffield NC,
Nuzzo A, Datlinger P,
Schönegger A,
Klughammer J, Bock C.
Single-cell DNA
methylome sequencing
and bioinformatic
inference of epigenomic
cell-state dynamics.
Cell Rep. 2015 Mar
3;10(8):1386-97. doi:
10.1016/j.celrep.2015.02.001.
Epub 2015 Feb 26.
12. Them NC, Bagienski K,
Berg T, Gisslinger B,
Schalling M, Chen D,
Buxhofer-Ausch V, Thaler J,
Schloegl E, Gastl GA,
Wolf D, Strecker K, Egle A,
Melchardt T, Burgstaller S,
Willenbacher E,
Zagrijtschuk O,
Klade C, Greil R,
Gisslinger H, Kralovics R.
Molecular responses
and chromosomal
aberrations in patients
with polycythemia
vera treated with
peg-proline-interferon
alpha-2b. Am J Hematol.
2015 Apr;90(4):288-94. doi:
10.1002/ajh.23928.
Epub 2015 Mar 2.

13. Woutsas S, Aytekin C,
Salzer E, Conde CD,
Apaydin S, Pichler H,
Memaran-Dadgar N,
Hosnut FO, Förster-Waldl E,
Matthes S, Huber WD,
Lion T, Holter W, Bilic I,
Boztug K. Hypomorphic
mutation in TTC7A
causes combined
immunodeficiency
with mild structural
intestinal defects. Blood.
2015 Mar 5;125(10):16746. doi: 10.1182/
blood-2014-08-595397.
14. Beser OF, Conde CD,
Serwas NK, Cokugras FC,
Kutlu T, Boztug K, Erkan T.
Clinical features of
interleukin 10 receptor
gene mutations in
children with very earlyonset inflammatory
bowel disease. J Pediatr
Gastroenterol Nutr.
2015 Mar;60(3):3328. doi: 10.1097/
MPG.0000000000000621.
15. Herdy B, Karonitsch T,
Vladimer GI, Tan CS,
Stukalov A, Trefzer C,
Bigenzahn JW, Theil T,
Holinka J, Kiener HP,
Colinge J, Bennett KL,
Superti-Furga G.
The RNA-binding
protein HuR/ELAVL1
regulates IFN-β
mRNA abundance
and the type I IFN
response. Eur J Immunol.
2015 May;45(5):1500-11. doi:
10.1002/eji.201444979.
Epub 2015 Mar 12.
16. Erman B, Bilic I,
Hirschmugl T, Salzer E,
Çagdas D, Esenboga S,
Akcoren Z, Sanal O,
Tezcan I, Boztug K.
Combined
immunodeficiency
with CD4 lymphopenia
and sclerosing
cholangitis caused by
a novel loss-of-function
mutation affecting
IL21R. Haematologica.
2015 Jun;100(6):e216-9.
doi: 10.3324/
haematol.2014.120980.
Epub 2015 Mar 13.

17. Dixon SJ, Winter GE,
Musavi LS, Lee ED,
Snijder B, Rebsamen M, 
Superti-Furga G,
Stockwell BR. Human
Haploid Cell Genetics
Reveals Roles for Lipid
Metabolism Genes in
Nonapoptotic Cell Death.
ACS Chem Biol. 2015 Jul
17;10(7):1604-9. doi: 10.1021/
acschembio.5b00245.
Epub 2015 May 15.
18. Dikoglu E, Alfaiz A,
Gorna M, Bertola D,
Chae JH, Cho TJ, Derbent M,
Alanay Y, Guran T, Kim OH,
Llerenar JC Jr, Yamamoto G,
Superti-Furga G,
Reymond A, Xenarios I,
Stevenson B,
Campos-Xavier B, Bonafé L,
Superti-Furga A, Unger S.
Mutations in LONP1,
a mitochondrial matrix
protease, cause CODAS
syndrome. Am J Med Genet
A. 2015 Jul;167(7):1501-9. doi:
10.1002/ajmg.a.37029.
Epub 2015 Mar 21.
19. Kerzendorfer C,
Konopka T, Nijman SM.
A thesaurus of genetic
variation for interrogation
of repetitive genomic
regions. Nucleic Acids Res.
2015 May 26;43(10):e68. doi:
10.1093/nar/gkv178.
Epub 2015 Mar 27.
20. Alkhairy OK, 
Perez-Becker R,
Driessen GJ, Abolhassani H,
van Montfrans J, Borte S,
Choo S, Wang N, Tesselaar K,
Fang M, Bienemann K,
Boztug K, Daneva A,
Mechinaud F, Wiesel T,
Becker C, Dückers G,
Siepermann K, van Zelm MC,
Rezaei N, van der Burg M,
Aghamohammadi A,
Seidel MG, Niehues T,
Hammarström L.
Novel mutations in
TNFRSF7/CD27: Clinical,
immunologic, and genetic
characterization of
human CD27 deficiency.
J Allergy Clin Immunol. 2015
Sep;136(3):703-712.e10. doi:
10.1016/j.jaci.2015.02.022.
Epub 2015 Apr 3.

21. Tapper W,
Jones AV, Kralovics R,
Harutyunyan AS, Zoi K,
Leung W, Godfrey AL,
Guglielmelli P, Callaway A,
Ward D, Aranaz P,
White HE, Waghorn K,
Lin F, Chase A, Baxter EJ,
MacleanC, Nangalia J,
Chen E, Evans P, Short M,
Jack A, Wallis L, Oscier D,
Duncombe AS, Schuh A,
Mead AJ, Griffiths M,
Ewing J, Gale RE,
Schnittger S, Haferlach T,
Stegelmann F, Döhner K,
Grallert H, Strauch K,
Tanaka T, Bandinelli S,
Giannopoulos A, Pieri L,
Mannarelli C, Gisslinger H,
Barosi G, Cazzola M,
Reiter A, Harrison C,
Campbell P, Green AR,
Vannucchi A, Cross NC.
Genetic variation at
MECOM, TERT, JAK2 and
HBS1L-MYB predisposes
to myeloproliferative
neoplasms. Nat Commun.
2015 Apr 7;6:6691. doi:
10.1038/ncomms7691.
22. Kravtsova-Ivantsiv Y,
Shomer I, Cohen-Kaplan V,
Snijder B, Superti-Furga G,
Gonen H, Sommer T, Ziv T,
Admon A, Naroditsky I,
Jbara M, Brik A, Pikarsky E,
Kwon YT, Doweck I,
Ciechanover A. KPC1mediated ubiquitination
and proteasomal
processing of NF-κB1
p105 to p50 restricts
tumor growth. Cell.
2015 Apr 9;161(2):333-47. doi:
10.1016/j.cell.2015.03.001.
23. Ebert P, Bock C.
Improving reference
epigenome catalogs
by computational
prediction. Nat Biotechnol.
2015 Apr;33(4):354-5. doi:
10.1038/nbt.3194.
24. Kulinski TM, Casari MR,
Guenzl PM, Wenzel D,
Andergassen D, Hladik A,
Datlinger P, Farlik M,
Theussl HC, Penninger JM,
Knapp S, Bock C, Barlow DP,
Hudson QJ. Imprinted
expression in cystic
embryoid bodies shows
an embryonic and not
an extra-embryonic
pattern. Dev Biol. 2015
Jun 15;402(2):291-305. doi:
10.1016/j.ydbio.2015.04.010.
Epub 2015 Apr 24.

25. Sase S, Sase A,
Sialana FJ Jr, Gröger M,
Bennett KL, Stork O,
Lubec G, Li L.
Individual phases
of contextual fear
conditioning differentially
modulate dorsal and
ventral hippocampal
GluA1-3, GluN1containing receptor
complexes and subunits.
Hippocampus. 2015 Apr 25.
doi: 10.1002/hipo.22470.
26. Malinowska-Ozdowy K,
Frech C, Schönegger A,
Eckert C, Cazzaniga G,
Stanulla M, Zur Stadt U,
Mecklenbräuker A,
Schuster M, Kneidinger D,
von Stackelberg A, Locatelli F,
Schrappe M, Horstmann MA,
Attarbaschi A, Bock C,
Mann G, Haas OA,
Panzer-Grümayer R.
KRAS and CREBBP
mutations: a relapselinked malicious liaison
in childhood high
hyperdiploid acute
lymphoblastic leukemia.
Leukemia. 2015 Apr 28. doi:
10.1038/leu.2015.107.
27. Shanmugasundaram B,
Sase A, Miklosi AG,
Sialana FJ, Subramaniyan S,
Aher YD, Gröger M,
Höger H, Bennett KL,
Lubec G. Frontal cortex
and hippocampus
neurotransmitter
receptor complex level
parallels spatial memory
performance in the radial
arm maze. Behav Brain Res.
2015 Aug 1;289:157-68. doi:
10.1016/j.bbr.2015.04.043.
Epub 2015 Apr 28.
28. Übelhart R, Hug E,
Bach MP, Wossning T,
Dühren-von Minden M,
Horn AH, Tsiantoulas D,
Kometani K, Kurosaki T,
Binder CJ, Sticht H,
Nitschke L, Reth M, Jumaa H.
Responsiveness of B cells
is regulated by the hinge
region of IgD. Nat Immunol.
2015 May;16(5):534-43.
doi: 10.1038/ni.3141. Epub
2015 Apr 6. Erratum in: Nat
Immunol. 2015 Jul;16(7):785.

29. Ghafari M,
Keihan Falsafi S, Höger H,
Bennett KL, Lubec G.
Identification of new
phosphorylation sites of
AMPA receptors in the rat
hippocampus-A resource
for neuroscience research.
Proteomics Clin Appl. 2015
Oct;9(9-10):808-16. doi:
10.1002/prca.201400057.
Epub 2015 May 15.
30. Fauster A, Rebsamen M,
Huber KV, Bigenzahn JW,
Stukalov A, Lardeau CH,
Scorzoni S, Bruckner M,
Gridling M, Parapatics K,
Colinge J, Bennett KL,
Kubicek S, Krautwald S,
Linkermann A,
Superti-Furga G. A cellular
screen identifies ponatinib
and pazopanib as
inhibitors of necroptosis.
Cell Death Dis. 2015 May
21;6:e1767. doi: 10.1038/
cddis.2015.130.
31. Amabile G, Di Ruscio A,
Müller F, Welner RS,
Yang H, Ebralidze AK,
Zhang H, Levantini E,
Qi L, Martinelli G,
Brummelkamp T,
Le Beau MM, Figueroa ME,
Bock C, Tenen DG.
Dissecting the role of
aberrant DNA methylation
in human leukaemia.
Nat Commun. 2015 May
22;6:7091. doi: 10.1038/
ncomms8091.
32. Lorenz S,
Deng P, Hantschel O,
Superti-Furga G, Kuriyan J.
Crystal structure of an
SH2-kinase construct
of c-Abl and effect of the
SH2 domain on kinase
activity. Biochem J. 2015 Jun
1;468(2):283-91. doi: 10.1042/
BJ20141492.
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33. Hofer A,
Cremosnik GS, Müller AC,
Giambruno R, Trefzer C,
Superti-Furga G, Bennett KL,
Jessen HJ. A Modular
Synthesis of Modified
Phosphoanhydrides.
Chemistry. 2015 Jul
6;21(28):10116-22. doi:
10.1002/chem.201500838.
Epub 2015 Jun 1.

36. Köberlin MS, Snijder B,
Heinz LX, Baumann CL,
Fauster A, Vladimer GI,
Gavin AC, Superti-Furga G.
A Conserved Circular
Network of Coregulated
Lipids Modulates Innate
Immune Responses. Cell.
2015 Jul 2;162(1):170-83. doi:
10.1016/j.cell.2015.05.051.
Epub 2015 Jun 18.

39. Cipe FE, Aydogmus C,
Serwas NK, Tuğcu D,
Demirkaya M, Biçici FA,
Hocaoglu AB, Doğu F,
Boztuğ K. ITK Deficiency:
How can EBV be Treated
Before Lymphoma?
Pediatr Blood Cancer.
2015 Dec;62(12):2247-8. doi:
10.1002/pbc.25648.
Epub 2015 Jul 14.

43. César-Razquin A,
Snijder B, Frappier-Brinton T,
Isserlin R, Gyimesi G, Bai X,
Reithmeier RA, Hepworth D,
Hediger MA, Edwards AM,
Superti-Furga G. A Call
for Systematic Research
on Solute Carriers. Cell.
2015 Jul 30;162(3):478-87. doi:
10.1016/j.cell.2015.07.022.
Review.

34. Sana TG, Baumann C,
Merdes A, Soscia C, Rattei T,
Hachani A, Jones C,
Bennett KL, Filloux A,
Superti-Furga G,
Voulhoux R, Bleves S.
Internalization of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa
Strain PAO1 into Epithelial
Cells Is Promoted by
Interaction of a T6SS
Effector with the
Microtubule Network.
MBio. 2015 Jun 2;6(3):e00712.
doi: 10.1128/mBio.00712-15.

37. Heinz LX, Baumann CL,
Köberlin MS, Snijder B,
Gawish R, Shui G,
Sharif O, Aspalter IM,
Müller AC, Kandasamy RK,
Breitwieser FP, Pichlmair A,
Bruckner M, Rebsamen M,
Blüml S, Karonitsch T,
Fauster A, Colinge J,
Bennett KL, Knapp S,
WenkMR, Superti-Furga G.
The Lipid-Modifying
Enzyme SMPDL3B
Negatively Regulates
Innate Immunity. Cell
Rep. 2015 Jun 30;11(12):191928. doi: 10.1016/j.
celrep.2015.05.006.

40. Andergassen D,
Dotter CP, Kulinski TM,
Guenzl PM, Bammer PC,
Barlow DP, Pauler FM,
Hudson QJ. Allelome.PRO,
a pipeline to define allelespecific genomic features
from high-throughput
sequencing data. Nucleic
Acids Res. 2015 Dec
2;43(21):e146. doi: 10.1093/
nar/gkv727. Epub 2015 Jul 21.

44. Szilagyi K, Gazendam RP,
van Hamme JL, Tool AT,
van Houdt M, Vos WA,
Verkuijlen P, Janssen H,
Belot A, Juillard L, 
Förster-Waldl E, Boztug K,
Kraal G, de Winther MP,
Kuijpers TW,
van den Berg TK. Impaired
microbial killing by
neutrophils from
patients with protein
kinase C delta deficiency.
J Allergy Clin Immunol.
2015 Nov;136(5):14041407.e10. doi: 10.1016/j.
jaci.2015.06.016.
Epub 2015 Jul 30.

35. Dobbs K,
Domínguez Conde C,
Zhang SY, Parolini S,
Audry M, Chou J,
Haapaniemi E, Keles S,
Bilic I, Okada S, Massaad MJ,
Rounioja S, Alwahadneh AM,
Serwas NK, Capuder K,
Çiftçi E, Felgentreff K,
Ohsumi TK, Pedergnana V,
Boisson B, Haskoloğlu Ş,
Ensari A, Schuster M,
Moretta A, Itan Y, Patrizi O,
Rozenberg F, Lebon P,
Saarela J, Knip M, Petrovski S,
Goldstein DB, Parrott RE,
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The CeMM International
Ph.D. Program
Our Ph.D. students learn innovative
post-genomic techniques that enhance our
molecular understanding of biological and
pathological systems. Through this, our
next generation of researchers contributes
towards shaping the predictive, preventive and
personalized m
 edicine of the future. CeMM
students work in a close collaboration to their
supervisors and are m
 uch-valued members of
the research team. They carry the ball!
To make this possible, the CeMM Ph.D. Program
is a unique combination of comprehensive
training, along with access to cutting edge
technologies, and a strong thematic focus on
biomedical, translational questions.
Since 2015, Sylvia Knapp, Director of Medical
Affairs, is the dean of the CeMM Ph.D. program.
Sylvia holds a double affiliation, she is Principal
Investigator at CeMM and Professor of I nfection
Biology at the Medical University of Vienna.
Thus she is familiar with medical care and
the treatment of patients as well as with the
challenges of basic research. To put a strong
focus on important diseases and the actual
clinical needs is a singular feature of the translational research and therefore the training
program at CeMM.
Training
We train our students in the basic principles
of cell- and molecular biology, which enables
them to further our quest to understand the
molecular basis of diseases and targeted therapy
concepts. Before our students embark on their
own Ph.D. research, they spend the first three
months of their time at CeMM participating in an
introductory program consisting of workshops
and lectures by highly esteemed members of
the scientific community. Our students are then
offered the opportunity to conduct research in
two of our 11 laboratories, to familiarize themselves with the wide-range of research being
carried out at CeMM and to foster the strong
sense of community that is a hallmark of CeMM.
Over the next three to four years our students
complete university courses, such as seminars
in molecular medicine, cell biology, intellectual
property and ethics. In addition, they attend
regular Journal Clubs where they present a
critical review of recently published scientific
papers. CeMM institute-wide seminars are
held every Friday where our students have the
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Paper Celebration
with a Guest of Honor
It was a great pleasure
that on November 2nd,
2015 His Excellency the
Ambassador of India
to Austria Rajiva Misra
accepted our invitation
to celebrate a publication
in the highly prestigious
journal Immunity, firstauthored by the Indian
Ph.D. student Anannya
Bhattacharya. Anannya
discovered a novel
mechanism of how viral
infections give rise to liver
damage, thereby advancing
the understanding of viral
hepatitis, a global health
problem affecting more
than 500 million people
worldwide. Together with
her supervisor CeMM
Principal Investigator
Andreas Bergthaler,
Anannya took the chance
to present her groundbreaking findings to the
Indian Ambassador and
special guests.
CeMM takes great pride
in its science and usually
arranges for a celebration
of top publications with
its staff members at the
CeMM rooftop overlooking
the beautiful skyline of
Vienna. CeMM is fortunate
to h
 aving hosted several
Ministers and Ambassadors
in the past years.

opportunity to present their work on a regular
basis and receive valuable feedback from CeMM’s
faculty. All our students graduate within four
years after having published at least one firstauthor research paper.
Technology
CeMM offers a wide range of cutting-edge
technological platforms and modern postgenomic methods, including deep sequencing,
single-cell technologies, proteomics, chemical
biology, biological chip-technologies, i maging,
bioinformatics and network medicine. Our
expertise and state-of-the-art instrumentation
are accessible to all its employees. Emphasis
is given to unusually strong support through
freedom and scientific infrastructure as well as
supervision and administrative services that
are needed to carry out the proposed project for
the entire duration of the Ph.D. program.
Translation
CeMM’s mission is to combine insights from
basic and clinical research and use it to develop
and implement innovative therapeutic and
diagnostic strategies. For this we closely
collaborate with leading medical experts
and are embedded within the campus of the
Medical University of Vienna, one of the
largest and oldest medical schools in Europe.
Our interdisciplinary framework is the future
of biomedical research, and illustrated by a
number of important discoveries made at CeMM.
The most notable recent example is the discovery
of the calreticulin mutation by the Kralovics
group (NEJM 2013) that is now used worldwide
to diagnose patients with myeloproliferative
diseases.
Collaboration
CeMM’s culture of collaboration and achievement results in excellent research and is to a
large part nurtured by the energy and d
 edication
of our students. Several CeMM students have
successfully published their papers in very high
impact, high quality journals. In 2015, some
of these included Marielle Köberlin from the
Superti-Furga group, who published her paper
on how lipids affect the innate immune response
in the journal Cell, and Anannya Bhattacharya
from the Bergthaler group, who published her
paper on viral hepatitis and liver damage in the
Journal Immunity.

Outing to the J osephinum
The three month
introductory program
for new Ph.D. students
also includes cultural
highlights like a visit of
the Josephinum with
Dontscho Kerjaschki.

We also congratulate Kaan Boztug and his team
whose proposal for the establishment of a Ludwig
Boltzmann Institute for Rare and Undiagnosed
Diseases has been selected for funding out of
26 applications.

Grants and Awards
The ultimate, long-term remit for CeMM is to
affect medical practice. The institute measures
its performance by the quality and originality of
the publications, as well as by its ability to carry
out projects with the medical university/general
hospital that speak to potential diagnostic and
therapeutic innovation. Great care is exerted on
hires and supervision at all levels and a dedicated
effort is done to become a world-class training
laboratory for a new generation of researchers.
Each Principal Investigator has a basic budget
according to a contract, but a special effort is
done to gain additional funds from grants and
prizes, to fulfill the mandate. PIs and CeMM
researchers try to coordinate grants and fellowship a pplications and generally learn to synergize.
Helping each other out is part of the solidarity
culture at CeMM. The following grants represent
the successful acquisition of several third party
funds and awards in 2015.
It was with great pleasure to announce that
the European Research Council has awarded ERC
Starting Grants to two Principal Investigators in
2015. CeMM congratulates Andreas Bergthaler
and Christoph Bock and their teams for receiving
this prestigious and well-endowed grants!
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Andreas Bergthaler joined CeMM in 2011.
Andreas combines a veterinary background with
an extensive knowledge in systems biology,
innate immunity, and viral infections. This
combination of skills is extremely valuable for
our highly collaborative and multi-disciplinary
projects at CeMM, for the other immunologyorientated groups at CeMM as well as for the
entire institute with its systems-level approach
to diseases. In the ERC Starting Project “CMIL:
Crosstalk of Metabolism and Inflammation”
Andreas is proposing to look at how metabolism
and inflammation will affect each other.
Metabolism is part of CeMM’s strategic focus as
it also impacts areas important to CeMM, such as
cancer, metabolic disorders and the mechanism
of action of drugs.
Christoph Bock joined CeMM in 2012. Although
trained as a computational scientist, Christoph
has successfully established a wet-lab team as
part of his computational and experimental
research group at CeMM, and he has already
made major contributions to the state-of-the-art
in epigenome technology, for example an assay
for single cell DNA methylation mapping. The
ERC Starting Project “Epigenome Programming:
An experimental and bioinformatic toolbox for
functional epigenomics and its application to
epigenetically making and breaking a cancer cell”
empowers Christoph’s research group with
the ability to go beyond technology d
 evelopment
to tackle urgent cancer biology and cancer therapy
questions: How does epigenomics shape the
genome of cancer cells, affect drug response and
modify its efficacy? Why does it result, much too
often, in resistance?

Kaan Boztug is Principal Investigator at
CeMM since 2011 and Associate Professor
at the Medical University of Vienna. He is a
specialist in P
 ediatrics and Adolescent Medicine,
focusing his research on rare diseases in the
field of immunology and hematology. In this
context, he has published numerous widely
acknowledged scientific publications revealing
new monogenetic defects of hematopoiesis
and of the immune system and their patho
physiology. Kaan has already obtained an ERC
Starting Grant, as well as a START Prize of the
FWF, and has received numerous awards for his
work, i ncluding a Merit Award of the American
Society of Hematology, the Kind-Philipp-Prize
for research on pediatric leukemias and the
Eva Luise and Horst Köhler Award for Research
on Rare Diseases.
The Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Rare
and Undiagnosed Diseases (LBI RUD) under
the leadership of Kaan will establish coordinated
research efforts on the genetic and functional
basis of rare diseases. LBI-RUD will pursue
an ambitious translational research program
to phenotypically characterize rare diseases
patients in Austria and beyond and efficiently
identify known and novel, causative gene
defects. Furthermore, the researchers will
conduct molecular work-up to unravel disease
mechanisms and translate these discoveries
into therapeutic options for individual patients
and for groups of rare diseases sharing similar
biology. Special focus of the institute will be on
the i nvestigations of rare diseases of the immune
system and hematopoiesis and rare neurological
diseases. Furthermore, LBI RUD will pursue
research on ethical and societal aspects of rare
diseases and connect with a broad range of
stakeholders to advance rare diseases research.
CeMM, the Research Center for Molecular
Medicine of the Austrian Academy of Sciences,
the M
 edical University of Vienna, and the
Children’s Cancer Research Institute of St. Anna
Children’s Hospital (CCRI) are official partners
of LBI-RUD.

And LIBRA (Leading Innovative measures
to reach gender Balance in Research Activities) –
the E
 U-LIFE alliance project to develop and
implement gender equality in research – has been
launched. The kick off meeting of this H2020
funded project took place in October 2015. CeMM
is one of the thirteen partners, who are going to
contribute to the design and implementation of
harmonized and tailored Gender Equality Plans
at the research institutes’ level. A
 pproximately
half of the Ph.D. students in Europe are women.
However, the levels of women researchers
decrease at the postdoctoral level and drop
dramatically in leadership p
 ositions. These
numbers demonstrate a dramatic waste of t alent
and resources in education, research and the
labour market. Thirteen research i nstitutes in
life sciences in Europe, all of them p
 artnering
the EU-LIFE alliance, are to beat the c urrent
unbalanced situation r egarding men and
women in science. Supported by a gender expert
organisation we will undertake the LIBRA
project, aimed to evaluate the c urrent status
of gender equality in the different institutes
and implement innovative actions to increase
representation and participation of women
in leadership positions in life sciences in Europe
as well as raising science excellence by i ncluding
sex and gender dimension in their research.
CeMM is work package leader for the topic
recruitment.
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Facts &
Figures

Staﬀ
Listed by number of persons per ﬁeld of work
(219 employees comply with 114 full-time equivalents)

CeMM has a very good gender
balance, with a small surplus
of woman (58 %), the average
age is 33 years.

Staﬀ Scientists
2 persons
1% of total staﬀ

Management
3 persons
1,5% of total staﬀ

Scientiﬁc Support
10 persons
5% of total staﬀ

Lab Heads
12 persons
5,5% of total staﬀ

Diploma Students, Internship and Guest Scientists
27 persons
12% of total staﬀ

Administration
29 persons
13% of total staﬀ

Technical Assistants
36 persons
16% of total staﬀ

Postdoctoral Fellows
48 persons
22% of total staﬀ

Ph.D. Students
54 persons
24% of total staﬀ
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Nationalities at CeMM

Expenses in 2015
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Scientific Advisory Board
The sixth evaluation by the Scientific A
 dvisory
Board (SAB) took place from November 9–11,
2015, some 18 months subsequent to the prior
SAB meeting in April 2014. On this latest
occasion, five SAB members undertook to visit
CeMM in Vienna. Those attending were David
Livingston (Chair)/Dana-Farber and Harvard
Cancer Center Boston, James D. Griffin/Dana
Farber Cancer Institute Boston, Richard Flavell/
Yale University, Carl-Henrik Heldin/Ludwig
Institute Uppsala, and Janet Kelso/Max Planck
Institute Leipzig.
Here follows an extract from the report
given by the CeMM Scientific Advisory Board.
An unabridged version can be found on the
CeMM website: http://www.cemm.oeaw.ac.at/
about/advisory-board/

Leadership at CeMM
The overarching forces that have combined
to make CeMM a genuine center of excellence
were initiated, maintained and refined by its
Director. We emphasize our unanimous support
for his c ontinuing role as both chief scientist
and chief executive at CeMM. We believe that
his unique vision, his ability to continually
inspire his scientific colleagues, and his skills at
solving i nstitutional problems are both special
and enviable. In the end, enlightened and
expert leadership is essential to the success of
any scientific institution. In the case of CeMM,
Giulio Superti-Furga has again proven the truth
of this principle. To his CeMM colleagues he is a
wise, generous, and devoted colleague and mentor,
while remaining a world-class scientist …

Relationships with
Overview of the Center
the Vienna Scientific Community
CeMM, which, we believe, is one of Europe’s most
CeMM is located on the MUV campus, and
esteemed centers of innovation in disease-related
CeMM researchers have built multiple personal
laboratory research, is about to enter its second
and scientific relationships with MUV faculty
decade of life. It has reached this enviable level
investigators and clinicians. These appear to
of respect and accomplishment while remaining
be growing in depth and in number, and the
relatively small, a great achievement.
bilateral scientific benefits that they have c reated
are appreciated both at MUV and at CeMM.
Collectively, its 11 Principal Investigators (PI) and
CeMM has also provided technical expertise,
Department Heads represent a f ormidable force
e.g. in advanced proteomics and genomics to
in disease research, and its leadership has proven
its MUV neighbors and other Vienna scientific
itself to be visionary in key areas of medical
centers. These developments have helped to
research. CeMM is unique within Austria in the
build community respect for its work. Finally,
leading role it is playing in translational m
 edical
its disease-related scientific thrust and the
research, and it is due to the combined efforts
growing public demand for ever more incisive
and singular focus of its leaders and scientists
and successful clinical investigation into the
that it has quickly become a research institution
most threatening diseases have emerged almost
of extraordinary value both to Austria and to
simultaneously. Thus, we believe that CeMM
Europe. The quality and rigor of CeMM science is
is likely to witness considerable growth in its
extraordinarily high. Better still, it is a
 dventurous, interactions with other Vienna biomedical
which is just what is needed in disease-related
research institutions interested in the interface
research. The rapid increase in peer-reviewed grant of basic and translational research. This is also
income since the last SAB visit provides strong
likely to include interactions with the University
evidence that the wider scientific community
of Vienna, with which it shares an interest in
shares this opinion. Some of Europe’s most
computational and mathematical approaches
competitive grants have been won by CeMM PIs.
to biomedicine.
Additionally, some of CeMM’s discoveries are of
sufficient importance to future clinical t ranslation
that they have spurred the Center to initiate,
largely through new, small c ompany d
 evelopment,
the pre-clinical and c linical development of
desirable products derived from them.
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CeMM faculty, postdocs and
Ph.D. students with the SAB.
First row f.l.t.r. CeMM PI
Denise Barlow, CeMM Director
Sylvia Knapp, SAB members
James D. Griffin, Carl-Henrik
Heldin, David Livingston,
Janet Kelso, CeMM Director
Giulio Superti-Furga, SAB
member Richard Flavell, and
CeMM Director Anita Ender
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State of the Science at CeMM
The science of the Institute continues to grow
from strength to strength. Much of the research at
the Institute is characterized by a team approach,
bringing together talented investigators with
the latest technologies and innovative ideas.
The investments made several years ago in the
recruitment of new faculty are now bearing fruit
in the form of their manifest productivity which
is reflected in publications, funding, and awards.
Several CeMM groups have now published
papers (or will soon) in high-profile journals such
as Nature, Cell, New England Journal of Medicine,
Immunity, etc. Already five faculty have been
awarded coveted ERC grants (Superti-Furga,
Nijman, Boztug, Bergthaler, Bock) – a real vali
dation of the quality of research in the Institute
and the fine work of its members.
The senior faculty has likewise continued to
impress with the highest-profile publications on
groundbreaking discoveries. Highlights include
the discovery and publication by Kralovics and
colleagues of mutations in Calreticulin in the
hematopoietic malignancy, MPN, providing a
second major pathway after Jak2 in this important disease. This is already finding p
 ractical
application and has commercial potential.
Likewise, the Director’s laboratory continues to
practice truly outstanding science by consistently
producing work of the highest standard. For
example, this year a substantial consortium under
his leadership discovered that a new member of
the burgeoning SLC family plays a critical role in
sensing amino acids in lysosomes, thereby controlling the critical metabolic regulator, mTORC1.
Staff Recruitment and Interactions
CeMM has been very successful in recruiting
highly qualified scientists at all levels. The SAB
enjoyed listening to presentations by a large
group of excellent postdoctoral fellow and Ph.D.
students, during which very interesting and
important scientific findings were described. The
maturity, insight, and professional performance
of essentially all young scientists were striking.
Clearly, their training by their CeMM PIs is
superb. Recruitment at the group leader level has
also gone well, and CeMM now houses several
who are already extraordinary scientists. Their
high ambitions and motivation came across
very clearly in their one-to-one discussions with
individual members of the SAB.
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Genom Austria
In his role as co-ordinator of the Biomedical
Sequencing Facility, Dr. Bock leads an e xperienced
team that provides sequencing, research support,
and consulting services for a range of next-
generation sequencing projects primarily at
CeMM, and the Medical University of Vienna.
Among the flagship projects is “Genom Austria”,
which CeMM leadership and Christoph Bock
see as a means to inform the public regarding
the value and specific importance of genomics
and medical genomics to human health. It also
proposes to facilitate public discussions of the
ethical and social implications of genomic
technologies. While a full-blown personal and
medical genome project in Austria may be beyond
the focus and the financial capacity of CeMM,
the SAB understands its current commitment to
this national effort.
CeMM Business Opportunities
and Technology Transfer
As part of its business plan, CeMM hopes to
commercialize discoveries related to diagnosis
or treatment that can bring revenue back to the
Center. This is especially important, given the
constraints on funding provided to CeMM by
the Academy. Dr. Superti-Furga has identified
two, new early stage projects that are candidates
for commercialization of CeMM discoveries and
technologies. The SAB welcomes and supports both
initiatives and offers more detailed constructive
advice for each project in the confidential section
of this report.
Administration
During the past 2 years, scientific and institutional
administration at CeMM has been elevated to a
new and highly desirable level. Anita Ender has
brought significant, new efficiencies to bear on the
Center’s daily work and the logistics thereof. Better
still, she has found ways to save money and to
make CeMM’s existing funds purchase greater
value in products and services. Overall, the SAB
was highly impressed and satisfied with the
progress and leadership that CeMM has achieved
among the European institutes with a basic
medical/translational research focus. It wishes to
congratulate the Austrian Academy of Sciences
for having initiated and supported CeMM, thus
far, and strongly suggests that it should take all
possible measures to guarantee the stability and
active support of this national jewel.

Strategic Partnerships
Austrian Academy of Sciences
CeMM, the Research Center for Molecular
Medicine of the Austrian Academy of Sciences
is, as its name suggests, a c onstituent i nstitute
falling under the auspices of the Austrian
Academy of Sciences. Founded in 1847 as a
learned society, the Academy has since developed
to become the pre-eminent, “non-university”,
academic research organization in Austria.
Cognizant of its social, cultural and economic
responsibilities, the Academy conducts basic
research much of which is d
 eveloped into
practical application, and its members support
this function by making their broad range of
expertise available in both a practical sense
and in an advisory capacity to the public
and to decision-makers across the b
 usiness
and political spectrum. The Academy has its
headquarters in the historic and impressive
Old University building in the very heart of
Vienna. The Academy constitutes 29 research
institutions employing 1,450 scientists and
support staff located all over Austria. At the
beginning of the new millennium, the A
 cademy
gained new impetus with a decisive move
into forward-looking areas of research. As
part of this initiative, CeMM was founded in
2005 as an inter-disciplinary research institute
committed to advancing the understanding of
human diseases through basic and biomedical
research. Its research profile is based upon the
quality of its science, its potential for innovation,
and the sustainability of its output, which
together, in the few years since its inception,
have already made CeMM a flagship institute
of the Academy and a key player for biomedical
research and precision medicine in the heart
of Europe. The Academy continues to set new
standards in the dialogue between the science
community and society in general. In this
respect, CeMM is completely in accord with the
goals of its parent organization through actively
bringing together different disciplines, initiating
science and arts projects, conducting popular
lectures and sociological, ethical and health
political debates, on subjects such as the future
of genome-informed medicine. The eminent
example is CeMM’s annual Landsteiner Lecture
held in the stunning 18th century frescoed
festive hall of the A
 cademy (where Haydn and
Beethoven conducted premieres of their work).
www.oeaw.ac.at

The Medical University of Vienna
CeMM’s research is strongly oriented towards
medical needs and integrates research on
f undamental biological processes with clinical
expertise to gain new insights into human pathophysiology and develop innovative d
 iagnostic
and therapeutic approaches. The Medical
University of Vienna (MUV) is one of the most
important research partners of CeMM and
plays a key role in the career development of
the CeMM students and Faculty. The MUV is a
highly dynamic research organization, competent
in treatment of a very wide area of human
ailments with a tradition of i nnovation going
back c enturies. It provides a perfect environment
for modern research initiatives on precision
medicine centered around CeMM’s cutting
edge technologies. Several common p
 rojects
of s trategic importance have already been
established between CeMM and the MUV in the
past years. Situated as it is, in its p
 urpose-built
building on the campus of the MUV and the
General Hospital (AKH), CeMM is in a prime
location within Austria’s largest medical research
complex to fulfill its mission statement “From
the Clinic to the Clinic” which, by its very nature,
both implies and requires close collaboration
between basic researchers and clinicians and
an indispensible interactive mindset.
www.meduniwien.ac.at
EU-LIFE
EU-LIFE, established in 2012, is a life s ciences
research partnership set up to support and
strengthen European excellence in research.
It is an alliance of 13 renowned research
centers (~7,200 scientists). CeMM was one
of the f ounding partners. Other partners
include, for example, the Centre for Genomic
Regulation (CRG) in Spain, the Flanders
Institute for Biotechnology (VIB) in Belgium,
the N
 etherlands Cancer Institute (NKI), and
the Friedrich Miescher Institute for Biomedical
Research in Switzerland, all of whom operate
with similar principles of excellence, external
reviews, independence, competitiveness, and
with the same international perspective. D
 uring
difficult economic times and within a highly
competitive international research landscape,
the a lliance partners decided to join forces to
address complex questions, share knowledge and
influence research policy in life sciences, with
a view to pushing European science forward.
In 2015, the EU-LIFE institutes successfully
acquired a H2020 grant called LIBRA, a project
to develop and implement gender equality in
research. www.eu-life.eu
Facts
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Technology Transfer
and the Management
of Intellectual Property
Technology transfer and the management
of intellectual property are topics receiving
increased focus and intensity at CeMM. As a
government-sponsored academic research
institution, a significant proportion of CeMM’s
funding is derived indirectly from public
t axation. CeMM’s mandate is to undertake worldclass research in biomedicine, to train researchers
and medical doctors in molecular medicine
and to accelerate the advent of the precise,
personalized, participatory and p
 reventative
medicine of the future. An integral component
of CeMM’s strategy is the i dentification and
support, on a regular basis, of translational
initiatives that promise to have a positive impact
on medicine. CeMM, therefore, considers it a
vital part of its societal responsibility to safeguard
and to put a tangible value on its research output.
There are four main reasons for doing so: 1) staff
trained to understand the value of ideas are better
equipped to appreciate what is g roundbreaking
and what is not, 2) only proprietary and protected
ideas can attract the funding necessary for
efficient and world-competitive translation, 3)
protection is vital to prevent third parties from
exploiting commercially CeMM’s intellectual
property and scientific output to the exclusion
of CeMM, to the disadvantage and detriment of
those parties who sponsored the research in the
first place, and 4) only through the efficient
protection and commercialization of CeMM’s
proprietary ideas can there exist the potential for
financial gain in the long run to prop up CeMM’s
budget, thereby affording CeMM the opportunity
of partial self-funding.
In order to raise the awareness of the c riticality
of securing intellectual property, CeMM regularly
offers appropriate training to its scientific
staff on the practical and conceptual issues of
patenting. CeMM actively promotes and supports
the generation and fostering of new business
opportunities arising from its research projects,
often simply by providing an environment that
stimulates and encourages innovative thinking
of and between co-workers. To date, such
innovative thinking has resulted in the founding
of a new start-up company, the enrichment
of the portfolio of existing companies, the
out-licensing of patents or the formation of
partnerships involving consultancy, know-how
and t echnology transfer.
Ce — M— M—
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In 2015, researchers of the Superti-Furga
laboratory at CeMM participated in the so-called
“Best of Biotech Competition”, and can be
congratulated for being among the best 10 teams
out of 42 applications from 11 different countries.
The project idea: During the management of
patients with blood c ancers, hemato-oncologists
often have the choice between different
treatment options but may not be able to predict
which is going to be the most effective. Berend
Snijder, Nikolaus Krall and Gregory Vladimer,
Postdoctoral Fellows in the laboratory of Giulio
Superti-Furga at CeMM, in collaboration with
the Department of Hematology at the Medical
University of Vienna have started an incubator
project to develop an in vitro d
 iagnostic (IVD)
test that can predict which chemotherapy,
out of numerous possibilities, will help a
patient with blood cancer and which is likely
to only have side effects, using an innovative
high-content automated confocal microscopy
screen that allows to monitor the response
of all i ndividual cells in the sample. The project
aims to help d
 octors make informed treatment
decisions and shall ensure that patients get
the best p
 ossible care.
“Best of Biotech” is an international life
science business plan competition organized
by Life Science Austria (LISA), a program run
by the Austria Wirtschaftsservice (AWS) on
behalf of the Austrian Federal Ministry of
Science, Research and Economy. In May, 2015
an international jury consisting of distinguished
experts from the areas of science, industry and
finance selected the winners of the competition.
www.bestofbiotech.at

Please, Sponsor
and Support Us!
CeMM is in many respects an unusual institution with ambitious
long-term goals in reshaping the medical research landscape in
Austria and beyond. It has only started to live in its own building
in the middle of the medical campus in Vienna in 2011, and
the institute is still in the build-up phase of its existence.
All indicators of success are extremely positive, as you can read
in the Scientific Advisory Board Report!
The institute measures its performance by
the quality and originality of the publications
as well as by its ability to carry out projects that
speak to potential diagnostic and therapeutic
innovation. Among the research highlights
are the identification of a novel, important
pathogenic mechanism for age-related macular
degeneration, opening new possibilities for the
development of novel therapies, or decoding a
genetic mutation responsible for about 15 % of
myeloproliferative neoplasia cases, which will
lead to the development of a reliable diagnostic
test for the CALR mutations offering each patient
a clearer prognostic profile and guiding disease
management.

To develop the full potential of CeMM, we are
looking for additional funds and support for our
research endeavors, or for our educational and
cultural projects like Genom Austria.
To find out more about CeMM, its people
and research projects, please visit us at:
http://www.cemm.oeaw.ac.at/research/groups/
or contact Anita Ender, Administrative Director
of CeMM: T +43-1-40160-70079,
aender@cemm.at
We are very grateful for your contribution!

Bank details CeMM
As an institute of the Austrian Academy of
UniCredit Bank Austria AG
Sciences CeMM receives a basic budget from its
Schottengasse 6, A-1010 Wien
mother institution, and the CeMM researchers
IBAN: AT29 1100 0012 7041 8501
try to acquire additional third party funds
BIC: BKAUATWW
through competitive grant applications. But like
in every successful organization, there are always
more exciting ideas than financial resources, and
regular investments are necessary to provide state
of the art technologies and to stay competitive.
The institute needs to be in the position to fulfil
its mandate and mission, to assist in preparing
the predictive, preventive and personalized
medicine of the future, and to be a training center
for a new generation of researchers in molecular
medicine. You can help us!

Testimonials
It has been a long and so-far successful tradition to
invite notable people to give us their take on CeMM’s
philosophies and performance, which we include
in our annual research reports. These people are
both advisors and supporters of CeMM, and have
included holders of prominent positions in
government, industry and academia, accomplished
artists, c omedians and a sporting World Champion.

Dr. Johannes Hahn
Commissioner of the European Union

The photographs of those who have imparted their
testimonials in the past are presented in the following
pages. This year, the new contributions can be found
collected in the “life” part of the research report.
We believe that we can learn from their opinions
and benefit from their approval and encouragement.

Dr. Beatrix Karl
Former Austria’s Federal Minister of Science and Research

Prof. Dr. Karlheinz Töchterle
Former Austria’s Federal Minister of Science and Research

Dr. Sonja Hammerschmid
Rector, University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Schütz
Former Rector, Medical University of Vienna

Dr. Michael Häupl
Mayor of the City of Vienna

Prof. Dr. Georg Stingl Former President of the Section for
Natural Sciences of the ÖAW

Dr. Andreas Mailath-Pokorny
City Councilor for Culture and Science, Vienna

Prof. Dr. Alexander Van der Bellen Commissioner of
the City of Vienna for Universities and Research

Mag.a Monika Kircher-Kohl Former Chief Executive
Officer, Infineon Technologies Austria AG

Brigitte Kowanz
Artist

Prof. Dr. Helmut Denk
Former President of the Austrian Academy of Sciences

Prof. Dr. Peter Schuster
Former President of the Austrian Academy of Sciences

Dipl. Ing. Dr. Sabine Herlitschka, MBA Chief Executive Officer
and Chief Technology Officer, Infineon Technologies Austria AG

Mag.ª Brigitte Ederer
Former Member of the Executive Board of Siemens AG

Prof. Dr. Arnold Pollak Former Head of the Department
of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine, MUV

Stermann & Grissemann
Comedians, TV-Stars, Compères “Willkommen Österreich”
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Prof. Dr. Josef Penninger Scientific Director,
Institute of Molecular Biotechnology (IMBA)

Prof. Dr. Nadia Rosenthal Director, Australian
Regenerative Medicine Institute, Melbourne

Prof. Dr. Bernhard Felderer Former Director,
Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna

Prof. Dr. Ursula Schmidt-Erfurt Head of the Department
of Ophthalmology and Optometrics at the MUV/AKH

Prof. Dr. Harald zur Hausen
Winner of the Nobel Prize for Medicine 2008

Dr. Reinhold Mitterlehner Vice-Chancellor and
Federal Minister for Science, Research and Economy

Prof. Dr. Hans Tuppy Chair of the Board of the University
of Natural R
 esources and Applied Life Sciences Vienna

Martin Walde
Artist

Dorothee Golz
Artist

Prof. Dr. Helmut Gadner Former Director,
St. Anna Children’s Cancer Research Institute

Margit Fischer
Chairwomen of the Science Center Network Foundation

Niki Lauda
F1 World Champion and Airline Founder

Dr. Benedikt and Beatrice Spiegelfeld
Sponsors

Peter Kogler
Artist

Esther Stocker
Artist

Prof. Dr. Markus Aspelmeyer
Faculty of Physics, University of Vienna and VCQ

Prof. Dr. Reinhard Krepler
Former Director of the Vienna General Hospital

Eva Schlegel
Artist

Prof. Dr. Markus Müller
Rector, Medical University of Vienna

Robert Palfrader Austrian comedian in his most famous
social satire role as the (fictitious) Austrian Emperor

Dr. Hannes Androsch Chair, Austrian Council for R
 esearch
and Technology Development Senator, ÖAW

Prof. Dr. Christoph Zielinski Chairman,
Department of Medicine I and Cancer Center, AKH/MUV

Dr. Werner Lanthaler, MBA, MPA
Chief Executive Officer of Evotec AG

Prof. Dr. Bernd Binder † Department
of Vascular B
 iology and Thrombosis Research, MUV

Prof. Dr. David Livingston Deputy Director,
Dana-Farber/Harvard Cancer Center, Boston

Dr. Johanna Rachinger Director General of the Austrian
National Library, Member of the Senate of the ÖAW

Prof. Dr. Max L. Birnstiel † Founding Director of
the Research Institute of Molecular Pathology (IMP)

Thomas Feuerstein
Artist

Prof. Dr. Anton Zeilinger
President of the Austrian Academy of Sciences

Giorgio Marrapodi
Ambassador of Italy to the Republic of Austria

Susan le Jeune d’Allegeershecque Her Britannic
Majesty’s Ambassador to the Republic of Austria

Prof. Dr. Helga Nowotny Ph.D. Founding Member
and Former President, European Research Council

Mag.ª Barbara Prammer † President of the Austrian
National Council, Member of the Senate of the ÖAW

Dr. Fabiola Gianotti
Particle Physicist, CERN, Geneva

ÖAW
MUV
AKH
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Prof. Dr. Christine Mannhalter Molecular Diagnostics
MUV, Vice President of the Austrian Science Fund

Prof. Dr. Ewald Nowotny
Governor Oesterreichische Nationalbank

Dr. Heinz Fischer
President of the Austrian Republic

Walking Chair
Artists

Austrian Academy of Sciences
Medical University of Vienna
Vienna General Hospital

Art and Science at CeMM

Critical to innovative research approaches
in molecular medicine are independence and
creative ideas. From the very beginning we aimed
at providing a futuristic, thought-provoking
environment to our CeMM researchers, and
are grateful to Architect Ernst Kopper, who
created a building full of light and open space for
interactions which also allowed us to implement
several Art and Science Projects.
CeMM Art Façade
Everything started with the beautiful 400 m²
glass art façade of CeMM designed by Peter
Kogler. The artist was inspired by topics that
are studied at the institute, namely networks
of molecules and cells, and the façade is also
symbolizing a new transparent partnership
between m
 edical research and society. It
became a landmark on the medical campus.
CeMM Brain Lounge
Spin around, think around, reload your brain …
The CeMM Brain Lounge is more than a room:
It is an art installation and open-end experiment
dedicated to the power of thinking. The CeMM
Brain Lounge was created by Walking Chair,
Karl Emilio Pircher and Fidel Peugeot, in close
cooperation with the CeMM Directors Giulio
Superti-Furga and Anita Ender. The central piece
of the Brain Lounge is a carousel with 14 leather
chairs, their reverse side is detachable and meant
to be designed by various artists. We are very
grateful that many renowned artists contributed
already to the brain lounge. There is still space
for more!
CeMM Time Capsule
The concept of the Time Capsule is based on
Martin Walde’s interaction with CeMM’s
research and philosophy and with the wish
to create a “docking place” for artists of
all branches within a biomedical research
institute. The CeMM Time capsule serves as
a “serendipity” communication platform in
several ways: through intentional or accidental
meetings of artists and scientists and through
the p
 reservation of messages left in one of the
13,000 empty notebooks.

400 m2 glass art facade of
CeMM designed by Peter
Kogler, CEMM Brain Lounge,
CeMM Time Capsule
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We would like to thank all
sponsors, artists and friends
who helped us realize these
inspiring projects.

Art Façade
Gustav Ammerer
Bernd and Christa Binder
Christoph Binder
Max and Margaret Birnstiel
Martin and Lucrezia Böhm
Erhard Busek
Meinrad and Irene Busslinger
Georg and Maria Rita Casari
Helmut and Helga Denk
Heinz and Margit Fischer
Michael and Margarita
Freissmuth
Annabelle, Tara, Constantin
and Paul Habsburg-Lothringen
Johannes Hahn
Michael Häupl
Christian J. Herold
Erika Jensen-Jarolim
Beatrix Karl
Reinhard Krepler
Ernst M. Kopper
Klaus Lechner
Jürgen Meier
Laurenz and Waltraud Niel
Sebastian Nijman and
Helen Pickersgill
Primus and Katharina
Österreicher
Elisabeth and Helmut
Pockberger
Maria Polsterer-Kattus
Barbara Prammer
Georg and Martina Prantl
Ursula Schmidt-Erfurth
Wolfgang Schütz
Constantin Spiegelfeld
Georg Stingl
Erich W. Streissler
Giulio and Stefanie
Superti-Furga
Peter Swetly
Witold and Claudia Szymanski
Iris, Zambak and
Abdurrahman Uras
Erwin Wagner
Herbert Watzke
Klaus Wolff
Nikolaus and Gabriele Zacherl
Franz Zwickl
AKH Vienna
CeMM Administration
CeMM Barlow Lab
CeMM Ph.D. Students
CeMM Postdoctoral Fellows
Medical University of Vienna
Austrian Academy of Sciences
STRABAG AG
University Clinic for Psychiatry
and Psychotherapy of Vienna
Vossius & Partner

Brain Lounge
The Artists
Walking Chair, Karl E. Pircher
& Fidel Peugeot
Titanilla Eisenhart
Thomas Feuerstein
Dorothee Golz
Peter Kogler
Zenita Komad
Brigitte Kowanz
Daniel Kroh
Alois Mosbacher
Eva Schlegel
Esther Stocker
Martin Walde
Donators
Andreas Bergthaler
Christa Binder
Margaret and Max Birnstiel
Anita Ender
Michael Freissmuth
Karl and Christine Holubar
Camilla Khevenhüller Borghese
Peter Krall
Werner Lanthaler
Klaus Lechner
Michael Stampfer
Georg Stingl
Florian and Annick Stockert
Erich Streissler
Giulio and
Stefanie Superti-Furga
Herwig Tachezi
Max Trauttmansdorff
Alexandra Moll Bano
Zhewen Zhu
Dionex Austria
Eppendorf Austria GmbH
Weingut Stift Göttweig
Thermo Fischer Scientific
Trauttmansdorffwines
Microsynth
VWR International GesmbH
Walking Chair
WWTF

Time Capsule
Goerdt Abel
Maria Abel
Christa Dukor Mayrhofer
Margit Frank
Georg Geyer
Verena Gschnitzer-Konzert
Esther Hauser
Dietlinde Herunter
Maria Holzer
Walter Holzer
Wolfgang Jansky
Florian Georg Kremslehner
Jürgen Meier
Christian Müller
Wolfgang Neubert
Peter Pessenlehner
Andra Spallart
Walter Trampusch
Werner Wutscher
Christian Ziegler
Alpina Druck GmbH
e&k public relations gmbh
LRS GmbH
Mondi AG
Stadt Wien, MA 7 – Kultur
Stefan Rothleitner
Contemporary Art Consulting
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Thomas Moser
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Markus Müller
Mathias Müller
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Alexander Nagler
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Michael Nentwich
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Peter Swetly
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